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Chapter 1 
Perspective and Outline 
The control of biological function is a central topic in healthcare, medicinal chemistry 
and agriculture. For decades, humanity has been fighting against bacterial infections 
and cancer, amongst others, by extensive drug development programs. Remarkably, 
the treatment of diseases by external stimuli, such as light, has only been exploited in 
recent years with major applications in cancer therapy. These therapies mainly rely on 
direct necrosis of tumor cells at the sites of light irradiation, by for example singlet 
oxygen formation. Therefore, although externally applied, most of these therapies still 
show severe side effects due to their poor selectivity. This lack of selectivity is not 
limited to radiation or chemotherapeutics, but also antibacterial therapy suffers from 
selectivity issues and the environmental build-up of active antibiotics leads to the 
emergence of bacterial resistance. Light is a promising stimulus to obtain external 
control of biological function, because of its extraordinary precision, including 
unparalleled spatial and temporal resolution, non-invasiveness and orthogonality to 
cellular processes. Moreover, the different, possible wavelengths of irradiation 
potentially allow the wavelength-selective control of different processes within a single 
system. From recent developments in chemistry and biology two research areas, 
photopharmacology and photo-activated therapy, emerged, in which light activation 
has been combined with drug development to externally control biological systems.  
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1.1 Aim of the Research Described in This Thesis 
Photopharmacology aims at the external reversible control of biological processes 
with light.1–3 It is based on the incorporation or attachment of a molecular 
photoswitch in/to the pharmacophore, which can thus reversibly undergo a 
structural change upon irradiation with light.4 The two isomeric forms obtained 
have distinct characteristics, like absorption maximum, extinction coefficient, 
quantum yield and polarity. Important for the application in biological systems, next 
to the lack of toxicity, is the fatigue resistance under physiological conditions.5 
Examples of well-studied molecular photoswitches are azobenzenes, stilbenes, 
diarylethenes, spiropyrans and the recently developed DASAs. 4,6 

Photo-activated therapy aims at the synthetic masking of functional groups in the 
pharmacophore allowing a single light-activation, without reversibility.7  For this 
purpose, a plethora of photocleavable groups have been designed and synthesized, 
ranging from o-nitrobenzene and coumarin derivatives to the recently reported 
bodipy scaffold.8–10 Again, important characteristics are absorption maximum, 
quantum yield and aqueous stability, besides the toxicity of the released 
photoproduct.11  

Both in photopharmacology and photo-activated therapy, the structural alterations 
caused by light irradiation ultimately lead to differences in binding properties or 
uptake of a bioactive molecule. The difference in activity between the two forms 
allows to selectively control biological function with light. The work described in 
this thesis aims at the development and utilization of photopharmacology and 
photo-activated therapy to ultimately control biological function.  

1.2 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 introduces photopharmacology and classifies the different medical targets, 
according to their potential for the control by light. Furthermore, it describes 
illustrative examples of photocontrolled bioactive compounds and concludes with an 
outlook towards the design of light-controlled systems for clinical applications.2 

Chapter 3 describes a strategy to derivatize known drugs  with a photoswitch in a 
single synthetic step to render them light-responsive. The well-known antibacterial 
agent, ciprofloxacin, was modified with both an azobenzene and spiropyran 
photoswitch. Photochemical characterization and initial microbiological studies 
revealed a difference in activity between the irradiated and non-irradiated form for 
both derivatives. Interestingly, the azobenzene-derived ciprofloxacin shows an >50 
fold increase in activity against Gram-positive bacteria when compared with the 
native ciprofloxacin. Finally, patterning experiments demonstrated the spatial 
resolution attained with this approach.12 

Chapter 4 constitutes a novel strategy to synthesize red-shifted tetra-ortho 
substituted azobenzenes, i.e. molecular photoswitches that can be used in 
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Perspective and Outline 

photopharmacology. Visible light activation is pivotal for the development of 
photopharmacology towards clinical applications.13 Next to the improved non-
invasiveness, also tissue penetration is significantly enhanced when moving into the 
visible/red light region. Tetra-ortho-substituted azobenzene derivatives were 
synthesized using a selective lithiation strategy of 1,3-disubstituted aromatics, 
followed by a coupling reaction with aryldiazonium salts, yielding the desired red-
shifted, tetra-methoxy, tetra-fluoro and tetra-chloro azobenzenes, in good to 
excellent yields. Moreover, functional group tolerance was demonstrated together 
with the investigation of the photochemical properties of these privileged newly 
synthesized azobenzenes.14 

Chapter 5 shows the application of the methodology described in Chapter 4 to 
synthesize bathochromically-shifted azobenzenes to control antibacterial activity 
with visible/red light. Towards this end, a photoswitchable trimethoprim analogue 
was designed and synthesized allowing UV light activation of antibacterial activity in 
initial microbiological experiments. Subsequently, utilizing the described synthetic 
methodology, the trimethoprim scaffold was derivatized with a visible (red or green) 
light switchable tetra-substituted azobenzene. The possibility to control 
antibacterial function, in situ, in both directions with visible light was investigated. 
This chapter constitutes the first example of red-light activation of antibacterial 
activity thus establishing a system with profitable characteristics for future in vivo 
application.15 

Chapter 6 describes a general, straightforward synthetic strategy to synthesize aryl-
-keto-amides for the control of bacterial communication (quorum sensing) with 

light. A cross-coupling reaction was developed allowing the synthesis of a protected 
aryl-diketo-motif, which allowed the subsequent formation of the desired aryl- -
keto-amides. Screening of the synthesized library, constituting 16 structurally 
different derivatives, for agonistic and antagonistic properties led to the 
identification of a photoswitchable agonist with an exciting >700 times difference in 
activity between the irradiated and non-irradiated form, representing an 
unprecedented selectivity in photopharmacology. 

Chapter 7 introduces the concept of photo-activated therapy. Especially the concept 
of wavelength-selective photocleavage to control multiple functions in a single 
system is discussed. Moreover, an overview of recent photocleavable groups is 
provided including their distinct absorption maxima.8 

Chapter 8 presents the design, synthesis and biological evaluation of a 
photocleavable Mdm2 inhibitor, allowing the control of protein-protein interactions, 
and thereby cellular growth, with light.16 Significant differences in anti-tumor 
properties were found with remarkable spatiotemporal resolution of activation. 
Ultrashort microsecond laser irradiation with micrometer precision allowed the 
light-controlled, in situ, reduction of tumor cell growth. 
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Chapter 9 describes a photocleavable Trojan horse strategy towards potent light-
controlled antibacterial agents against, amongst others, Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
infections. A 22-step total synthesis is described allowing the preparation of a 
siderophore-antibiotic conjugate which can be photocleaved with biocompatible 
visible light. Unfortunately, biological experiments were hampered by poor solubility 
and aggregation at biologically relevant concentrations. However, with the initial 
results, this chapter showcases the potential of the use of photocleavable linkers in 
antibacterial Trojan horse strategies to obtain profitable spatial and temporal 
control. 
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Chapter 2 
Photopharmacology 
The field of photopharmacology uses molecular photoswitches to establish control 
over the action of bioactive molecules by light. It aims at reducing systemic drug 
toxicity and emergence of resistance, while achieving unprecedented precision in 
treatment. Using small molecules, photopharmacology provides a viable alternative to 
optogenetics. In this chapter, we present a critical overview of the different 
pharmacological targets in various organs and a survey of organ systems in the human 
body that can be addressed in a non-invasive manner. We support this with a 
discussion on the prospects of selective light delivery to these organs and overview of 
specific requirements for light-activatable drugs. Beyond the application-directed 
overview, we aim at illustrating the photodruggability of medicinal targets with recent 
findings and emphasize where conceptually new approaches have to be explored to 
provide photopharmacology with the promising future opportunities to bring “smart” 
molecular design ultimately to the realm of clinical use. 
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2.1 The Concept of Photopharmacology 
The majority of the current medical treatments rely on using bioactive compounds. 
These compounds evoke a pharmacological response by interacting with molecular 
targets in the human body, such as enzymes, receptors, ion channels and carrier 
molecules.1 The selectivity of this interaction is crucial and the lack thereof leads to 
the emergence of potentially severe short-, mid- and long-term side-effects in the 
human body, and also limits increased dose-efficacy at the site of action.2 High levels 
of selectivity can be attained in several ways, e.g.: i) By avoiding cross-interactions 
upon addressing targets which are not present in humans, e.g. for anti-microbial 
agents;3 ii) by choosing targets present only in selected organs or over-expressed 
only in selected diseases and thus reducing off-target effect, e.g. in some cancer 
chemotherapies such as immunotherapy,4 and iii) local administration of the drug, 
e.g. in ophthalmology.5 However, in many cases it is not possible to achieve 
selectivity, because most pharmacological targets are constitutively expressed 
throughout the body in both healthy and diseased tissues.4 For example, Epidermal 
Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) is present in normal epithelia,6 besides being 
overexpressed in head- and neck cancer, which limits an increased dosing of a 
therapeutic antibody such as cetuximab. Therefore of special interest are methods 
that allow  remote activation of drugs or allow intrinsic activation at the site of 
action only at a carefully chosen time and in selected space, irrespective of the target 
distribution.  

Photopharmacology7,8 (Figure 1a) aims at solving the problem of the off-target 
activity and severe side effects by establishing an external modality for the control 
over drug action. To achieve this, photopharmacology relies on the design, synthesis, 
study and application of drugs whose activity can be regulated with light. Using such 
drugs in treatment could prevent the systemic and environmental side effects 
through the selective activation of biological activity / toxicity. The light activation 
can be achieved either extrinsically (from outside the body) or intrinsically (from 
inside the body or site of action) by activated fluorescent compounds (i.e. FRET pairs 
or quenched probes).  
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Photopharmacology 

 

Figure 1. Basic principles and requirements for the light-controlled treatment 
modalities, illustrated using a cell membrane receptor as an example. a) 
Photopharmacology uses photoswitchable drugs (here: receptor agonist) that can be 
reversibly activated with light for interaction with their target receptors or enzymes; b) 
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) uses dyes that relax from their light-induced excited state 
by converting available triplet oxygen (3O2) into highly toxic singlet oxygen (1O2); c) In 
optogenetics, genetically engineered, photoresponsive ion channels are used to evoke a 
specific biological effect with light.Considering drug design, photopharmacological 
agents are designed by the modification of bioactive molecules with photoswitches, i.e. 
moieties that change their structure upon irradiation with light.9 Since 
pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties of drugs are directly related to their 
molecular structure, the photoinduced changes in the structure of photopharmacological 
agents often allow the use of light to regulate their therapeutic action. 

Photopharmacology, while being not yet at the stage of clinical development, has the 
potential of becoming a privileged way of using light in medicine, since it could lead 
to photocontrolled, reversible, selective addressing of targets in human body by 
responsive small molecules (drugs), irrespective of the presence of oxygen. In 
envisioning the use of light for medical treatment, the photopharmacological 
approach is inspired by other, older and more established methods, which include: 
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1 Photodynamic therapy (PDT, Figure 1b),10–12 where light-induced production of 
singlet oxygen is employed for tissue ablation. Since singlet oxygen is short-
lived, its toxicity can be contained in a small volume, leading to spatial 
selectivity of therapy.13 While PDT is limited to evoking cellular damage, it has 
found many applications in clinical therapies and it has inspired a development 
of medical light delivery systems. Photopharmacology, which uses light for the 
control of distinct drug-target interactions, might provide prospects for more 
selective treatments taking advantage of instrumentation and technology 
developed for PDT (vide infra). 

2 Optogenetics, which is a valuable photophysiological tool that relies on using 
light to modulate the activity of genetically engineered ion channels, usually 
derived from photoresponsive rhodopsins (Figure 1c).14–16 In the future, the use of 
viral vectors for the editing of human neuron cell genomes will likely become a 
powerful therapeutic tool, for example in Parkinson’s disease. At this point, 
however, the clinical relevance of optogenetics is, limited by the need for the 
challenging genetic manipulation, which is not required in photopharmacology. 

3 Other approaches include use of photoactivated metal complexes,17 photocaged 
bioactive compounds18 and photoactivated molecules, such as clinically used 
psoralens.19  

Currently, photopharmacology is at the state of defining and evaluating the 
molecular targets, supported by the results of in vitro studies on receptor binding, 
enzyme inhibition and general cellular toxicity. Important breakthroughs have been 
made in the fields of light-controlled cancer chemotherapy,20–24 neurology,25–27 
diabetes28 and anti-microbial agents,29 among others. Future milestones on the way 
to clinically-applied photopharmacology will, in our opinion, include in vivo testing 
and extensive toxicity studies. Also of great importance will be the evaluation of 
photopharmacology through molecular imaging, to study the distribution of the 
photoactivated drugs and confirm their localized action.30 The synergistic 
approaches that rely on molecular imaging and photopharmacology will also 
contribute to the development of theranostics,31 in which diagnostics and therapy 
are combined. 

With this chapter, we aim to aid the future development of photopharmacology by 
introducing the concept of photodruggability and critically evaluating possible 
targets for photopharmacological treatment with respect to the feasibility of future 
clinical use. This discussion will be illustrated with recent examples, showing mostly 
applications from the last two years. For the discussion on the principles behind 
photopharmacology, molecular design of photocontrolled drugs and key 
requirements for molecular photoswitches, the reader is referred to recent reviews in 
the field.7,8  
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Photopharmacology 

2.2 Light in Medical Practice: Opportunities and Challenges 
Photopharmacology relies on the delivery of light to targets in the human body. This 
forms the basis for its selectivity, since light can be delivered with very high 
spatiotemporal precision. Furthermore, the facile control over light intensity and 
wavelength could allow the dosing of drug activity. On the other hand, the 
dependence on light delivery presents photopharmacology with one of its main 
challenges: how to deliver photons to the targets in tissues. While the sufficient 
transparency of the body to high energy radiation (gamma or X-Ray photons) is well 
established and used in medical imaging, the lower energy photons from the UV-
visible range are prone to both scattering in tissue and absorption by endogenous 
chromophores.32 They also contribute to the photodamage.33 These processes 
severely limit the depth of penetration and are responsible for the toxicity of UV 
light. 

Possible solutions for this challenge are to be found in the field of PDT (Figure 1b), 
which since its infancy, was presented with the problem of light delivery.34 A 
multitude of successful clinical applications of PDT lends credibility to the 
photopharmacological approach and will inspire its development along two parallel 
pathways: 

1 New developments in the light delivery systems used in PDT, together with 
established equipment validated for clinical use, could be modified for their 
application in photopharmacology. Continuing improvements in PDT 
instrumentation34 include new light sources (lasers and LEDs), computer-aided 
delivery systems, endoscopes, fiber optic devices and light diffusers. They are 
aimed at cost-effective delivery of light with highly regulated dose and 
wavelength. For a more in-depth discussion on light delivery to tissues, 
including the newly available light sources, structured illumination, 
multiphoton approaches, etc. the reader is referred to recent reviews in the 
field.35–37 

2 PDT agents are usually designed to be activated with light of 650-900 nm 
wavelengths. This irradiation in this so-called “near-infrared phototherapeutic 
window”34 is known to reach the deepest into the tissue, without being limited 
by hemoglobin (  < 650 nm) and water (  > 900 nm) absorption.38 With this 
requirement in mind, many groups have recently designed and synthesized 
molecular photoswitches, mainly based on the azobenzene scaffold, that can be 
operated in or near the therapeutic window. For the design principles and 
properties of these photoswitches, the reader is referred to recent excellent 
reviews from the groups of Hecht39 and Woolley.40 Further developments in this 
field are eagerly awaited and it is beyond doubt that they will form the basis of 
future successful photopharmacological drugs. 
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2.3 Photodruggability and Classification of Targets. 
The concept of photodruggability, introduced here, is related to the druggability,41 
i.e. the possibility for a disease-related receptor/enzyme to be targeted by a drug 
(usually a small molecule) that can bind to it with high affinity and change its 
activity/properties. Photodruggability encompasses this definition, and further 
narrows it with the following:  

1 The target should be responsive to the light-induced changes in the 
structure/properties of the photopharmaceutical agent.  

2 In case the light-activation of the drug in the patient’s body is envisaged, for 
taking benefits from the spatiotemporal control, the target must be related to a 
localized disease, such as solid tumor or local inflammation.  

3 The target should be accessible with light.  

With these requirements in mind, we propose here a systematic classification of 
organs based upon the convenience of light delivery, inspired by the developments 
in photodynamic therapy:11,12,34  

 Class 1: easy accessible: skin,42 eyes (ophthalmoscopy).43 
 Class 2: accessible by endoscopy: GI tract,44 mouth and throat,45 sinuses,46 

respiratory system,47 cervix,48 biliary tract,49 bladder,50 etc. 
 Class 3: accessible through skin without incision (laying shallow below the 

skin): thyroid, testicles; also shallow-laying lymph nodes, muscles and bones. 
 Class 4: accessible through minor incision: peritoneum,51 including 

pancreas,52 liver,53 ovaries, stomach, intestines, kidneys and spleen; also 
prostate,54 most blood vessels,55 glands, lymph nodes, muscles and bones. 

 Class 5: accessible through major incision or intraoperatively: brain56 and 
bone marrow. 

2.3.1 Clinical Applications: Class 1 / Superficial Organ Structures 
Concerning light-delivery, the most easily accessible organs are the skin, eyes, ears, 
mouth, gastrointestinal tract and upper and lower airways. We will focus on recent 
development in application of photopharmacology in the eyes and skin. Humanity is 
affected by a multitude of eye diseases ranging from macular degeneration, bacterial 
and viral infections, auto-immune diseases to color-blindness. The control of vision, 
and ultimately its restoration, is appealing for photopharmacology because the eyes 
have evolved to interact with light. Conceptually, the desired restoration of light-
responsiveness can be obtained by ambient light penetration through the cornea and 
iris. Vision is always related to neuronal signaling and thus pharmacology of vision 
restoration deals with agonists, antagonists or blockers of membrane channels. 

Membrane channels are transmembrane proteins important for neuronal 
communication and action potential generation/propagation.57 Main classes 
constitute ionotropic receptors (permeable to ions) and metabotropic receptors 
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(membrane receptors, e.g. G protein-coupled receptors). Membrane channels are 
responsive to certain types of stimuli, as in the case of ligand-gated ion channels 
(small molecules, chemical stimuli) and voltage gated ion-channels (transmembrane 
potential), but also mechanical stimuli- and temperature-responsiveness is possible. 
The basic biology and chemistry of membrane channels has been deeply studied.58–61 
More recent fundamental research has been conducted by Bayley and co-workers62,63 
with a special focus on nanotechnological applications of such channels (e.g. nano-
pore sequencing).64–66 Du Bois and co-workers67–69 have impacted the field through 
the syntheses of neurotoxins and the study of their effects on membrane channels. 
Certain channel proteins, such as Rhodopsin70, are naturally photoresponsive, a 
property  which is widely being used in the field of optogenetics (see Figure 1c).14,71–74  
The concept of artificially gating membrane channels with light was pioneered by 
the Bayley group15,16,63 (irreversible activation through photocaging) and our group75–

78 (reversible activation through photoswitching) and was further developed by the 
Trauner group.8,79,80 Bayley and co-workers rendered staphylococcal α-hemolysin 
photoresponsive through photocaging of a single cysteine residue (Figure 2a). Caged 
α-hemolysin lost the ability to form pores, but this ability could be reconstituted by 
irradiation with UV-light.   Recently, membrane channels have been rendered light-
responsive also through genetic manipulation in the optogenetic approach (see 
Figure 1c).14,71–73 

In 2005, our group reported a method to photocontrol a nanovalve derived from a 
channel protein (Figure 2b–d).75 Taking inspiration from the well characterized, 
mechanosensitive channel of large conductance, MscL, from Escherichia coli, we 
aimed at rendering it photosensitive by modification with a spiropyran photoswitch 
(Figure 2b and c). By replacement of a glycine residue in the M1 helices of the 
pentameric channel complex by cysteine, which is not naturally present in MscL, we 
created a site for selective modification inside the protein channel (Figure 2b). By 
reacting this cysteine derivatized MscL with an iodoacetate-bearing photoswitch, a 
spiropyran-modified MscL derivative was synthesized (Figure 2c). Upon irradiation 
with UV light, spiropyrans switch from a neutral to a charged state which triggers 
opening of the MscL pore. Patch clamp studies and efflux experiments proved 
opening of the valve with light (Figure 2d). Additionally, reversible opening and 
shutting of the MscL channel was observed. This constituted a first step towards the 
control of channel proteins with light.  

A more recent report by the group of Driessen and coworkers78 focused on the 
control of protein translocation by the SecYEG complex (Figure 2e and f). Protein 
translocation in bacteria is mainly controlled by this SecYEG membrane protein 
channel together with a motor protein SecA. By incorporation of an azobenzene into 
the lateral gate of SecY, which is the main subunit of the SecYEG complex, a 
photoswitchable protein translocation channel was designed (Figure 2e and f). To 
test the effect of isomerization of the azobenzene derivatized SecY, in vitro 
translocation assays were performed using the preprotein proOmpA as a substrate. 
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The trans-azobenzene SecY conjugate showed similar efficiency to that of 
nonconjugated SecY. However, upon isomerization to the cis-isomer, an up to five-
fold decrease in translocation was observed. This method constitutes the first 
method to directly control a protein translocation channel with light. 

 
Figure 2. Light-gating of transmembrane proteins: a) Irreversible photocontrol of the 
staphylococcal α-hemolysin pore-forming complex: Light mediated uncaging of an 
engineered cysteine residue to allow pore-formation.63 Reproduced with permission from 
Ref. 63 Copyright © 1995 Elsevier Inc. b) Reversible photocontrol of the E. coli 
mechanosensitive channel of large conductance (E. coli MscL)75: The structure of the 
MscL channel shown as cross section (the site of affinity labelling (G22C) with the 
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spiropyran photoswitch is marked in yellow). Reproduced with permission from Ref. 76 
Copyright © 2013 American Chemical Society.  c) General overview of the light-gating 
process: Formation of the merocyanine isomer (zwitterionic) leads to localized build-up 
of charges and thus opening of the channel. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 76 
Copyright © 2013 American Chemical Society. d) Electrophysiology of the modified MscL: 
Effect of irradiation on the currents measured. UV-light opens the pore (i and iii) and 
visible light closes the channel (ii). Adapted with permission from Ref. 75 Copyright 2005 
AAAS. e) Reversible light-gating of the SecYEG protein-conducting channel78: by 
incorporation of an azobenzene photoswitch. f) Structural comparison of Methanococcus 
jannaschii (1RHZ.pdb, lateral gate = closed) and Thermotoga maritima (3DIN.pdb, lateral 
gate = preopen state) SecYEG complexes in side and cytosolic face view. The lateral gate 
is enlarged: TM2 (blue), TM7 (red) and plug domain (yellow), positions of cysteine 
mutations S87C and F286C of E. coli (black spheres). Reproduced with permission from 
Ref. 78 Copyright © 1999 - 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

 
In an effort towards using light-responsive membrane proteins for the restoration of 
visual responses in rodent models of inherited blindness, Flannery and coworkers 
aimed at fighting retinitis pigmentosa and age-related macular degeneration, which 
are both blinding diseases caused by the death of rods and cones photoreceptors.81 In 
their approach, a light-gated ionotropic glutamate receptor (LiGluR) was modified 
with a maleimide-azobenzene-glutamate tether 1, by attachment to a genetically-
engineered cysteine at the active site (Figure 3).82,83  

Tether 1 was reported, by Trauner and Isacoff and coworkers, in 200682 and 200783 as 
a constitutively controllable linker for the reversible opening and closing of the 
LiGluR. Adeno-associated viral vectors (AAV)84 were used to deliver the LiGluR into 
retinal ganglion cells, thereby restoring the response to the primary visual cortex, 
the pupillary reflex and the natural light-avoidance behavior (Figure 3b). 
Importantly, light-delivery to the eye is hindered by the impenetrability of the 
cornea to UV-light,85 so a more red-shifted analogue of 1 should preferably be 
utilized. Moreover, red-shifting often coincides with lowered thermal stability of the 
cis-isomer, which is beneficial for vision-restoration applications.  
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Figure 3. Photocontrol of LiGluR. a) Closing and opening of the LiGluR upon cis-
trans isomerization of the photoswitchable tethered agonist. Opening of the LiGluR 
allows cations to flow resulting in a membrane depolarization upon irradiation with 380 
nm light. b) The puppilary reflex (contraction) has been measured on wild-type, triple 
knockout (TKO) and triple knockout with LiGluR and the photoswitchable agonist. 
Adapted with permission from Ref. 81 © 2016 American Society of Gene & Cell Therapy. 

 
A similar approach was taken by Kramer and co-workers who reported 
photochemical restoration of visual responses in blind mice.26 An acrylamide-
azobenzene-quaternary ammonium compound (2) was used, which has been 
reported in 2008 as a Kv channel photoswitch that enables the control of neuron 
excitation.86,87 The design of compound 2 is inspired by the positive charge present 
in Lidocaine (in its protonated form). The administration, as in the above-described 
example, was carried out simply by injection of the photoswitch into the vitreous 
cavity of the eye and no surgical intervention was required. The injection of 2 led to 
the restoration of light responses in retinal ganglion cells in mutant mice that lack 
rods and cones. It has to be stressed that the reversibility of this system, together 
with the long-lasting effect of the light responsiveness, has great potential for the 
restoration of visual function. However, drawbacks of this system include the need 
for high intensity UV-light to trigger retinal ganglion response, the possible toxicity 
of the reactive acrylamide moiety, and the inaccuracy of the intravitreal injection, 
which led to varying photosensitivity in vivo.26 
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A follow-up paper of Kramer and co-workers88 showed a way to overcome the 
majority of the drawbacks of the before mentioned systems by red-shifting of the 
absorption wavelength of the Kv channel photoswitch (Figure 4). Introduction of a 
strong electron-donating diethylamine group to the system resulted in compound 3, 
which can be isomerized with 450-550 nm light and shows rapid relaxation to the 
trans isomer in the dark.89. 

 
Figure 4. Distance traveled (cumulative) by a rd1 mouse before and after injection of 
photoswitchable compound 3. Before injection no effect of irradiation was observed 
whereas after injection light triggered an increased travel distance. Adapted with 
permission from Ref. 88 Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Inc.  

The profound effect of the red-shifted photoswitchable Kv channel blocker 3 is only 
observed on photoreceptor-degenerated retinas, whereas on wild-type or triple 
knockout (TKO) mice no effect on healthy retinas was observed. This implied that 
the effect is due to a selective interaction of 3 with regions to which the cell death 
was constrained. 

 
Recently, another example was reported for the application to restoration of light 
sensitivity in blind retinae by using the azobenzene-modified AMPA receptor 
agonist 4.90 This constituted the first example of using a photoswitchable agonist 
instead of a blocker for the restoration of light sensitivity in blind retinae. The 
structure of 4 was inspired by the excitatory amino acid AMPA, which has been used 
for the control of neuronal activity in acute cortical brain slices. However, it is still 
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unknown if AMPA is ubiquitously expressed in damaged retinae.91–93 This not only 
has implications for the applicability of this system for vision restoration, but for all 
attempts to manipulate existent retina.  

In conclusion, a number of publications appeared in recent years showcasing the 
potential of restoration of visual responses in the eyes as a target for 
photopharmacology. The use of phototethered ligands presents a challenge of 
proving their covalent attachment to the target,75,77 which furthermore requires 
genetic engineering, making it unsuitable for medical application. However, with 
this groundbreaking work, structural insights enabled photopharmacology to take 
off in the field of ophthalmology. Major challenges include the development of slow 
diffusing/degrading small molecules to restore vision for longer periods of time 
without the need for repeated vitreous injections. Moreover, an assembly of 
multiple, switchable small molecules with distinctive wavelength regions of 
irradiation might allow responsiveness to different colors and would bring this field 
even closer to an applicable system in the fight against blindness.  

 
Skin constitutes another easy to reach target for photopharmacology for treatment 
and evaluation strategies as it is the most exposed and easy accessible human organ. 
We reported the design of photoswitchable histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors,22 
which might pave the way for the application of photopharmacology to skin diseases 
like cutaneous T cell lymphoma, superficial spreading melanoma, etc.  

Taking inspiration from the clinically approved drug, vorinostat (SAHA, Figure 5a), 
which is marketed for the treatment of cutaneous T cell lymphoma, we aimed at 
rendering it photoresponsive by attachment or incorporation of an azobenzene 
photoswitch (Figure 5b).22 Up to 39-fold differences in activity were observed on 
HDAC2 when altering the molecular structure upon isomerization (Figure 5c and d). 
Moreover, the potency was comparable to the native SAHA and stable 
photoswitching was observed together with no reduction by glutathione under 
physiological conditions. However, as emphasized before, also for this example the 
use of UV-light might cause obstructions towards clinical application because its 
toxicity to healthy cells and especially the skin and therefore the incorporation of 
more far-red absorbing photoswitches is the key next step.39,40,94,95 
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Figure 5. Molecular design with a) the original binding site with complexed SAHA. 
Insertion of the aliphatic side chain into the enzymatic channel with the hydroxamic acid 
binding to the zinc cation. b) The design of photoswitchable SAHA anologues 
introducing azobenzenes at different positions. c) The IC50 for HDAC2 enzyme inhibition 
of trans and cis forms of the inhibitor. d) HeLa cell viability after 16 h of incubation with 
various concentrations of each isomeric form of the inhibitor. Adapted with permission 
from Ref. 22 © 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 

2.3.2 Clinical Applications: Class 2 / Intraluminal and Adjacent Organ 
Structures 

Class 2 organs are accessible by endoscopy and include the sinuses, oropharynx, 
gastro-intestinal tract, respiratory system, bladder, prostate and the cervix. Due to 
easy accessibility of these organs for irradiation with light, localized diseases of the 
mouth and the respiratory system, as well as different types of cancers (e.g. bladder, 
cervix and prostate, but also gastrointestinal) are privileged targets for 
photopharmacological treatment and treatment monitoring by optical fluorescence 
imaging techniques such a molecular guided endoscopy.96  
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König and coworkers reported the application of photopharmacology in respiratory 
infectious diseases, of which an important target is tuberculosis,97 which is caused by 
the pathogenic Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Phosphoribosyl isomerase A (mtPriA),98. 
a branch-point enzyme in bacterial tryptophan and histidine biosynthesis, was 
selected as the target for a photopharmacological approach.99 The groups of Sterner 
and König made use of the two-fold protein-symmetry of mtPriA100 to develop a set 
of C2-symmetric inhibitors with a diarylethene101 photoswitch scaffold and non-
switchable ProFAR, a substrate to mtPriA. In vitro tests showed low μM inhibition 
constants (Ki; KM,ProFAR=8.6 μM). An up to 10-fold difference was observed for 6 
between the open vs. closed form. The use of diarylethenes has the advantage of fast 
photoisomerization and bistability. In this case, the strongly inhibiting isomer is the 
open form, which can be obtained by irradiation with visible light (> 420 nm). 
Cyclization is induced with λ = 320 nm light, which might lower its applicability for 
direct irradiation. Bistability is not necessarily a key-factor for success in 
photopharmacology.8 Importantly, the reported molecular design uses an adaptive 
linker between two crucial functional groups and the diarylethene in this linker 
modulates the conformational flexibility of the compound. This method stands in 
contrast to the "azologization" approach.102 

 
A different approach to potentially treat tuberculosis was taken by Gogoll and co-
workers.103 In this case, M. tuberculosis ribonucleotide reductase (mtRNR) was 
selected as target.104 This enzyme consists of two subunits forming a tetrameric 
complex. The catalytic activity of the complex requires the interaction of both 
subunits.105 Gogoll and co-workers designed a series of short photoswitchable 
peptidomimetic inhibitors based on a model peptide: a photoswitchable stilbene 
moiety was incorporated at different positions of the model peptide and different 
lengths of the peptidomimetic were used leading to a series of compounds 7.103 For 
longer peptides, the E–isomer was more active, whereas the opposite was true for 
shorter peptides. Interestingly, all compounds were more potent than the parent 
model peptide, likely due to a hydrophobic interaction of the stilbene with the 
enzyme pocket.106 Photoswitching was achieved with λ = 300 nm using relatively 
long irradiation times (> 1 h), and both factors might be a limitation for clinical use.  

Class 2 applications offer ample opportunities for photopharmacological treatment 
because of its interesting targets in infectious diseases, inflammation such as Crohn’s 
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disease and cancer. As described, Tuberculosis is a severe condition and the initial 
efforts described show the potential of photopharmacology to overcome this disease. 
Moreover, the photo-druggability of Class 2 organs is high because accessibility is 
achieved by endoscopy, which easily includes multispectral light sources to initiate 
photoisomerization processes at different wavelengths for switching ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ 
the photopharmacologic effect. 

2.3.3 Clinical Applications: Class 3 / Shallow Seated Organ Structures 
Class 3 organ structures can be accessed by light irradiation through the skin 
(without the need for incision). Their shallow location allows the use of surface 
irradiation. However, the penetration-depth of the light used to switch the drugs 
must be chosen appropriately (vide supra). Class 3 organs include thyroids, testicles, 
salivary glands, lymph vessels and nodes, muscles, nerves, arteries and veins and 
bones.  

Cancer107 is a premier target for photopharmacology as it is highly localized and 
existing therapies are often accompanied by severe systemic side-effects, posing a 
tremendous burden to the patient in terms of morbidity and even mortality.2  

 
Microtubule dynamics are essential in intracellular transport, motility and cell 
proliferation108 and has been associated with anti-angiogenesis.109 Combretastatin A4 
is a cholchicine-domain microtubule inhibitor that binds to tubulins and thus 
inhibits their polymerization required for the formation of microtubules.108,110–114 
Combretastatin A4 phosphate has shown potency against Anaplastic Thyroid 
Carcinoma.115  

Recently, three independent studies reported the development of combretastatin A4 
analogues and show-cased a powerful example of photopharmacology in anticancer 
research.21,116,117 Thorn-Seshold and co-workers performed a series of biological tests 
on a variety of combretastatin A4 analogues including water-soluble pro-drugs.21 The 
most successful compound 8a showed excellent cytotoxicity in the cis-form, with up 
to 250-fold potency difference when compared to its trans-isomer, which shows 
virtually no biological activity in the dark (Figure 6a). The photoresponse is quick 
and the cis-content of the azobenzene mixture proved to be directly correlated to 
the measured cytotoxicity, since only the cis-form binds to the colchicine domain of 
tubulin.  

Importantly, compound 8b enabled the control of microtubule 
assembly/disassembly dynamics in vitro and in vivo with high spatiotemporal 
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precision with high cytotoxicity in a number of cell lines (Figure 6b). In vivo 
experiments were performed on C. elegans and cremaster muscle tissue of living 
mice. Light-controlled dynamics of tubulin-polymerization could be observed in 
real-time.21  

 
Figure 6. Photoswitchable microtubule polymerization inhibitors: a) Dose-response 
curves for the viability of MDA-MB-231 cells of 8a either in the dark or with UV-light 
(390 nm): 8a (EC50,dark = 38 μM; EC50,390 nm = 0.5 μM). b) In vivo experiment showing the 
disruption of microtubule structure with UV-light (390 nm) in mouse cremaster tissue 
and 50 μM 8b: (A) 8b, UV-light; (B) 8b, dark; (C) Buffer, UV-light; (D) Buffer, dark.21 
Adapted with permission from Ref. 21 Copyright © 2015 Elsevier Inc.  

Streu and co-workers reported the same compound 8a and included data for in vitro 
and HeLa-cell MTT assays, showing increased cytotoxicity of 8a, similar to the 
cytotoxicity observed for combretastatin A4, in the presence of light (Figure 7).116 
Finally, Sheldon et al.117 found that cis-8a was easily reduced with glutathione, which 
can pose a severe problem for biomedical applications.  
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Figure 7. Inhibition of tubulin polymerization of 8a in vitro (10 μM) either in the dark 
or under irradiation (400 nm).116 Adapted with permission from Ref. 116 Copyright © 2015 
American Chemical Society. 

Markedly, different thermal stabilities of the cis-isomers compared to those reported 
by Borowiak et al.21 were found. However, biological results on cytotoxicity of 8a in 
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) and adenocarcinoma epithelial 
cells (MDA-MB-231) cells match with other reported findings.21,116  

2.3.4 Clinical Applications: Class 4 / Deeper Seated Organ Structures 
By intraluminal endoscopy, organs like the pancreas and bile ducts can be reached. 
Upon incision, almost all internal organs can be accessed such as the liver, pancreas, 
spleen, small and large bowel, bladder, kidneys, and adrenal glands. The pancreas, 
gained increasing interest in recent years, due to its role in diabetes. The need to 
control insulin levels in a precise temporal matter makes diabetes an excellent target 
for photopharmacology.  

 
In 2014, a paper was published by Trauner and co-workers bringing 
photopharmacology into diabetes research.28 By applying photoswitchable 
sulfonylurea derivative 9, it was shown that both insulin release and pancreatic beta 
cell function could be controlled with UV light (Figure 8). Light-responsive 
sulfonylurea 9 was derived from Glimepiride,118 which is a known stimulator of 
pancreatic beta cells to release insulin and by that lowering the blood-sugar level. It 
is known that sulfonylureas boost insulin release to restore glucose levels by action 
on ATP-sensitive K+ channels. However, the major drawback of the use of both 
insulin and sulfonylurea derivatives is the raised risk of hypoglycemia, i.e. prolonged 
periods of dangerously low blood sugar levels, which is a result of long-lasting, 
exceeding insulin secretion. 
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Figure 8. Photocontrol of calcium levels. a) Concentration-response curves for cis-9, 
trans-9 and Glimepride for the stimulation of [Ca2+]. b) Compound 9 treated islets 
residing in beta cells displaying a large increase in cytosolic Ca2+ following isomerization 
upon 405 nm light irradiation. Adapted with permission from Ref. 28 © 2014 Macmillan 
Publishers Limited.  

 
The largest advantage of the concept presented is the possibly reduced risk of 
developing hypoglycemia and cardiovascular diseases, by means of an increased 
control of insulin secretion towards its peak demand for a short period of time 
averting insulin concentrations beyond this level. However, limitations of the 
presented design include the use of short wavelength (400 nm) light, the lacking 
thermal stability and low potency of compound 10 (17.6 μM, compared with 8.3 nM 
for Glimepiride), together with a small difference in activity between both the trans 
and cis isomer. A bi-stable switching with longer wavelength light, combined with 
larger differences in potency between isomers and higher overall potency, would 
drive this elegant proof-of-concept closer towards clinical application, where the 
pancreas has to be irradiated day after day. 

A more recent example by Hodson and Trauner addressed some of these 
challenges.119 Incorporation of a heterocyclic azobenzene in the target molecule led 
to a red-shifted absorption spectrum (λmax = 500 nm). However, still a >105 times 
drop in potency was observed when compared to Glimepiride, which shows the 
limitation of this molecular design. Despite this drawback, even with small 
quantities of cis isomer (no PSS data was included) obtained upon irradiation, 
evoking concentrations of Ca2+ were observed, proving the ability to control beta 
pancreatic cells with light in a reversible manner.  
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Photopharmacology 

 
A recent report by the Trauner group was based on an incretin switch, with which 
insulin secretion could be controlled with light (Figure 9).120 As in the earlier 
examples, pancreatic beta cells were treated, in this case with a glucagen-like 
peptide-1 derivative 11, allowing spatial control over Ca2+ levels. Remarkably, the 
trans isomer enhanced calcium influx, whereas cAMP generation was induced by the 
cis isomer (Figure 9). This showcases the possibility to alter between two distinctive 
pathways (calcium influx and cAMP generation) upon isomerization with light. 

Figure 9. A photo-controlled incretin switch. a) cAMP responses upon 
photoswitching showing higher activity for the cis isomer. b) representation of the ionic 
fluxes in pancreatic beta cells showing increased cytosolic Ca2+ levels in trans-11 (blue 
light) versus cis-11 (UV-light). c) Ca2+ signaling showing a difference between the cis and 
trans isomer of LirAzo at concentrations greater than 101 nM. Adapted with permission 
from Ref. 120 Copyright © 1999 - 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

However, as in earlier reports, the limitation of this system for clinical applications is 
the need for UV-light to isomerize from trans to cis. Effectively, this drawback is 
counteracted by the bistability of this system, which might allow the use of the non-
harmful pre-irradiation which constitutes to the control of functioning of the 
bioactive molecule before uptake.  

In conclusion, impressive efforts have been taken towards light controlled insulin 
release. However, it has to be stressed that the poor accessibility of the pancreatic 
beta cells in vivo should stimulate research towards the applicability of different 
wavelengths of light or advanced delivery tools. Despite these drawbacks, for 
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diabetes research it could be highly advantageous to gain spatiotemporal control 
over beta cell function.  

2.3.5 Clinical Applications: Class 5 / Organ Structures with Light 
Impermeability Due to Encasement 

Class 5 organ structures, which include the bone marrow and the brain, are the most 
difficult to provide irradiation to, due to the opacity of bone tissue.  

 
The bone-marrow is vital for hematopoiesis and diseases affecting it are often very 
severe. Multiple myeloma is the proliferation and accumulation of malignant clonal 
plasma-cells in the bone-marrow.121 Treatment is difficult and the drugs show 
adverse side-effects on healthy tissue122 that renders local activation by light 
beneficial. The chemotherapeutic bortezomib123,124 (a proteasome inhibitor) has 
proven successful against multiple myeloma and also mantle cell lymphoma. Its 
light-responsive variants 12a-f, reported by our group, which constitute the first 
reported example of photoswitchable anticancer drugs,20 were tested in RAJI cell 
lysate and HeLa cells. The photoswitchable derivatives were found to show two- to 
three-fold differences in activity, with different selectivities towards the different 
active sites of the proteasome. The different inhibitors also showed activity in MTT 
cytotoxicity assays on HeLa cells. However, the use of UV-light, especially for bone-
marrow delivery, is a major drawback towards clinical applications. Moreover, a 
larger difference in activity between the two isomers would be highly beneficial. 

The brain is by far the most complex organ in the human body, with considerable 
unknown areas of function such as memory. Membrane channels lie at the heart of 
the physiological function of the brain. Targeting such channels, however, is 
difficult. Delivering light to the brain is always connected with an invasive surgical 
intervention. Recently, delivery of light to the brain has received increased attention 
through the advent of optogenetics,71–74 leading to established ways to get light into 
the brain of a model organism (e.g. mice).  
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Photopharmacology 

 
The curing of neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer (AD) and Parkinsons 
disease is an important challenge in healthcare. Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) 
hydrolyzes acetylcholine (ACh), a neurotransmitter that stimulates nicotinic and 
muscarinic acetylcholine receptors.125 AChE inhibition has also been associated with 
myasthenia gravis and glaucoma.125 Erlanger and co-workers pioneered the concept 
of photopharmacology around 1969,126–129 by reporting the light-control of AChE 
activity using azobenze-based inhibitors. Inspired by the known AChE inhibitor 
phenyltrimethylammonium ion,130 compounds 13 and 14 were developed. Both 
photoisomers of 13 and 14 proved to inhibit AChE, with a minor activity difference 
(the trans-isomers were more potent). Photocontrol of 14 (X = I) using sunlight was 
shown, together with the modulation of membrane potential of electric organ cells 
of the electric eel (14, X = Cl). This initial proof-of-concept studies (although 
medically not particularly relevant), have had a tremendous influence on the field 
and its later focus (e.g. photocontrol of membrane channels8,131 and enzymatic 
activity132). It is worth mentioning, that Erlanger and co-workers not only pioneered 
soluble bioactive photoswitches, but also tethered photoswitches. They used 
azobenzenes as photoswitchable tether-molecules to render a nicotinic acetylcholine 
receptor photoswitchable as early as 1980.133 

 
The drug tacrine134,135 is an acetylcholinesterase (AChE) inhibitor used for the 
treatment of Alzheimer disease (AD).136 However, it shows dose-dependent 
hepatotoxicity. Based on tacrine, Decker, König and co-workers have designed a 
diarylethene-based photoswitchable AChE inhibitor.137 Compound 15 bears two 
tacrine-moieties at the end of flexible linkers. It enables the photocontrol of β-
amyloid aggregation associated with AD,138,139 a non-cholinergic activity where the 
peripheral anionic site (PAS) is potentially involved.139,140  
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Figure 10. Photoswitching biological activity of AChE inhibitors: a) Dose-response 
curve for 15 on electric eel AChE for both photoisomers (ring-opened, blue solid line; 
ring-closed, red dashed line). Different Hill slopes are clearly visible (ring-opened: nH = 
2.1; ring-closed: nH = 1.0), whereas the IC50 remains about the same. b) The ring-opened 
form acts as a non-competitive inhibitor and c) the ring-closed form as a competitive 
inhibitor of AChE apparent in Lineweaver–Burk plots.137 Adapted with permission from 
Ref. 137 Copyright © 2014 American Chemical Society. 

The inhibitor itself shows nanomolar inhibition of AChE (Figure 10a). Only a minor 
difference in inhibitory activity between the ring-opened and ring-closed form was 
observed. However, modes of inhibition (observable by different Hill-slopes) seem 
markedly different (Figure 10b,c). Importantly, the ring-opened form of 15 is a strong 
inhibitor of β-amyloid aggregation,138,139 whereas the ring-closed form shows much 
lower levels of inhibition.  

Recently, another tacrin-based inhibitor 16 was reported, with a pending azobenzene 
photoswitchable unit.27 Compound 16 is active in its cis-state and shows AChE 
inhibition in enzymatic assays and in mouse trachea (tracheal tensometry assay141). 
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Photopharmacology 

 
TrpA1142,143 is expressed in sensory neurons and its pharmacology promises 
treatments in nociception, spinal trauma therapy and chronic inflammation (Figure 
11). Peterson and co-workers144 have taken a rather non-classical approach to 
photopharmacology: Instead of rational photoswitch design based on defined SAR-
studies and structural data,7,8 the basis for this work was a behavioral screen of 
10’000 compounds to test for photoresponsiveness of zebrafish embryos. Based on 
this screen, a photo-active rhodanine-based compound 17 was identified. Activation 
of TrpA1-channels was achieved in HEK293T cells expressing hTrpA1 (the human 
variant) and in mouse wild-type sensory neurons of dorsal root ganglia (DRG).  

 
Importantly, in animals with a severed spinal cord, illumination leads to muscle 
contractions in paralyzed body-parts (Figure 11b). Zebrafish treated with 17 were 
stimulated for dorsal fin contraction by 405 nm laser irradiation. Localized 
stimulation of body parts resulted in their respective movements, results that were 
explained by spinal reflex arcs activation.  

Despite the potential promiscuity of the rhodanine substructure, the experimental 
results reported are interesting and showcase that phenotype- or behavior-based 
chemical screening could work also for photopharmacological applications. 

Finally, it has to be emphasized that the groups of Driessen, Feringa, König, Trauner, 
Isacoff and Kramer, have recently conducted seminal work in photopharmacology of 
membrane channels and receptors.8,75,78,131 Giving a comprehensive overview is 
beyond the aim of this chapter and the reader is referred to recent reviews on the 
topic.8,76,80,131  
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Figure 11. Photocontrolled TrpA1 activation: a) Schematic representation of TrpA1 
activation through noxious stimuli followed by signal transduction to the spinal cord 
(motor reflexes) and brain (pain perception).145 Reproduced with permission from Ref. 145 
© 2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited. b) Effect of irradiation of spinalized zebrafish 
(treated with 17) on motor excitation: Photostimulation of the dorsal fin (Scale bar = 2.5 
mm).144 Adapted with permission from Ref. 144 © 2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited. 

In conclusion, despite the inaccessibility of the brain to simple light-irradiation, 
photopharmacology of the brain has seen tremendous progress. This is probably due 
to the spectacular results obtained with optogenetics,73 and these approaches might 
be translated to photopharmacology employing small responsive molecules. The 
case of optogenetics shows elegantly that different fields can influence each other in 
a beneficial way. Optogenetics has provided applied research on how to irradiate the 
brain, whereas photopharmacology has provided tools to rendering neurons 
photoresponsive, without the need to rely on genetic engineering.  

2.3.6 Clinical Applications: Non-Classified 
This class consists of non-classifiable targets as related to organs or organ structures. 
It comprises of methods to fight pain,146 infections, inflammations and other 
neoplastic, metabolic and neurological disorders. Most frequently infections are 
treated by systemic application of antibiotics. However, the buildup of antibiotics in 
the body is affecting not only the pathogen of interest but almost all concomitant 
bacteria present in the body such as the microbiome in the gastrointestinal and 
respiratory tract are affected leading to multidrug resistance. Moreover, the release 
of antibiotics in the environment by large scale antibiotic use in society (i.e. food 
industry, hospitals)147,148 is a significant threat to humanity because the rapid build-
up of multi-resistant bacteria. Therefore, activation at the site of infection and 
subsequent deactivation after effective use is in this case of even larger importance 
than spatial activation.  
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Photopharmacology 

 
Our group focused on the synthesis and biological evaluation of photoswitchable 
antibiotics.29 Ciprofloxacin is an intensively used antibiotic for the treatment of 
bacterial infections ranging from the urinary tract to the meninges.149 Its 
antibacterial activity stems from binding to DNA gyrase and blockage of DNA 
replication.150  

 
Figure 12. Optical control of antibacterial activity. a) Bacterial patterning showing the 
light activated cytotoxicity to E.coli. Only the covered areas, not  exposed to light, show 
bacterial growth. b) Auto-inactivation of photoswitchable antibiotic 18. Thermal cis-trans 
relaxation turns off the antibacterial activity after 2-3h. Reproduced with permission 
from Ref. 29 © 2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited.  

By replacement of the piperazine moiety in ciprofloxacin for an azobenzene 
photoswitch, the activity of compound 18 could be selectively turned “ON” and 
“OFF” upon irradiation with UV-light (Figure 12a). The compound showed activity 
on both Escherichia coli and Micrococcus luteus. Upon irradiation with  = 365 nm 
light, the activity of 18 was increased up to 8 times (M. luteus). Here, as opposed to 
the applications described above, the use of UV-light is not a problem, since the 
irradiation can be performed before administration, outside the body. The thermal 
deactivation (Figure 12b) prevents the accumulation of active antibiotics into the 
environment. However, to have better spatial control in the human body for local 
treatment of infections and to prevent in vivo resistance build up, a red-light 
switchable antibiotic would be highly desirable.  

A more recent approach151 relied on modifying the widely-used antibiotic gramicidin 
S by incorporation of a diarylethene photoswitch. Upon irradiation with UV light, 
which results in the electrocyclization of the diarylethenes, a dramatic decrease was 
observed in the antimicrobial activity of 19 (16 times) on Staphylococcus aureus. The 
decrease in activity was attributed to an overall decrease in the amphiphilicity of this 
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membranolyitic molecule. Upon closure of the diarylethene unit, the cyclic ring 
structure of gramicidin S analogue became sterically confined and therefore less able 
to bind to and adapt itself to the amphiphilic interface of the bacterial membrane 
target (Figure 13).  

 
Compound 19 can be activated using visible light (λ= 530 nm), with important 
implications for deeper-tissue penetration. However, to take advantage of the 
reversibility of the switching process and to be able to inactivate the drug outside its 
site of action, a prolonged (>20 min) irradiation with highly toxic light with a 
wavelength of 256 nm was needed, thus presenting a possible drawback of the 
current design.  

 
Figure 13. MD simulations of gramidicin S (left) and its photoswitchable analogues 19 
in the “open” (center) and “closed” (right) forms. a) Side views of the hydrophobic 
moment vectors, and the indicative relative length of the vectors (arrows). b) The 
solvent-accessible surfaces of the molecules showing a significant difference between the 
open and closed form. c) Kyte–Doolittle hydrophobicities, showing a large change in 
hydrophobicity upon photo-cyclization. Adapted with permission from Ref. 151 Copyright 
© 1999 - 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  

Pain perception constitutes a central topic in medicine.152,153 Photopharmacology in 
anesthetics brings the benefit of high spatiotemporal control over light to ensure 
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Photopharmacology 

highly localized action. Anesthetics are often non-selective and have long residence 
time, often triggering addictive behavior.154 Photopharmacology could prevent such 
side-effects as, even when used in high dose, the compound would be activated only 
locally.  

 
Fentanyl is a synthetic opioid widely used in transdermal patches.155,156 It is a potent 
agonist of the μ-opioid receptor (MOR),157 belonging to the family of G-protein 
coupled receptors (GPCRs), distributed mainly in the digestive tract, the brain and 
the spinal cord.158–160  

The Gorostiza and Trauner groups pioneered the general concept of rendering 
GPCRs photoswitchable in 2014.158,161 Based on fentanyl, compound 20 was developed 
and trans-20 shows MOR channel-blocking activity in electrophysiological 
measurements on HEK293t cells transfected with human MOR and GIRK1 & 2 
(Figure 14). GIRK1 & 2 are potassium channels that respond to MORs and were 
required for electrophysiological read-out.162 Irradiation at 420-480 nm leads to 
MOR-mediated K+ influx through GIRK channels. The cis-20 form was inactive, 
which would limit its applicability because it can only be selectively turned ‘OFF’ by 
direct irradiation.  

This concept was then extended to two other photoswitchable-anesthetics.163 In 
contrast to GPCRs, this class of drugs acts on the vanilloid receptor 1 (TrpV1). This 
channel receptor reacts to a multitude of noxious signals164,165 and allows (upon 
activation) to pass Ca2+, but also other cations (Na+ or K+).166 An often used agonist of 
TrpV1 is the vanilloid capsaicin (CAP).167 Two potent antagonists of TrpV1 action are 
capsazepin (CPZ)168,169 and thio-BCTC.170,171 Their photoswitchable derivatives 21 and 
22 were synthesized and tested. Compound 21 shows modality-selective antagonism 
in TrpV1-transfected HEK cells: cis-21 inhibits CAP-induced TrpV1 currents; trans-21 
inhibits TrpV1 upon voltage-gating. The BCTC-based drug 22 is an antagonist for 
voltage-activated TrpV1 currents, but shows no modality-selectivity.  
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Figure 14. Photoswitchable MOR agonist. a) Outline of the experimental system: 
Activation of MORs leads to indirect GIRK1 & 2 activation resulting in measurable K+ 
influx. b) 20 (25 mM) triggers K+ inward currents through MOR activation when 
switched to its trans-isoform at 480nm.158 Adapted with permission from Ref. 158 
Copyright © 1999 - 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  

 
To complete the picture, a photoswitchable agonist of TrpV1 was developed. 
Compound 23, an “azologue” of CAP, activates pain-sensation, making use of 
photoswitchable fatty acids (Figure 15).172 Cis-23 activates TrpV1-signalling. Some 
background-activity, however, was observed also with the trans-isomer. Reversible 
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photocontrolled activation of TrpV1-receptors was achieved in HEK 293T cells 
(expressing TrpV1-YVP) and C-fiber nociceptor.  

 
Notably, in wild-type mouse dorsal root ganglion neurons, 23 was selective for 
TrpV1-expressing neurons. Moreover, inflammatory-related sensitation of TrpV1 
(TrpV1-mediated hyperalgesia) was also observed for 23.  

 
Figure 15. Photoswitching the electrophysiological activity of wt DRG neurons. 
Application of 23 (200 nM) to wt DRG neurons elicited action potentials when the 
membrane was clamped at 0 pA.172 Adapted with permission from Ref. 172 © 2015 
Macmillan Publishers Limited.  

 
A third target for pain-reception and anesthetics are GABAA receptors. These 
receptors have inhibitory effects on the postsynaptic neuron, eliciting a chloride 
influx and leading to its hyperpolarization.173 The anesthetic propofol174 is suspected 
to act as an allosteric potentiator of GABAA receptors, among others. It is widely 
used as rapid intravenous anesthetic. A propofol-based photoswitchable drug 24 was 
reported175 in which trans-24 showed potentiating effects on α1β2γ2 GABAA receptors 
expressed both in Xenopus oocytes and HEK cells, whereas cis-24 was inactive.175 
Compound 24 shows a fast photoresponse and has a short thermal half-life of the cis 
isomer (seconds in aqueous buffer). In vivo experiments with albino Xenopus laevis 
tadpoles showed loss of righting reflexes indicating the anesthetic effect of 24.176  
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Voltage-gated sodium and potassium channels respond to polarization changes 
across the lipid-bilayer and are crucial for triggering and relaying action potentials61 
They can be inhibited by channel-blockers based on the quaternary-ammonium 
structural motif as protonated lidocaine,154 and QX-314.177 As quaternary ammonium 
based drugs cannot cross the lipid bilayer, they have to enter the cell by import 
channels (as e.g. TrpV1)177 and then block channels intracellularly. Such import 
channels get activated by noxious stimuli (vide supra) and upon prolonged activation 
open up for larger ions.61,154,178,179  

Based on this mechanism of action, a photoswitchable pain-selective anesthetic was 
developed by Trauner, Kramer and co-workers.154 Trans-25 blocks Kv, Nav and 
voltage gated Ca2+ channels in several cell lines, when applied by patch-electrode 
into the neuron (Figure 16). cis-25 is inactive. Trans-cis isomerization results in 
unblocking of the pore and reconstitutes neuronal excitability. HEK-293-cells co-
expressing the Shaker K+ and TrpV1 enabled CAP-induced uptake of 25. Such uptake 
could be blocked by TrpV1-blockers (here: BCTC). This uptake-photoinhibition 
could be used to establish anesthetic action in vivo in mice: The nocifensive blinking 
response (Frey hair test)180 of a mouse model was significantly reduced when 25 and 
CAP were co-applied to the cornea (Figure 16). Photoswitching to the inactive cis-25 
resulted in rescue/regain of the blinking response.  

UV-light is required to achieve photoswitching of 25, which is a disadvantage for 
photopharmacological applications. Therefore, a red-shifted variant 26181 with 
slightly alleviated activity was developed. Due to the methoxy-groups in the 2,2’-
positions, it can be switched with 420 nm blue light. Shaker-IR (Kv) can be reversibly 
blocked in HEC293 cells and Nav in mouse neuroblastoma cell (NG108-15 cells). The 
same is true for Nav and Kv channels in brain-slices of mouse cortical pyramidal 
neurons. It should be noted that trans-26 is in all these cases the active form.  
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Figure 16. Quaternary-ammonium structure-based channel blockers. a) Requirement 
of TrpV1 activation to allow photoswitching of K+ currents through blocking of Shaker K+ 
channels in cells with or without TrpV1 upon application of 25 (1 mM) and capsaicin 
(1 μM). b) Difference in action potential elicitation by incremental current injections 
under either 380 or 500 nm irradiation in dissociated rat hippocampal neurons with 
100 μM 25: Quantification of number of triggered action potentials. c) Results of the Frey 
hair test on the nocifensive blinking response of rats, when pressure is applied to the 
cornea in presence and absence of 25. The eye was treated with capsaicin (10 μM) and 25 
(20 mM) or capsaicin alone. The difference in the normalized blink threshold was about 
five-fold, an effect that could be reversed by irradiation with UV-light (380 nm). Number 
of rats and number of rats that did not respond to the maximum force applied (1 g) are 
indicated in parentheses.154 Adapted with permission from Ref. 154 © 2012 Macmillan 
Publishers Limited.  

In conclusion, remarkable examples of reversible light-control of nociception have 
been reported in recent years. Photoswitchable anesthetics or analgesics offer an 
exciting opportunity for photopharmacology with many interesting applications 
possible.  

2.4 Conclusion and Outlook 
Photopharmacology has seen rapid development in the past decade. Researchers 
from fields as diverse as chemistry, medicine, pharmacy and molecular biology are 
realizing the clinical potential of this approach and new and exciting applications 
have been reported. In this chapter, we have given a critical overview of the different 
pharmacological targets (i.e. diseases/organs) in the human body, the prospects of 
light delivery to these organs, their specific requirements for a light-activatable drug 
i.e. molecular design, and whether and how these challenges can be addressed. We 
believe that at this early stage of development of the field a perspective with a focus 
on medical applications is highly warranted to inspire efforts on medically-relevant 
targets. It is also meant as a starting-point and stimulus for chemists to enter this 
exciting field with opportunities to bring “smart” molecular design ultimately to the 
realm of clinical use. In our opinion, the following future developments will be vital 
for a successful development of this rapidly expanding field:  
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1 Target evaluation: The photopharmacological approach should always take into 
consideration localized diseases with targets where light-delivery is feasible. 
Thus, reversible light-activation is not just a feature, but should bring additional 
value to a drug (i.e. reduce environmental resistance build-up, reduced side-
effects, increased control over activity, precise targeting, etc.).  

2 Optical properties: a major step for photopharmacology to take is to move the 
absorption bands of photoswitchable drugs into the 650 nm to 900 nm optical 
window (vide infra).  

3 Photoswitch stability and toxicity: the development of new photocontrolled 
drugs must be matched by the continuous efforts in studying their cellular 
stability and toxicity.  Especially for azobenzenes there is already a large body of 
literature, the summary of which has been published,7 that describes the 
influence of structural features on their stability under reducing conditions, 
together with the toxicity of photoswitches and the products of their 
degradation. Similar extensive studies for other photoswitches are needed to 
establish the feasibility of their application in photopharmacology. 

4 Light delivery: currently, the external delivery of light is envisioned in 
photopharmacological treatments. However, one should not exclude the 
possibility of using internal, exogenous light sources, such as luminescent 
compounds. This possibility would provide multiple benefits. Firstly, the 
problems of light penetration through skin and tissue could be avoided, since 
light would be delivered directly at the side of action. Secondly, an additional 
level of selectivity could be attained if the luminescent source would be 
specifically targeted to the disease. Finally, in this way, photopharmacology 
could be used in a theranostic approach, bringing together the molecular 
imaging (diagnostics) and targeted drug activation (therapy). Alternatively, 
photochemical upconversion methods might offer attractive alternatives to 
apply deeper penetrable near IR irradiation. For such purposes, one could 
envision combining photopharmacology with optical imaging, where 
luminescent compounds are used for localization of the disease. Another 
possibility is to incorporate Positron Emission Tomography nuclear tracers, 
using Cerenkov photons for activation182 into light-controlled drugs. Obviously, 
much research is needed to establish if the photon flux in these methods is 
efficient enough for photoswitching. However, initial research on the use of 
light, emitted by luciferase, for the photoswitching of spiropyran-based MRI 
contrast agents183 supports the feasibility of using internal, exogenous light 
delivery systems for local drug activation. 

5 Cross-activity: it is important to realize that the two isomers of the 
photoswitchable drugs often are not simply “ON” and “OFF” forms, but they can 
have different biological activities regarding completely different targets.120,137 
This selectivity towards different functions might under certain circumstances 
be desirable, but often can be problematic. Researchers should bear this aspect 
in mind, when transitioning to in vivo experiments.  
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6 Phenotypic screening: So far, photopharmacology only made use of rational drug 
design, starting from a known drug or bioactive compound and based on 
structure-activity relationship studies. In contrast to that, phenotypic screening 
for photoswitchable drugs, as was outlined for the case of compound 17 (Figure 
11),144 may give new inputs for targets and methods in photopharmacology.  

7 Synthetic methodology: the photopharmaceutical toolbox is dependent on the 
availability and synthetic accessibility of photoswitches. Therefore, new 
developments for robust, rapidly synthesized chromophores are in high demand.  

8 Rescue protocols: as pioneered by Thorn-Seshold and co-workers,21 are 
approaches where a certain area of “ON”- irradiation pulses is spatially confined 
by an outer ring of “OFF”-switching pulses. It proved successful (no drug activity 
observed after “OFF”-switching) and could be used to protect certain 
tissues/areas. Requirements for such applications are, however, fast-responding 
photoswitches that switch with visible light at low dose on the milliseconds 
scale. 

In this chapter, we anticipated to provide the field with an outlook toward clinical 
possibilities in light-guided therapy. We hope that this overview will serve as an 
inspiration for realistic choices of molecular targets and will contribute to focused 
efforts in applying photopharmacology.  

This requires the combined expertise of several disciplines but the remarkable 
progress in just the past few years, as discussed here, illustrates the potential to 
control medicinal relevant biological function with light using a 
photopharmacological approach. It is a long and winding road from the molecular 
design of bioactive compounds with intrinsic photoswitches to clinical application 
but the ultimate reward will be innovative approaches in interfering with complex 
biological pathways and addressing life-threatening diseases.  
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Chapter 3 
Ciprofloxacin-Photoswitch 
Conjugates: a Facile Strategy for 
Photopharmacology 
Photopharmacology aims to locally treat diseases and study biological processes with 
photoresponsive drugs. Herein, easy access to photoswitchable drugs is crucial, which 
is supported by simple and robust drug modifications. We investigated the possibility 
of creating drugs that can undergo remote activation and deactivation with light, by 
conjugating molecular photoswitches to the exterior of an existing drug in a single 
chemical step. This facile strategy allows the convenient introduction of various 
photochromic systems into a drug molecule, rendering it photoresponsive.  To 
demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, two photoswitch-modified ciprofloxacin 
antibiotics were synthesized. Remarkably, for one of them a 50-fold increase in activity 
compared to the original ciprofloxacin was observed. Their antimicrobial activity could 
be spatiotemporally controlled with light, which was exemplified by bacterial 
patterning studies.  
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3.1 Introduction 
The emerging field of photopharmacology focuses on the development of 
photoresponsive drugs.1 The activity of these drugs can be externally controlled with 
light, by switching between two or more isomeric states.1 Photoresponsive drugs 
offer prospect for clinical applications, where a drug might be locally activated inside 
the body to circumvent systemic side effects as was exemplified by photoswitchable 
sulfonylurea derivatives used to externally control insulin release2 and by 
photoswitchable antibiotics3 and cytotoxic agents applied to control cellular 
growth.4,5 Other possible clinical applications include vision restoration6,7 and pain-
perception regulation.8–10  

Furthermore, the possibility to alter a drug’s activity with light can be useful as a 
research tool to study biological processes as was shown for enzyme activity,11–14 
GPCR modulation,15 neural functioning16,17 and channel protein characterization.18,19 
The in vivo application of photopharmacological agents could be enabled with 
recently reported visible-light switchable photochromic systems.20–24 

The most commonly employed method in photopharmacology to design a 
photoswitchable bio-active compound, is the incorporation of a photoswitch25 into 
the pharmacophore of a drug molecule or into the spacer linking two 
pharmacophores.1,25 The photoswitches that are predominantly used for this purpose 
are azobenzenes2,3,9,10,26,27 and diarylethenes11–13 because their aromatic molecular 
structure lends itself perfectly for incorporation into most pharmacophores and 
pharmacophore spacers. One particular approach aims at substituting stilbenes, 
diaryl amides and diaryl ethers in a drug’s pharmacophore with azobenzenes. This 
has been defined as ‘azologization’ by Trauner and coworkers28 and was applied 
successfully.2,28  

However, incorporation of a photoswitch into a drug’s pharmacophore often 
requires many challenging synthetic steps and the number of photoswitches that are 
applicable for this purpose is limited. For example, the molecular structure of 
switches like spiropyrans is bulky19,29 and therefore much harder to incorporate in 
the design of an existing pharmacophore. Nonetheless, spiropyrans exhibit a highly 
pronounced change in polarity upon photoisomerization, switching from a bulky, 
non-charged spiropyran to a planar zwitterionic merocyanine state.29,30 When 
incorporated in a drug, such a change is anticipated to result in a pronounced 
difference in biological activity between the two isomers, rendering this photoswitch 
a suitable candidate for application in photopharmacology. 

Therefore, in this chapter, we investigated the possibility of obtaining 
photopharmacological agents by conjugating the photoswitch to the exterior of the 
pharmacophore. We show that it is possible to synthetically modify an existing drug 
in a single chemical step to obtain a photoswitchable drug. This strategy is exploited 
to conjugate both a spiropyran and an azobenzene to the frequently prescribed 
broad-spectrum antibiotic ciprofloxacin.31 The resulting distinct isomers of these 
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photoswitchable antibiotics are compared in their photochemical behavior and 
biological activity. It was found that the spiropyran-bearing antibiotic exhibited a 
substantial difference in activity between both photoisomers when applied to Gram-
negative Escherichia coli. Interestingly, the azobenzene-bearing antibiotic had a 
significant difference in antimicrobial activity between its two photoisomeric forms 
when applied to the Gram-positive Micrococcus luteus, and was found to be ~50 
times more active than the unmodified antibiotic. This underlines the importance of 
exploring different photoswitches and decide which one fits best for the intended 
purpose, which is enabled by the presented strategy: installing photoswitches into 
drugs in a single synthetic step. Furthermore, bacterial patterning experiments are 
presented to demonstrate the spatiotemporal resolution obtained with the 
photoswitch-drug conjugates and emphasize on the potential for localized activation 
with the presented approach. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 
Drugs bear various functional groups in their molecular structure. While these 
groups are often important for maintaining biological activity, by careful 
examination of SARs it becomes clear to what extend they can be modified. 
Functional groups offer exquisite handles for ligating small molecules as was shown 
for chemical tags in the case of activity based protein profiling32 (ABPP). We 
envisioned that they could also be used for conjugating photoswitches to the drug 
molecule. 

To study the feasibility of this approach, we chose ciprofloxacin31 as the target drug 
molecule. This synthetic, broad-spectrum antibiotic is a frequently prescribed drug 
and its molecular structure bears several functional groups.31 SAR studies33 showed 
that the secondary amine in the piperazine ring of ciprofloxacin (Figure 1a) can be 
modified without a major loss of antimicrobial activity: this position was therefore 
chosen for conjugation with photoswitches. 

Two photoswitches were chosen for this purpose: a spiropyran and an azobenzene. 
We hypothesized that conjugation of the spiropyran to the exterior of ciprofloxacin 
might result in a photoresponsive drug with a large difference in activity between its 
two photoisomeric forms, because of its pronounced change in molecular properties 
upon photoswitching. Azobenzene has proven to be a privileged photoswitch for the 
use in photopharmacology,1–3,28 and conjugation of the switch to the exterior of 
ciprofloxacin might result in an antibiotic with photoswitchable activity.  

Carboxylic acid-modified spiropyran and azobenzene were used for ligation. The 
acid functionalities were readily transformed into the corresponding acyl chloride 
and sequentially conjugated to the secondary amine of ciprofloxacin (Figure 1a). The 
resulting photoresponsive antibiotics were named spirofloxacin (Figure 1b) and 
azofloxacin (Figure 1c). 
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of ciprofloxacin (CP) and its photoswitchable 
analogues. a) A carboxylic acid-bearing photoswitch is transformed into the 
corresponding acyl chloride and conjugated to ciprofloxacin. (i) TEA, DCM, 0° C- rt, 16 h. 
b) Structure of spirofloxacin that can be switched from its spiropyran form to its 
merocyanin form upon 365 nm-light irradiation and can be switched back upon visible-
light irradiation or thermal relaxation. c) Structure of azofloxacin that undergoes trans-
cis isomerization upon 365 nm-light irradiation and cis-trans isomerization upon visible-
light irradiation or thermal relaxation. 

3.3 Photochemical Behavior 
Next, the photochemical behavior of the two compounds was studied using UV-Vis 
spectroscopy and RP-HPLC. Colorless spirofloxacin shows a strong absorbance in the 
UV region of the UV-Vis spectrum (Figure 2a). Exposure to 365 nm light results in 
the appearance of an absorption band around 550 nm, which is characteristic for the 
formation of the colored merocyanine state (Figure 2a). The spiropyran state is the 
thermodynamically stable form and by monitoring the spectral evolution at 555 nm, 
the half-life of the merocyanine state was determined and was found to be ~17 h 
(Figure 2b). Reversible photochromism of spirofloxacin in water was tested, by 
alternating between 365 nm and 530 nm irradiation. After each round of irradiation 
significant fatigue was observed (Figure 2c). This may be attributed to the instability 
of the merocyanine structure in aqueous environment under visible-light irradiation, 
which undergoes a retro-aldol reaction to form a Fischer’s base and 4-nitro-
salicylaldehyde, as was reported by Hilvert and co-workers.34 This instability limits 
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the use of spirofloxacin to a single round of switching. However, for its employment 
as a potential photopharmacological agent, a single round of activation is often 
sufficient.1 

Azofloxacin has an absorption maximum around 325 nm (Figure 2d), which is 
characteristic for trans-azobenzene. When the aqueous azofloxacin solution was 
irradiated with 365 nm light, the absorption at 325 nm decreased and simultaneously 
an absorption band appeared around 430 nm, which is characteristic for cis-
azobenzene. Overtime, cis-azobenzene thermally reverts back to trans-azobenzene. 
The half-life of the cis-form was determined by monitoring the absorption of 
azofloxacin at 326 nm and was found to be ~4 h (Figure 2e). Reversible switching 
between trans and cis-azofloxacin in water could be performed for >10 times by 
alternating between 400 nm and 530 nm irradiation, without any observable fatigue 
(Figure 2f). 

 
Figure 2. Photochemical behavior of spirofloxacin and azofloxacin. a) UV-Vis 
absorption spectra of spirofloxacin. b) Thermal isomerization of the merocyanin state to 
the thermodynamically stable spiropyran form of spirofloxacin. The absorbance was 
measured at 555 nm. c) Photoswitching cycles of spirofloxacin by alternating between 365 
nm (blue bars) and 530 nm (green bars) irradiation, observed by monitoring the 
absorbance at 555 nm. d) UV-Vis absorption spectra of azofloxacin. e) Thermal cis-trans 
isomerization of azofloxacin. The absorbance was measured at 326 nm. f) Photoswitching 
cycles of azofloxacin by alternating between 400 nm (blue bars) and 530 nm (green bars) 
irradiation, observed by monitoring the absorbance at 326 nm. Spirofloxacin and 
azofloxacin were examined at a concentration of 20 μM in water. 

Both spirofloxacin and azofloxacin consist of a mixture of two photoisomers. The 
ratio between these isomers, which can be altered by exposure to light, was 
determined using RP-HPLC. These experiments revealed that spirofloxacin consisted 
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of 74% of the spiropyran isomer before exposure to 365 nm light. After 365 nm-light 
irradiation 82% of the merocyanine was present (Table 1). This preferential 
formation of the zwitterionic isomer of spirofloxacin after irradiation and the 
accompanied large changes in properties were anticipated to significantly alter the 
observed antimicrobial activity of the compound. 

Azofloxacin exists in trans and cis states. Before exposure to λ = 365 nm light, the 
sample consisted of > 95% trans isomer. After irradiation, 61% cis isomer was present 
in the sample (Table 1). A possible explanation for the relatively low amount of cis 
isomer after irradiation might be aggregation of the azobenzene containing 
molecules in aqueous environment as we recently observed for other functionalized 
azobenzenes.35,36 

3.4 Biological Evaluation 
Spirofloxacin showed to have a MIC of 1.25 μM on E. coli, before exposure to light, 
when it was mostly in the spiropyran state. Remarkably, when spirofloxacin was 
irradiated with λ = 365 nm light, prior to incubation with the bacteria, a MIC of 0.625 
μM was found (Table 1, Figure 3a). 

Table 1.  Photostationary states (PSS) of spirofloxacin and azofloxacin in water (0.1% 
DMSO) before and after irradiation. Half-lives of the unstable isomers in water (0.1% 
DMSO). MIC values on E. coli CS1562 and M. luteus ATCC 9341 were determined before 
and after irradiation of the compounds.  

 PSS MIC E. coli  

( M) 

MIC M. luteus  

( M) 

Half- 

life 
(h) 

Compound kbT hva kbT hva kbT hva H2O 

Spirofloxacin 74:26b 18:82b 1.25 0.625 >2.50 >2.50 17 

Azofloxacin >95:5b 39:61b 0.500 0.500 0.250 0.500 4 

Ciprofloxacin N/A N/A 0.0125 0.0125 12.0 12.0 N/A 
aIrradiation with λ = 365 nm light.  
bThe ratio is trans:cis content in the case of azofloxacin and spiro-pyran:merocyanine 
content in the case of spirofloxacin. 

The antimicrobial activity of spirofloxacin and azofloxacin was determined by 
performing minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) tests37 on  E. coli CS1562 and 
M. luteus ATCC 9341.38 Both compounds were tested before and after 
irradiation.This implies that spirofloxacin has higher antibacterial activity when it is 
in its light-induced zwitterionic merocyanine state. The difference in activity of 
spirofloxacin might be caused by its pronounced change in dipole moment from 2-5 
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D (spiropyran) to 20 D (merocyanine),29 which is likely to affect cellular uptake and 
drug-receptor interactions. No significant difference in antibacterial activity was 
observed when spirofloxacin was tested on Gram positive M.luteus (Table 1). 

Azofloxacin showed to have a MIC of 0.250 μM before and after irradiation with 365 
nm light (Table 1) when tested on E. coli. However, when azofloxacin was tested on 
M. luteus, a clear difference in antimicrobial activity was observed before and after 
irradiation with λ = 365 nm light (Table 1, Figure 3b). The thermally-adapted form 
had a MIC value of 0.250 μM, whereas the light-exposed form had a MIC of 0.500 
μM. This indicates that the trans isomer has higher antibacterial activity than the cis 
isomer and this activity can be dynamically changed by exposing the compound to 
light. Remarkably, the activity of azofloxacin on M.luteus is almost 50 times higher 
than native ciprofloxacin. This result, together with earlier reports on 
photocontrolled mast cell-stabilizing agents,35 challenge the notion that ligation of a 
photoswitch to a drug inherently decreases its activity. In this case, the increased 
activity might be due to enhanced cellular uptake caused by the addition of the 
hydrophobic azobenzene moiety.39,40 

 
Figure 3. Growth rates of: a) E. coli CS1562 at increasing concentrations of 
spirofloxacin and b) M. luteus at increasing concentrations of azofloxacin in their dark-
adapted form (blue) and 365 nm light irradiated form (red). Error bars show s.d. 
calculated from measurements in triplicate. 

As a control experiment, the MIC value of the native drug ciprofloxacin was also 
determined and no change in activity was found before and after irradiation with 365 
nm (Table 1). This indicates that the observed change in activity of spirofloxacin and 
azofloxacin before and after irradiation indeed stems from the photoisomerization 
process. Furthermore, control experiments showed that non-ligated spiropyran and 
azobenzene exhibited no antibacterial activity. 

Next, bacterial patterning experiments were performed to showcase that significant 
spatiotemporal resolution can be obtained with photoswitch-drug conjugates. An 
agar plate was prepared containing spirofloxacin (300 nM). A mask was placed on 
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top of the plate (Figure 4a) and the plate was illuminated with 365 nm light for 30 
min. The mask was removed and the plate was inoculated with E. coli and incubated 
overnight at 37 °C. Bacterial growth was only observed at the area of the plate that 
was covered by the mask (Figure 4b). At the light-exposed area, the activity of 
spirofloxacin was switched on  and bacterial growth was inhibited. This experiment 
underlines the potential of using light-responsive drugs for localized activation. 
Furthermore, it demonstrates that the acquired difference in activity between the 
two photoisomers is large enough to optically control bacterial growth in time and 
space.  

 
Figure 4. Spatiotemporal patterning of E. coli CS1562 with spirofloxacin (300 nM). a) 
The mask used to cover part of the agar plate during illumination with λ = 365 nm light. 
b) Result of the patterning experiment after incubation for 16 h at 37 °C. Bacterial 
colonies are present only in the area that was not illuminated. N.B. inoculation occurred 
after λ = 365 nm light exposure. 

3.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have shown the possibility to modify an existing drug in a single 
step to render it photoresponsive. Conjugation of two different photoswitches was 
accomplished and the photochemistry and biological activity of the two 
photoswitchable drugs were compared. We found a significant difference in bio-
activity between the two photoisomers of the spiropyran-modified antibiotic when 
tested on E. coli. Interestingly, a difference in activity between the two isomers of the 
azobenzene-modified antibiotic was found when tested on Gram positive M. luteus, 
but not on Gram negative E. coli. Notably, the overall activity of azofloxacin on M. 
luteus increased almost 50-fold as compared to native ciprofloxacin. Bacterial 
patterning studies were performed with spirofloxacin to illustrate the spatiotemporal 
resolution of the obtained photoswitchable antibiotics, underlining the potential for 
localized activation of drugs. The presented approach for conjugating photoswitches 
to the exterior of an existing drug in a single step allows for easy access to 
photoswitchable drugs, avoiding laborious synthetic steps, and offering ample 
opportunities to explore new targets in photopharmacology. 
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3.6 Experimental Section 

3.6.1 General Remarks 
All chemicals for synthesis were obtained from commercial sources and used as 
received unless stated otherwise.  

Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) was performed using commercial Kieselgel 60, 
F254 silica gel plates with fluorescence-indicator UV254 (Merck, TLC silica gel 60 
F254). For detection of components, UV light at λ = 254 nm or λ = 365 nm was used. 
Alternatively, oxidative staining using aqueous basic potassium permanganate 
solution (KMnO4) or aqueous acidic cerium phosphomolybdic acid solution 
(Seebach’s stain) was used. Flash chromatography was performed on silica gel 
(Silicycle Siliaflash P60, 40-63 mm, 230-400 mesh). Drying of solutions was 
performed with MgSO4 and volatiles were removed with a rotary evaporator.  

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectra were measured with an Agilent Technologies 
400-MR (400/54 Premium Shielded) spectrometer (400 MHz). All spectra were 
measured at room temperature (22–24 °C). Chemical shifts for 1H- and 13C-NMR 
measurements were determined relative to the residual solvent peaks in ppm (δH 
7.26 for CHCl3, 2.50 for DMSO and 2.05 ppm for Acetone, δC 77.16 for CHCl3 and 
39.52 for DMSO). The following abbreviations are used to indicate signal 
multiplicity: s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; q, quartet; m, multiplet; brs, broad 
signal. All 13C-NMR spectra are 1H-broadband decoupled. High-resolution mass 
spectrometric measurements were performed on a Thermo scientific LTQ Orbitrap 
XL with ESI ionization. Melting points were recorded using a Stuart analogue 
capillary melting point SMP11 apparatus. For spectroscopic measurements, solutions 
in Uvasol® grade solvents were measured in a 10 mm quartz cuvette. UV-Vis 
absorption spectra were recorded on an Agilent 8453 UV-Visible absorption 
Spectrophotometer. For biological experiments (growth curves, absorbance, 
luminescence, fluorescence) a Synergy H1 plate-reader was used (BioTek). 

3.6.2 Bacterial strain and growth conditions 
The bacterial strains used in this study were Escherichia coli CS1562.38 and 
Micrococcus luteus ATCC 9341. E. coli were grown in Luria Bertani (LB) medium (5 
g/L yeast extract; 10 g/L tryptone; 5 g/L NaCl) at 37 °C and M. luteus were grown in 
2X YP (16 g/L Peptone, 10 g/L Yeast, 5 g/L NaCl) at 30 °C.  

3.6.3 Solid medium 
For bacterial patterning 2X LB Agar (22.5 g/L Agar) was used. The required 
concentration of Spirofloxacin was dissolved in 6 mL water (MiliQ) and to this 6 mL 
2X LB Agar was added after which it was mixed and solidified in a plate. 
Subsequently, the plate was partly covered with a sterile thin cardboard and 
irradiated with λ = 365 nm for 30 minutes. The plate was then streaked with 
approximately 107 CFUs of E. coli CS1562 and incubated overnight at 37 °C.  
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3.6.4 Antibacterial activity and bacterial growth curves 
Overnight cultures of E. coli CS1562 and M. luteus ATCC 9341 were diluted to an 
OD600 of 0.1 and 100 μl of this cell suspension was added to 100 μl medium 
containing antibiotics at the given concentration. To determine the antibacterial 
activity after photoisomerization, the solutions were first irradiated at 365 nm for 30 
min prior to adding the cell suspension. Cells were grown in a microtiter plate at 37 
°C and 30°C respectively, for E. coli and M. luteus and cell density (650 nm) was 
measured every 10 min for 16 h, with a 10 sec shaking step before each measurement, 
in a microplate reader (SynergyH1, BioTek). Graphs were background-corrected by 
subtracting the OD650 at time 0. Before calculating the growth rate, graphs were 
plotted on a logarithmic scale. Growth rates were determined by calculating the 
slope of the exponential growth phase. MIC values were calculated by plotting the 
growth rates against the concentrations of the used antibiotics.  

3.6.5 Photoswitching Experiments  
Irradiation experiments were performed with a Spectroline ENB-280C/FE UV lamp 
(365 nm) and a Sahlmann Photochemical Solutions LED system (400 nm = 3 x 330 
mW, λmax = 401 nm, FWHM 13.5 nm and 530 nm = 3 x 270 mW, λmax = 526 nm, 
FWHM 35.1 nm). 

3.6.6 Synthesis 

 
(E)-1-cyclopropyl-6-fluoro-4-oxo-7-(4-(4-(phenyldiazenyl)benzoyl)piperazin-1-yl)-
1,4-dihydroquinoline-3-carboxylic acid (Azofloxacin) 

Compound 1 (2.5 mmol, 565 mg) was suspended in SOCl2 (10 mL). The resulting 
mixture was stirred for 2 h under reflux. Next, the mixture was concentrated in vacuo 
and the resulting residue was redissolved in DCM (5 mL). This solution was added 
dropwise to an ice-cooled solution of ciprofloxacin (1 mmol, 331 mg) and TEA (1.1 
mmol, 111 mg) in DCM (20 mL) and stirred for 1 h on ice. Next, the mixture was 
stirred for an additional 16 h at room temperature.  The volatiles were evaporated 
and the crude product was purified by flash chromatography (DCM:MeOH, 97:3) 
resulting in 410 mg (76%) of an orange solid.  

Melting point: 236-239° C. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.62 (s, 1H), 7.95 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.93 – 7.83 (m, 
3H), 7.68 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.63 – 7.52 (m, 4H), 3.93 – 3.72 (m, 3H), 3.61 (s, 2H), 3.41 
(s, 4H), 1.31 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 2H), 1.23 – 1.06 (m, 2H). 
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13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 176.8, 168.7, 166.3, 154.6, 152.7, 152.3, 152.1, 148.5, 
145.3, 145.2, 139.5, 138.5, 132.4, 131.1, 130.0, 128.8, 123.1, 123.0, 120.4, 120.2, 119.4, 119.3, 
111.6, 111.3, 107.2, 49.8, 47.1, 46.2, 36.3, 8.1. 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -121.73 (dd, J = 13.0, 7.5 Hz). 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C30H27FN5O4: 540.2041; Found: 540.2041 

 

1-cyclopropyl-7-(4-(3-(3',3'-dimethyl-6-nitrospiro[chromene-2,2'-indolin]-1'-
yl)propanoyl) piperazin-1-yl)-6-fluoro-4-oxo-1,4-dihydroquinoline-3-carboxylic acid 
(Spirofloxacin) 

Compound 5 (0.8 mmol, 300 mg) was suspended in DCM (10 mL) and oxalyl chloride 
(1.6 mmol, 203 mg) and anhydrous DMF (1 drop) were added. The resulting mixture 
was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. Next, the mixture was concentrated in 
vacuo and the resulting residue was redissolved in DCM (5 mL). This solution was 
added dropwise to an ice-cooled solution of ciprofloxacin (0.8 mmol, 260 mg) and 
TEA (0.9 mmol, 91 mg) in DCM (20 mL) and the mixture was stirred for 1 h. 
Subsequently the reaction mixture was stirred for an additional 16 h at room 
temperature. The reaction mixture was washed with 1 M aq. HCl and brine and dried 
(MgSO4). The volatiles were evaporated and the crude product was purified by flash 
chromatography (DCM:MeOH, 95:5) resulting in 81 mg (15%) of a red/purple solid.  

Melting point: 160-163° C. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (s, 1H), 8.21 (d, J = 2.8 Hz, 1H), 7.99 (dd, J = 
9.0, 2.8 Hz, 1H), 7.91 (d, J = 13.2 Hz, 1H), 7.50 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.21 (d, J = 10.4 Hz, 
1H), 7.14 – 7.10 (m, 2H), 6.89 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.78 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 6.66 (d, J = 8.0 
Hz, 1H), 6.03 (d, J = 10.4 Hz, 1H), 3.78 (brs, 1H), 3.66 – 3.46 (m, 5H), 3.43 – 3.35 (m, 
1H), 3.27 – 3.20 (m, 4H), 2.77 – 2.57 (m, 2H), 1.32 – 1.26 (m, 2H), 1.23 – 1.14 (m, 5H), 
1.08 (s, 2H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 176.8, 169.7, 166.3, 159.5, 154.6, 152.1, 148.5, 146.7, 
145.3, 145.2, 141.0, 139.5, 136.1, 128.6, 128.1, 126.1, 123.3, 122.2, 122.2, 119.6, 119.3, 115.9, 111.6, 
111.3, 107.2, 107.1, 107.0, 106.9, 52.8, 49.9, 49.5, 41.0, 36.3, 31.9, 26.2, 21.5, 20.0, 8.0. 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -121.85 (dd, J = 13.0, 7.5 Hz). 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C38H27FN5O7: 694.2671; Found: 694.2665 
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Chapter 4 
Direct and Versatile Synthesis of 
Red-shifted Azobenzenes 
In this chapter, a straightforward synthesis of azobenzenes with bathochromically-
shifted absorption bands is presented. It employs an ortho-lithiation of aromatic 
substrates, followed by a coupling reaction with aryldiazonium salts. The products are 
obtained with good to excellent yields after simple purification. Moreover, with the 
presented methodology, a structurally diverse panel of different azobenzenes, 
including unsymmetric tetra-ortho-substituted ones, can be readily obtained, which 
paves the way for future development of red-light-addressable azobenzene derivatives 
for in vivo application. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Selective, non-invasive, external control of function is a long-standing challenge in 
both biological and material sciences.1–4 Light offers exciting solutions for such 
control, because of the high spatiotemporal resolution of its delivery and ease of 
application.5 To realize light-responsive systems at the molecular level, 
photoswitchable compounds are utilized that show a distinctive change in their 
properties upon irradiation.1 Interesting applications of molecular switches for 
chemical biology were showcased in protein/peptide control6–8 and 
photopharmacology,9,10 allowing the control of drug activity in cancer 
chemotherapy,11,12 neurology13 and antibiotic treatment,14 amongst others. To achieve 
effective and reversible control upon irradiation, azobenzene-based molecular 
photoswitches1–3,5,7,10,12,15,16 have been extensively used because of their large change in 
geometry and dipole moment upon photo-isomerization from the trans to the cis 
isomer (Figure 1a). Traditionally, this trans-cis isomerization is achieved with UV-
light irradiation, whereas the reverse cis-trans isomerization can be evoked by either 
thermal relaxation or visible-light irradiation.  

The recent discovery and application of visible and red-light-switchable 
azobenzenes4,17–19 are expected to initiate major breakthroughs in photoresponsive 
biosystems, photopharmacology and material sciences. The advantages of using 
visible light over UV light for photoswitching include an increased tissue-
penetration depth and reduced phototoxicity.20 Therefore, the development of 
bathochromically-shifted azobenzenes is key to obtain on-line, highly precise 
control of biological systems with light. The design of red-shifted azobenzene 
derivatives is mainly based on tetra-ortho-fluoroazobenzenes, introduced by Hecht 
and coworkers,17,21 tetra-ortho-methoxyazobenzenes, and tetra-ortho-chloro-
azobenzenes, pioneered by Woolley and coworkers.15,22–25 So far, the widespread use 
of these compounds has been limited by the laborious syntheses of these sterically 
encumbered azobenzenes. Especially, extensive work-up procedures are required, 
which, together with the low to moderate yields, hamper ready access to a variety of 
switches and their application.  
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Direct and Versatile Synthesis of Red-shifted Azobenzenes 

 
Figure 1. Red-light switchable azobenzenes. a) trans-cis isomerization of tetra-ortho-
substituted azobenzenes; b) published synthetic methods towards tetra-ortho-
substituted azobenzenes;15,21,23,26 c) this work. 

The commonly employed diazonium coupling16 or Mills reaction16 often prove 
unsatisfying for the synthesis of symmetrical tetra-ortho-methoxyazobenzenes23 
(Figure 1b). Tetra-ortho-chloroazobenzenes were synthesized via similar coupling 
reactions. Additionally, the Trauner group recently used C-H activation of ortho 
positions, to synthesize tetra-ortho-chloro-azobenzenes (see Figure 1b).26 For the 
synthesis of symmetrical tetra-ortho-fluoro-azobenzenes (Figure 1b), an optimized 
Mills reaction or oxidative coupling is utilized, which gives the desired products, 
albeit in low to moderate yields.21,27 Therefore, major improvements are urgently 
required to stimulate simple, future application of red-shifted, azobenzene 
derivatives in chemical biology and medicine. Moreover, the synthesis of red-shifted 
unsymmetric azobenzenes (Ar1 ≠ Ar2, Figure 1c) is needed to enable selective 
functionalization and fine-tuning of optical properties.  
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In this chapter, we report a versatile, direct synthesis of a multitude of structurally 
diverse, visible- and red-light-switchable azobenzenes via directed ortho-lithiation of 
aromatic precursors, followed by their reaction with aryldiazonium salts. The 
azobenzenes are obtained in short time (<3 h) with good to excellent yields, 
following straightforward purification methods. 

4.2 Results and Discussion 
We focused our attention on a simple and efficient method for the preparation of 
sterically-encumbered, tetra-ortho substituted azobenzenes, taking advantage of 
coupling reactions with organolithium reagents. These coupling reactions have seen 
increased interest in the past years,28,29 and were recently shown to be particularly 
suited for congested systems.28 1,3-Disubstituted aromatic compounds, bearing 
methoxy, fluoro or chloro substituents were identified as potential substrates, since 
they can undergo facile ortho-lithiation.30–32 We anticipated that the resulting 2,6-
disubstituted lithium species could be used as nucleophiles in the direct reaction 
with 2,6-disubstituted aryldiazonium salts, yielding highly substituted azobenzenes. 
Early literature on the reaction of Grignard and organozinc reagents33–35 with 
aryldiazoniums salts, despite receiving little attention, indicated that the use of 
organolithium reagents might be a feasible approach towards the synthesis of 
hindered, red-shifted azobenzenes. This notion was further supported by two known 
examples of related procedures, in which lithiated species react with diazonium salts 
to provide heterocyclic azobenzene derivatives, as shown by Herges and coworkers,36 
and in the preparation of two azobenzene intermediates as part of a procedure for 
the synthesis of 1-iodo-2,6-bispropylthiobenzenes, as reported by Kaszynski and 
coworkers.37 Since the ortho-lithiation procedure is known to have a broad substrate 
tolerance,30 and the preparation of aryldiazonium tetrafluoroborate salts is well 
estabslished,38 we expected that our methodology might yield interesting novel 
azobenzene structures with potentially bathochromically-shifted absorption spectra. 

In the initial investigations, we focused on the synthesis of tetra-ortho-
methoxyazobenzene (Figure 1c, R=OMe). The synthesis of this compound requires 
the ortho-lithiation of 1,3-dimethoxybenzene (Figure 2, 1a), followed by reaction of 
the formed metallo-organic species with 2,6-dimethoxybenzenediazonium 
tetrafluoroborate 2a. We used a slight excess of aryldiazonium salt, inspired by the 
well-known reaction of aryldiazoniums with phenolates.16 Treating compound 2a 
(1.2 eq) with 1 eq of the metallated 1,3-dimethoxybenzene, produced the desired 
product 3a in 71% isolated yield after 90 min total reaction time, requiring only 
simple purification (extraction followed by precipitation). 
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Direct and Versatile Synthesis of Red-shifted Azobenzenes 

 

Figure 2. Scope of the presented one-pot reaction sequence, showing a diversity of 
tolerated aryl (1) and aryldiazonium (2) substrates for the synthesis of sterically-
demanding azobenzenes (3). 

Further optimization of the procedure was performed using, among others, 
additional equivalents of aryldiazonium salt (2a) for the coupling reaction, showing 
that an excess of the salt was tolerated but did not improve the yield, mainly due to 
increasing amounts of side-products (see Table 1). Excess of n-butyllithium was 
tolerated in the ortho-lithiation, however, in the subsequent reaction with the 
aryldiazonium salt, the liberation of N2 was observed leading to a significant drop in 
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isolated yield (see Table 1). Therefore, equimolar amounts of the lithiation precursor, 
n-butyllithium and aryldiazonium salt are used throughout, yielding tetra-ortho-
methoxyazobenzene 3a in 86% isolated yield. 

After establishing the optimized conditions, we studied the scope of the reaction by 
diversifying both the substrate for lithiation and the aryldiazonium salt. As shown in 
Figure 2, a multitude of diazonium salts could be efficiently coupled to 1,3-
dimethoxybenzene 1a in good to excellent yields. Moreover, both cyano-substituted 
(2d) and nitro-substituted (2e) aryldiazonium salts were well tolerated, which are 
potential precursors for para-aminomethylene- and para-amino-azobenzene 
derivatives. Both tert-butoxy-carbonyl- (2f) and chloro-substituted (2g) 
aryldiazoniums were converted with satisfying yields, with the potential for 
subsequent functionalization of the products using amide formation and cross-
coupling reactions. Successful preparation of compounds 3d-3g highlights the 
functional group tolerance, which is of particular importance for the application of 
our method to the synthesis of photoresponsive materials and drugs. The 
azobenzene derivatives were purified using either extraction/washing or short flash 
chromatography allowing the rapid syntheses (2-3 h total time) of these 
functionalized photoswitches. 

Inspired by earlier reports by Woolley and coworkers,4,24 we aimed next at installing 
additional methoxy substituents to obtain more bathochromically-shifted 
absorption bands of the azobenzenes. Therefore, the scope of the lithiation and 
subsequent coupling was tested with different methoxy-substituted benzene 
derivatives. 1,3,5-Trimethoxybenzene 1b could be readily lithiated and reacted with 
aryldiazonium salts to give moderate to excellent yields (41-86%). Moreover, 
lithiation of 1,3,4-trimethoxybenzene 1c selectively at the 2-position led, after 
quenching with the different aryldiazonium salts, to novel azobenzenes (3k-m) in 
good yields (58-76%).  

Subsequently, we attempted the synthesis of ortho-fluoroazobenzenes, because of 
their promising photochemical properties, as reported by Hecht and coworkers.21 In 
line with earlier reports,39 difluorobenzene 1d underwent a regioselective lithiation 
at the 2-position, due to the coordinating potential of the two fluoro-substituents to 
lithium. Using our method, 3n was synthesized in high yield (82%) and short 
reaction times (<2h). Moreover, tetra-ortho-fluoroazobenzene 3o was synthesized 
starting from difluorobenzene 1d and difluoro-substituted aryldiazonium salt 2h 
yielding the product in excellent yield (77% after 2 h) without the need for laborious 
purification. However, it has to be noted that lower temperatures (up to -50 °C) were 
required for the lithiation of 1d to prevent the formation of benzyne.39  

Due to the recent application of red-shifted tetra-ortho-chloro-derivatives,23,25,26 we 
applied our method to synthesize these azobenzenes. Lithiation of dichlorobenzene 
1e at -78 °C and subsequent addition of a suspension of diazonium salt (2a,2h,2i) in 
THF, to this organo-lithium intermediate, gave the desired tetra-ortho-
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Direct and Versatile Synthesis of Red-shifted Azobenzenes 

chloroazobenzes 3p-r in excellent yields (89-92%). We could apply short reaction 
times (<2 h), using milder conditions then those reported earlier (Figure 1b).  

 
Figure 3. Sequential 3-step one-pot procedure highlighting the versatility of 
azobenzene formation with well-established cross-coupling methodology. 

To allow the straightforward functionalization of these bathochromically-shifted 
azobenzene derivatives, we aimed at diversifying the functional group scope beyond 
chloro, nitro, ester and cyano substituents. For the direct Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, 
we decided to use boronic ester-substituted aryldiazonium salt 2j (Figure 3), which 
gave the boronic ester substituted azobenzene with moderate yield. However, 
purification of the product proved challenging. Thus we performed a direct Suzuki-
Miyaura cross-coupling, using standard conditions (See Figure 3), without the need 
for intermediate purification. With this three-step, one-pot method, involving three 
distinctly substituted arenes, we obtained compound 3s in 41% yield. This showcases 
the versatility of our approach towards functionalized ortho-substituted azobenzene 
derivatives.  

Importantly, most of the azobenzene derivatives reported here are novel members of 
a class of privileged ortho-substituted photochromic compounds (for full 
photochemical characterization and comparison of compounds 3a,h,k,o and q, see 
Experimental section). The overlay of their spectra (Figure 5) highlights the potential 
of using our method to fine-tune the photochemical properties of this important 
class of photochromes. Interestingly, upon changing the substitution pattern from 
2a to 2b, a hypsochromic shift was observed for the π-π* transition of 3b whereas the 
n-π* transition was bathochromically shifted (extended absorption up to 600 nm, 
see Figure 4a). Upon changing the substitution pattern as shown in 3c, an opposite 
shift was observed for both transitions. This trend, bathochromic vs hypsochromic 
shift, was observed irrespective of the substitution pattern on Ar1 (3h-m).  

Encouraged by recent reports of Woolley and coworkers, which showed the ability of 
para-amino-substituted tetra-ortho-methoxyazobenzene derivatives to form 
azonium ions at low pH,22,24 with absorption bands shifted into the near-IR region of 
the spectrum,24 we performed titration experiments on selected new azobenzenes. In 
these experiments, the effect of substituents on the pH dependence of the formation 
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of azonium ions and their distinctive photochemical properties (Figure 4c) were 
studied. 

 
Figure 4. Absorption spectra of a variety of novel azobenzene derivatives; a,b) spectra 
showing a structural survey of substitution on one side of the azobenzene ring; c) 
titration curves showing the pH dependence for the formation of azonium ions and their 
respective red-shift. 

Azobenzene 3a showed the formation of the corresponding azonium ion at pH=2. 
Compound 3h (with an additional para-methoxy substituent) showed the formation 
of an azonium ion at pH=4, indicating a higher basicity due to the introduction of an 
electron-donating group at the para-position. However, the position of the emerging 
absorption band was similar as in 3a (Figure 4c). Subsequently, compound 3i was 
tested, which showed a similar basicity but increased bathochromic shift of the 
azonium ion absorption band, consistent with earlier observations by Woolley and 
coworkers.24 Finally, azobenzene derivative 3j showed the formation of an azonium 
ion at pH=3, and a bathochromic shift of the emerging band which was again similar 
to those of the azonium ions derived from 3a and 3h. 

4.3 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have developed a highly versatile methodology to prepare 
bathochromically-shifted azobenzenes via regioselective ortho-lithiation followed by 
reaction with aryldiazonium salts. This method allows the fast synthesis (<3 h) of a 
wide variety of novel azobenzene derivatives, including symmetric and unsymmetric 
ones, with good to excellent isolated yields (up to 92%). The generality of this 
method has been demonstrated through the coupling of a diverse set of lithiation 
substrates and aryldiazonium partners. Rapid access to an array of red-shifted 
azobenzenes paves the way for future in vivo application of these photoresponsive 
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Direct and Versatile Synthesis of Red-shifted Azobenzenes 

molecules and for a deeper understanding of the relationship between their 
substitution pattern and photochemical properties (Figure 4). 

4.4 Experimental Section 

4.4.1 General Remarks 
For general remarks, see chapter 3. 

4.4.2 Synthesis of diazonium salts 
Method A:40 

 
To a solution of aniline (1.00 mmol) in H2O (0.4 mL) was added 50 wt. % aq. HBF4 
(0.34 mL) and the mixture was stirred while cooling on ice. Subsequently, a solution 
of NaNO2 (1.00 mmol, 69.0 mg) in H2O (0.2 mL) was added dropwise. After addition, 
the reaction mixture was stirred for 45 min on ice and subsequently filtered over a 
glass filter. The obtained crystals were washed with Et2O (4 x 20 mL) and dried 
under vacuum. The products were stored at room temperature in the dark under N2 
atmosphere to prevent degradation. 

Method B:41 

 
To a stirred solution of aniline (1.00 mmol) in EtOAc (2.2 mL) at 0 °C was added 
NOBF4 (1.00 mmol, 117 mg) in small portions. After addition, the mixture was stirred 
at 0 oC for 1 h and subsequently filtered over a glass filter. The obtained crystals were 
washed with Et2O (2 x 20 mL) and pentane (2 x 20 mL) and dried under vacuum. The 
products were stored at room temperature in the dark under N2 atmosphere to 
prevent degradation. 

4.4.3 Optimization of reaction conditions 

Table 1.  Optimization of n-butyllithium and 2a concentrations leading to the 
conditions as defined in entry 5. 

Entry n-BuLi 
(equiv)a 

2a (equiv) Isolated Yield 3a (%) 

1 1.0 1.2 71 
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4.4.4 Synthetic methodology 

 
To a stirred solution of 1 (1.00 mmol) in THF (1.0 mL) in an oven-dried Schlenk flask 
under N2 atmosphere at 0 °C*+ was slowly added 1.6M n-BuLi in hexane (625 L, 1.00 
mmol). Subsequently the reaction mixture was allowed to warm up to room 
temperature over 30 min. This mixture was added to a solution of 2 (1.00 mmol) in 
THF (1.0 mL) in an oven-dried Schlenk flask under N2 atmosphere at - 78 oC. The 
reaction mixture was slowly heated to room temperature over 1h and subsequently 
2.0 mL saturated aqueous NaHCO3 solution was added. The resulting solution was 
extracted with EtOAc (3 x 20 mL). The combined organic layers were washed with 
brine and dried (MgSO4). Evaporation of all the volatiles yielded the crude product. 
The product, dissolved in EtOAc, was either precipitated in pentane or subjected to 
short flash chromatography (Pentane:EtOAc, 95:5 to 3:1) yielding pure azobenzenes. 

*Note 1: For compounds 3n,o, a slightly modified lithiation procedure was utilized 
starting at -78 °C instead of 0 oC, and warming to -50 °C instead of room temperature 
in 30 min before addition to a solution of 2a,h in THF. 
+Note 2: For the synthesis of 3p-r, 1e was kept at -78 °C after lithiation and reverse 
addition of a suspension of 2a,i,h was applied to prevent the formation of side 
products due to benzyne formation. 

4.4.5 Characterization 

 
2,2’,6,6’-tetra-methoxyazobenzene (3a)  

2 1.0 1.4 64 

3 1.2 1.0 48 

4 1.4 1.0 23 

5 1.0 1.0 86 
a 1.6 M in hexanes 
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Yield: 86% (261 mg), brown/yellow crystals 

Melting point: 138-140 °C (Ethyl acetate) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.28 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 6.77 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 
3.71 (s, 12H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 152.0, 133.9, 129.9, 105.8, 56.6. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C16H19N2O4: 303.1339; Found: 303.1344 

 
2,2’,5’,6-tetra-methoxyazobenzene (3b) 

Yield: 59% (180 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.27 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.18 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 1H), 7.11 
(dd, J = 9.1, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 6.89 (d, J = 3.1 Hz, 1H), 6.78 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.85 (s, 3H), 
3.72 (s, 3H), 3.71 (s, 6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 162.2, 151.7, 147.2, 133.6, 129.0, 124.5, 114.7, 105.6, 
56.5, 56.07. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C16H19N2O4: 303.1339; Found: 303.1344 

 
2,6,4’-trimethoxyazobenzene (3c) 

Yield: 91% (248 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.88 – 7.64 (m, 2H), 7.25 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.14 – 
7.01 (m, 2H), 6.86 – 6.59 (m, 2H), 3.84 (s, 3H), 3.71 (s, 6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 162.2, 151.7, 147.2, 133.6, 129.0, 124.5, 114.7, 105.6, 
56.5, 56.1. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C15H17N2O4: 273.1233; Found: 273.1238 

 
2,6-dimethoxy-4’-cyano-azobenzene (3d) 
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Yield: 81% (217 mg), dark red solid 

Melting point: 92-93 °C (Ethyl acetate) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.03 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 7.86 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 
7.37 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 6.82 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.76 (s, 6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 155.0, 152.5, 134.2, 133.0, 131.6, 123.1, 118.9, 113.4, 
105.6, 56.6. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C15H14N3O2: 268.1080; Found: 268.1085 

 
2,6-dimethoxy-4’-nitro-azobenzene (3e) 

Yield: 67% (193 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.38 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H), 7.92 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H), 
7.38 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 6.82 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.78 (s, 6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 156.3, 152.7, 148.6, 133.0, 132.0, 125.4, 123.3, 105.6, 
56.7. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C14H14N3O4: 288.0978; Found: 288.0984 

 
2,6-dimethoxy-4’-Boc-azobenzene (3f) 

Yield: 45% (154 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.09 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 7.84 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 
7.34 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 6.81 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.77 (s, 6H), 1.57 (s, 9H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 164.3, 154.9, 151.8, 132.9, 130.2, 122.03, 105.13, 81.13, 
56.14, 27.71. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C19H23N2O4: 343.1652; Found: 343.1658 

 
2,6-dimethoxy-4’-chloro-azobenzene (3g) 

Yield: 77% (213 mg), orange solid 
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Melting point: 77-78 °C (Ethyl acetate) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.77 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 7.61 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 
7.31 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 6.79 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.74 (s, 6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 152.1, 151.5, 136.2, 133.2, 130.4, 129.8, 124.2, 105.6, 
56.6. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C14H14ClN2O2: 277.0738; Found: 277.0743 

 
2,2’,6,6’,4-pentamethoxyazobenzene (3h) 

Yield: 81% (269 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.21 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 6.74 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 
6.33 (s, 2H), 3.84 (s, 3H), 3.73 (s, 6H), 3.68 (s, 6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 162.0, 154.5, 151.5, 134.8, 128.6, 127.7, 105.8, 92.0, 
56.5, 56.5, 56.0. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C17H21N2O5: 333.1445; Found: 333.1450 

 
2,2’,4,5’,6-pentamethoxyazobenzene (3i) 

Yield: 41% (137 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.11 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 7.02 (dd, J = 9.0, 3.2 Hz, 
1H), 6.86 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 1H), 6.35 (s, 2H), 3.85 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 6H), 3.76 (s, 6H), 3.72 (s, 
3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 161.8, 154.2, 153.8, 151.0, 143.7, 128.1, 117.6, 115.7, 101.1, 
92.1, 57.5, 56.6, 55.9, 55.9. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C17H21N2O5: 333.1445; Found: 333.1450 

 
2,4,4’,6-tetramethoxyazobenzene (3j) 
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Yield: 86% (260 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.73 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H), 7.05 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H), 
6.36 (s, 2H), 3.84 (s, 3H), 3.82 (s, 3H), 3.77 (s, 6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 161.5, 161.3, 154.1, 147.8, 127.5, 124.1, 114.6, 92.1, 56.5, 
55.8. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C16H19N2O4: 303.1339; Found: 303.1343 

 
2,2’,3,6,6’-pentamethoxyazobenzene (3k) 

Yield: 76% (253 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.31 (td, J = 8.4, 1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.98 (dd, J = 9.1, 1.9 
Hz, 1H), 6.88 – 6.73 (m, 3H), 3.78 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 3H), 3.74 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 6H), 3.70 (d, J 
= 1.9 Hz, 3H), 3.58 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 152.2, 147.7, 146.6, 139.8, 133.6, 130.4, 112.6, 107.9, 
105.7, 61.6, 56.9, 56.8, 56.6. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C17H21N2O5: 333.1445; Found: 333.1449 

 
2,2’,3,5’,6-pentamethoxyazobenzene (3l) 

Yield: 58% (193 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.21 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 1H), 7.14 (dd, J = 9.1, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 
6.99 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 1H), 6.94 (d, J = 3.1 Hz, 1H), 6.83 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 1H), 3.86 (s, 3H), 
3.78 (s, 3H), 3.73 (s, 6H), 3.70 (s, 3H), 3.63 (s, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 153.7, 151.9, 147.6, 146.6, 142.3, 140.1, 139.6, 119.7, 
115.6, 112.6, 107.7, 100.4, 62.1, 57.1, 56.8, 56.7, 56.0. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C17H21N2O5: 333.1445; Found: 333.1450 
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2,3,4’,6-tetramethoxyazobenzene (3m) 

Yield: 64% (193 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.80 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H), 7.11 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H), 
6.97 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 1H), 6.82 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 1H), 3.85 (s, 3H), 3.78 (s, 3H), 3.69 (s, 3H), 
3.63 (s, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 162.5, 147.6, 147.1, 146.4, 140.2, 139.3, 124.7, 114.9, 
112.2, 107.7, 61.8, 56.8, 56.7, 56.1. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C16H19N2O4: 303.1339; Found: 303.1344 

 
2,6-difluor-2’,6’-dimethoxyazobenzene (3n) 

Yield: 82% (228 mg), red solid 

Melting point: 128-129 oC (Ethyl acetate) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.57 – 7.44 (m, 1H), 7.37 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.28 
(td, J = 9.0, 2.1 Hz, 2H), 6.82 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.76 (s, 6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 155.9 (d, J = 4.7 Hz), 153.3 (d, J = 4.6 Hz), 152.3 , 
133.5 , 131.7 , 131.5 (t, J = 10.3 Hz), 113.9 – 112.8 (m), 105.6, 56.7 . 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -123.88 (m). 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C14H13F2N2O2: 279.0939; Found: 279.0944 

 
2,2’,6,6’-tetrafluoroazobenzene (3o) 

Yield: 77 % (196 mg), red oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.68 – 7.52 (m, 2H), 7.34 (t, J = 9.2 Hz, 4H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 156.3 (d, J = 4.0 Hz), 153.7 (d, J = 4.3 Hz), 133.6 (t, J 
= 10.7 Hz), 113.6 (dd, J = 19.9, 3.6 Hz). 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -122.01 (dd, J = 10.1, 5.9 Hz). 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C12H7F4N2: 255.0539; Found: 255.0544 
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2,6-dichloro-2’,6’-dimethoxyazobenzene (3p) 

Yield: 91 % (284 mg), red solid (Ethyl acetate) 

Melting point: 79-82 oC 
11H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.59 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.49 – 7.26 (m, 2H), 6.84 (d, J 
= 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.79 (s, 6H). 

 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 153.1, 148.9, 132.6, 132.3, 129.77, 129.6, 125.7, 105.6, 
56.7. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C14H12Cl2N2O2: 311.03486; Found: 311.03447 

 
2,6,2’,6’-tetrachloroazobenzene (3q) 

Yield: 92 % (296 mg), bright orange solid 

Melting point: 120- 121 oC (Ethyl acetate) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ  7.71 (d, 4H), 7.51 (t, J = 7.7, 2H) 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 146.9, 131.7, 130.4, 126.5. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C12H6Cl4N2: 320.9328; Found: 320.9324 

 
2,6-dichloro-2’,6’-difluoroazobenzene (3r) 

Yield: 89 % (256 mg), dark red solid 

Melting point: 66-69 oC (Ethyl acetate) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ  7.74 – 7.67 (m, 1H), 7.66 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.46 
(t, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.39 (t, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ  156.5 (d, J = 4.1 Hz), 153.9 (d, J = 4.1 Hz), 148.1 , 
134.4 (t, J = 10.6 Hz), 130.9 , 130.1 , 125.7 , 113.8 (dd, J = 19.7, 3.6 Hz). 
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19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -121.29 (dd, J = 10.1, 6.2 Hz). 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C12H6Cl4N2: 286.9948; Found: 286.9949 

 
2,6-dimethoxy-4’-phenylazobenzene (3s) 

After reaction of 1,3 dimethoxybenzene with para-boronic ester aryldiazonium salt as 
described in the general methodology, direct addition to the reaction mixture of a 
solution of bromobenzene (172 mg, 1.10 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (57.0 mg, 0.05 mmol), 1M 
aqueous K2CO3 (2.0 mL) and dioxane (2.0 mL) led to a biphasic mixture which was 
heated to reflux under N2 atmosphere for 16h. After cooling to room temperature 
H2O was added and the mixture was extracted with EtOAc (3 x 20 mL). The 
combined organic layers were washed with brine and dried (MgSO4) and the pure 
product was obtained after purification by flash chromatography (Pentane:EtOAc 9:1 
to 3:1). 

Yield: 41% (130 mg), light orange oil 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.86 (s, 4H), 7.75 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 7.50 (t, J = 7.5 
Hz, 2H), 7.41 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.30 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 6.80 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 3.74 (s, 
6H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 152.1, 151.9, 143.2, 139.5, 133.5, 129.9, 129.5, 128.6, 
127.9, 127.3, 123.2, 105.6, 56.6. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): Calcd. for C20H18N2O2: 341.1260 ; Found: 341.1265 

4.4.6 UV-Vis Spectroscopy 
Solutions were prepared in DMSO or as a mixture of four buffer salts (Bis-TRIS, 
TRIS, MES, sodium acetate, 25 mM each) to ensure the pH could be easily adjusted 
between 2 and 10 by addition of small quantities of concentrated hydrochloric acid 
and sodium hydroxide. All the compounds were dissolved in DMSO and thermally 
adapted by heating at 150 °C for 2 min. The measurements were taken with final 
concentrations of 20 M in DMSO or 1 vol% DMSO in buffer. 
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Figure 5. Absorption spectra of the newly synthesized azobenzene derivatives 3a – 3p 
(20 M in buffer with 1 vol% DMSO at pH=7). 
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Chapter 5 
Photocontrol of Antibacterial 
Activity: Shifting from UV to Red 
Light Activation 
The field of photopharmacology aims to introduce smart drugs that, through the 
incorporation of molecular photoswitches, allow for the remote spatial and temporal 
control of bioactivity by light. This concept could be particularly beneficial in the 
treatment of bacterial infections, by reducing the systemic and environmental side-
effects of antibiotics. A major concern in the realization of such light-responsive drugs 
is the wavelength of the light that is applied. Studies on the photocontrol of 
biologically active agents mostly rely on UV light, which is cytotoxic and poorly suited 
for tissue penetration. In our efforts to develop photoswitchable antibiotics, we 
introduce here antibacterial agents whose activity can be controlled by visible light, 
while getting into the therapeutic window. For that purpose, a UV light-responsive 
core structure based on diaminopyrimidines with suitable antibacterial properties was 
identified. Subsequent modification of an azobenzene photoswitch moiety lead to 
structures that allowed us to control their activity against Escherichia coli in both 
directions with light in the visible region. For the first time, full in situ photocontrol of 
antibacterial activity in the presence of bacteria was attained with green and violet 
light. Most remarkably, one of the diaminopyrimidines revealed an at least eight-fold 
difference in activity before and after irradiation with red light at 652 nm, showcasing 
the effective “activation” of a biological agent otherwise inactive within the 
investigated concentration range, and doing so with red light in the therapeutic 
window. 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter was published as: Photocontrol of Antibacterial Activity: Shifting 
from UV to Red Light Activation. M. Wegener,* M. J. Hansen,* A. J. M. Driessen, 
W. Szymanski, B. L. Feringa,  J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139, 17979–17986 (* equal 
contribution). 
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5.1 Introduction 
The often life-saving treatment of infectious diseases is increasingly compromised by 
the emergence of antimicrobial resistance,1–4 which can be traced back to a build-up 
of antibiotics in the environment due to their excessive application in both human 
health care and animal husbandry.5–7 Another issue that plagues especially long-term 
antibiotic treatment is the common occurrence of severe adverse effects. A highly 
relevant case can be found in the fluoroquinolone antibiotics.8,9 Quinolones are a 
class of synthetic, broad-spectrum antibiotics widely relied upon in the clinic since 
their discovery in the 1960s;4 however, safety concerns regarding the treatment with 
fluoroquinolones are still being raised, with the FDA issuing the latest of numerous 
warnings as recently as 201610 (risks include selection of resistant pathogens,11 tendon 
rupture12 and nerve damage13). Such a decline in the reliability of long-established 
classes of antibiotics is particularly troubling in the face of resistant pathogenic 
bacteria and the slow pace of innovation in antibacterial drug discovery over the last 
five decades.14,15 

The emerging fields of photopharmacology16–19 and photochemotherapy20–28 offer a 
promising approach to deal with both systemic and environmental side-effects 
resulting from chemotherapy (Figure 1). Rendering a drug photoswitchable allows 
for the spatial and temporal control over its biological activity with light. Light is, in 
principle, not harmful and easily delivered with high precision, which has already 
lead to its application in antibacterial photodynamic therapy29–32 for the formation of 
singlet oxygen. Examples of the successful utilization of photopharmacology, which 
is singlet oxygen independent, include photoswitchable antimicrobials33–36 and anti-
tumor therapy,37–39 control of neuronal networks,40,41 and vision restoration.42,43 
However, so far, the application of photopharmacology in a reversible manner 
(on/off switching of bioactivity with light) is often limited by the need of UV light to 
effect photoisomerization. UV light is toxic to healthy cells44 and has a limited tissue 
penetration depth.45,46 To ultimately realize their full potential by achieving 
reversible control of activity in vivo (Figure 1c), photopharmacological agents should 
ideally be responsive to light in the therapeutic window between 650 and 900 
nm.45,46 

In our effort to create photoswitchable antimicrobials while addressing the challenge 
to use visible or red light, we focused on antifolates, particularly in the antibiotic 
trimethoprim as a starting point for structural design. Antifolates are a class of drugs 
that interfere with the biosynthesis of folate, by inhibition of dihydrofolate reductase 
(DHFR) which catalyzes the reduction of dihydrofolate to the active cofactor 
tetrahydrofolate.47,48 The latter plays a vital role in the biosynthesis of essential 
bacterial metabolites, such as the amino acids glycine and methionine, as well as 
purines and thymidine triphosphate. As a result, tetrahydrofolate depletion sets off a 
complex cascade that ultimately leads to the cessation of DNA, RNA and protein 
synthesis.49–51 
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Photocontrol of Antibacterial Activity: Shifting from UV to Red Light Activation 

 
Figure 1. Potential scenarios for the application of photopharmacology compared to 
conventional pharmacotherapy. a) Classic chemotherapeutic treatment without control 
over drug activity leads to systemic side-effects  and environmental build-up that is 
particularly damaging in the case of antibiotics, as this constitutes a major cause for the 
emergence of antimicrobial resistance. b) Photopharmacological agents responsive to UV 
light may offer only a partial solution to these issues, as a drug with suitable properties 
may possibly be activated before administration by UV light irradiation, with the 
potentially unstable active state losing its activity over time, thus counteracting the 
environmental build-up. c) Full control of photopharmacological agents outside as well 
as inside the human body to address both systemic and environmental side-effects can 
only be realized if the photoswitchable drug is responsive to visible or near-IR light, both 
not harmful to cells and, particularly in the near-IR range, better suited to penetrate 
tissue. In this chapter, we report, for the first time, the control of antibiotic activity with 
red light and show in situ photocontrol of antibacterial activity in the presence of 
bacteria.  

Antifolates include antibacterial,47,48,52 antiprotozoal53,54 and anticancer agents.55–57 
Among these, the antibiotic trimethoprim58–61 shows a high selectivity towards 
bacterial DHFR compared to mammalian DHFR.62 It is active against a broad 
spectrum of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (including Staphylococcus 
aureus, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Escherichia coli and 
Hemophilus infIuenzae) and widely used in the clinic (especially against urinary and 
respiratory tract infections).63 However, treatment with trimethoprim is plagued by 
the emergence of bacterial resistance.64,65 This makes it a particularly interesting 
candidate for photo-pharmacology, i.e. the development of photoresponsive 
analogues, as the spatial and temporal control over their activity could reduce 
excessive and unwanted exposure of bacteria to the active form of the drug, and thus 
drastically limit the number of bacteria with engaged resistance mechanisms. 
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5.2 Results and Discussion 
The potential to modify the structure of trimethoprim52,66,67 without losing affinity 
towards bacterial DHFR further encouraged us to use it as a basis for 
photoswitchable antibiotics. Initially we sought to employ a simple, modular 
approach to attach regular, UV light-responsive azobenzene photoswitches to the 
trimethoprim core structure in different ways, thus providing quick, synthetically 
facile access to a small collection of compounds that exhibit high structural diversity. 
In this way, we expected to identify a promising structural platform with the desired 
photopharmacological properties. Subsequent exchange of the azobenzene switch 
with a red-shifted analogue would enable photoisomerization with visible light, 
ideally with retention of the antibacterial properties. 

 
The first stage of this approach is illustrated in Scheme 1: Photoresponsive 
diaminopyrimidines of the general structure 2 were generated by attachment of 
largely unsubstituted azobenzenes to the core structure of trimethoprim (1). 
Switches were either directly connected to the 2, 3 and 4 positions of the drug’s 
methoxyphenyl unit by Suzuki cross-coupling (2a-f), or by alkylation of the free 
hydroxy group in the 4 position via different linkers (2g-j). Before starting with 
biological experiments, basic photochemistry of compounds 2a-j was studied in 
DMSO to ensure satisfactory photoswitching behavior. In case of 2h, NMR analysis 
revealed degradation of the compound upon irradiation with UV light, which was 
remedied by introduction of a methoxy group in 4’-position, resulting in compound 
2i.   

Scheme 1. Structurally diverse set of UV light-responsive diaminopyrimidines. 

With this small library of structurally diverse compounds 2 in hand, subsequently 
their antibacterial activity was investigated against E. coli in two-fold dilution series, 
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both before and after irradiation with UV light at 365 nm. With the exception of 2f 
and 2j, which proved to be mostly inactive up to a concentration of 20 μM, all 
compounds effectively inhibited bacterial growth with various degrees of potency. 
When comparing inhibition of growth by irradiated and non-irradiated samples, in 
most cases no significant difference was observed. However, 2i stood out in that 
respect, as a considerable change in potency was evident upon trans-cis 
isomerization (see growth curves in Figure 2, which translate into a MIC50 of 20 μM 
before and 10 μM after irradiation). Fortunately, the cis isomer was found to be the 
more active one, setting the stage for targeted structural modifications of the 
photoswitch to specifically red-shift the wavelength for trans-cis isomerization (vide 
infra). In addition, the fact that the active cis isomer usually has a limited half-life 
and thermally isomerizes to the more stable – but less active – trans isomer, enables 
an intrinsic autodeactivation pathway that would help prevent the build-up of active 
drugs in the environment (cf. Figure 1b).33 

 
Figure 2. Bacterial growth curves of E. coli CS1562 at increasing concentrations of 2i. 
a) Samples after thermal adaptation. b) Samples after irradiation with UV light at λ = 365 
nm. Error bars show s.d. calculated from measurements in triplicate. 

Prior to structural modification of 2i to achieve the desired red-shift of its activating 
wavelength, we further investigated the actual nature of its observed effect on 
bacterial growth upon photoisomerization. From chemical actinometry and 
quantum yield determination, we obtained ɸ(trans-cis) = 0.18 and ɸ(cis-trans) = 0.02 
for 2i (see Figure 10), which showed that switching efficiencies are preserved when 
the azobenzene core was substituted with the trimethoprim motif. UV-Vis analysis 
of 2i in aqueous medium at 30 μM showed some form of aggregation of the 
compound in its trans state. Upon irradiation with 365 nm (for specifications see 
Figure 8), the aggregates appear to dissolve during trans-cis isomerization, providing 
a possible explanation for the difference in potency. However, this effect was no 
longer observed at a concentration of 5 μM, whereas a difference in antibacterial 
activity was still evident at that concentration. Furthermore, other 
diaminopyrimidines 2 exhibited similar aggregation behavior upon 
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photoisomerization in aqueous medium, without any significant difference in 
activity between the respective photoisomers observed during antibacterial 
experiments. This encouraged us to proceed under the premise that the difference in 
antibacterial activity of 2i effected by photoisomerization does indeed directly 
originate from structural changes on a molecular level, and is not caused by 
differences in solubility in the bacterial growth medium. We envisioned that further 
modification of the basic structure of 2i would not only bring forth the desired red-
shift of the activating wavelength, but will also resolve any issue of possible 
aggregation in aqueous medium. 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of red-shifted diaminopyrimidines 12 and 13. 

Among ongoing efforts to realize azobenzene photoswitches that can be addressed 
with visible light,68–72 the groups of Hecht73 and Woolley74 made significant progress 
with the design and synthesis of azobenzenes bearing  fluoro-, chloro- or methoxy-
substituents in all positions ortho to the azo moiety. The influence of these 
substituents allows for the effective use of lower-energy n-π* excitation to trigger 
trans-cis photoisomerization. Taking advantage of this approach in the creation of 
red-shifted analogues of structure 2i, we were particularly interested in the tetra-
fluoro-substituted azobenzenes, since such a modification would provide us with a 
structure closest to 2i in terms of size. In order to synthetically access the modified 
structure 12 (Scheme 2), we utilized the methodology, introduced in chapter 4, for 
the facile preparation of ortho-substituted azobenzenes:75 Lithiation of 3,5 
difluorotoluene (3) and subsequent conversion with the corresponding diazonium 
salt 5 gave azobenzene 7 in good yield. After radical bromination, bromide 9 was 
used in an alkylation of phenol 11, which in turn could be directly obtained from 
trimethoprim (1) by selective ether cleavage.67 Thus, photoresponsive 
diaminopyrimidine 12 was readily prepared by direct modification of the 
commercially available drug.  
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Figure 3. Bacterial growth curves of E. coli CS1562 at increasing concentrations of 12. 
a) Samples after thermal adaptation. b) Samples after irradiation with green light at λ = 
527 nm. Error bars show s.d. calculated from measurements in triplicate. 

Efficient trans-cis isomerization of 12 in DMSO was effected with green light at 527 
nm (PSS of cis:trans = 89:11 established by NMR analysis, for specifications see Figure 
9), while irradiation with violet light at 400 nm (for specifications see Figure 7) can 
be applied to switch back to the trans state. Photoisomerization could also be 
performed selectively in aqueous LB broth (used herein as medium for bacterial 
growth), with no sign of fatigue evident over numerous cycles at 37 °C. With a 
photoswitchable aminopyrimidine in hand that can be photoisomerized in either 
direction with visible light, its antimicrobial activity was investigated. Interestingly, 
12 showed increased activity against E. coli when compared to 2i in both isomeric 
forms. 

Furthermore, we noted a significant difference in anti-bacterial activity between the 
two forms remained at concentrations of 4–7 μM (Figure 3), with a genuine 
“activation” effect evident upon trans-cis isomerization with green light (translating 
into a change of MIC50 from 10 μM to 5 μM). While these results were obtained for 
pre-irradiation of the samples in the absence of bacteria, analogous experiments 
with true in situ irradiation after inoculation of bacteria yielded a similar effect 
(Figure 4), as photoisomerization with non-toxic green light could be achieved 
without influencing the bacterial growth with the applied light. This marks an 
important next step towards the reversible photocontrol of an antibacterial agent in 
vivo with biocompatible wavelengths of light. 
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Figure 4. Bacterial growth curves of E. coli CS1562 at increasing concentrations of 12. 
a) Samples after thermal adaptation. b) Samples after in situ irradiation with green light 
at λ = 527 nm in the presence of bacteria. Error bars show s.d. calculated from 
measurements in triplicate. 

Having successfully realized control over bacterial growth with green light using 
photoresponsive aminopyrimidine 12, we sought to take our approach a step further 
by red-shifting the wavelength of activation even more. For this purpose, 
diaminopyrimidine 13 (as a structural analogue of 2i and 12) was synthesized, 
featuring four chloro substituents in ortho positions of the azobenzene (see Scheme 
2). Tetra-ortho-chloroazobenzenes have been reported to engage in trans-cis 
isomerization upon irradiation with red light between 630 and 660 nm.74,76 Indeed, 
irradiation of 13 with red light at 652 nm effected photoisomerization to a PSS of 
cis:trans = 87:13 (in DMSO, Figures 5A and 5B), albeit after prolonged irradiation 
times of 2–3 h. Faster isomerization was observed for irradiation with green light at 
527 nm; however, this only resulted in a PSS cis:trans ratio of about 1:1. A 
compromise between irradiation time and PSS for the cis-trans isomerization of 13 
could be reached by using a strong white light source in combination with a filter 
cutting off wavelengths below 530 nm: Using this light source, a PSS of cis:trans = 
69:31 could be reached within 10 min. Photoisomerization of 13 also proceeded 
cleanly in aqueous medium and without fatigue over numerous cycles. 

Due to our interest in the farthest possible shift of our photoswitchable agents’ 
response towards the red, we immediately focused on the influence of red light 
irradiation on the antibacterial activity of 13. In that regard, initial experiments 
performed analogously to the other compounds in this study (two-fold dilution 
series in 96-wells plates) yielded disappointing results, with a noticeable but 
unsatisfactory difference in growth evident. However, we imagined that this lack of 
difference in activity before and after irradiation might well be due to ineffective 
photoswitching in the 96-wells plates, as the light source was usually positioned at a 
distance of 11.5 cm from the plate to ensure maximum coverage. To verify this 
assumption, one half of a divided stock solution of 13 in DMSO was irradiated for 2.5 
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h with red light at 652 nm at a distance < 1 cm, before treating bacteria with the two 
separate samples in two-fold dilution series. 

 
Figure 5. a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of 13 before and after irradiation with various 
light sources in DMSO. b) Partial 1H NMR spectra of 13 before and after irradiation with 
various light sources in DMSO-d6 c) Bacterial growth curves of E. coli CS1562 at 
increasing concentrations of 13 after thermal adaptation. d) Bacterial growth curves of E. 
coli CS1562 at increasing concentrations of 13 after irradiation with red light. Irradiation 
was performed on a solution of 13 in DMSO for 2.5 h with red light at λ = 652 nm. Error 
bars show s.d. calculated from measurements in triplicate.  

To our delight, this experiment revealed a dramatic photoactivation effect: Whereas 
non-irradiated 13 remained largely inactive with a MIC50 > 80 μM (Figure 5C), red 
light-irradiated 13 induced bacteriostasis down to 20 μM, with an observed MIC50 of 
10 μM (Figure 5D).  

To exclude the possibility that factors such as changes in solubility upon 
photoisomerization have an undesired influence on the antibacterial activity of 13 in 
our experiments, we considered it vital to demonstrate that the photocontrol of its 
activity is reversible. Taking advantage of the fact that switching 13 back from its 
active cis form to the inactive trans form can be performed within the visible light 
range, experiments were conducted with violet light at 400 nm (cf. Figures 5A and 
5B). This allowed us to treat bacteria with a red-light-irradiated, “activated” sample 
of 13 in two two-fold dilution series, before irradiating half of the inoculated bacteria 
with 400 nm light, evidently without harming the bacteria in the process (Figure 
6B). We were pleased to find that, indeed, samples irradiated with violet light were 
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effectively “deactivated” again, with a MIC50 > 80 μM, just as previously observed for 
the trans isomer, properly restored (compared once again to the MIC50 = 10 μM of 
the active cis isomer protected from violet light irradiation, Figure 6A). 

 
Figure 6. Two series of bacterial growth curves of E. coli CS1562 at increasing 
concentrations of 13 irradiated with red light at λ = 652 nm for 3 h in DMSO before 
treatment of bacteria. One series of bacteria a) was protected from further irradiation. 
The other series b) was irradiated with violet light at λ = 400 nm after inoculation. Error 
bars show s.d. calculated from measurements in triplicate. 

While the inefficient photoisomerization of 13 with red light prevented us from 
conducting red light irradiation experiments in the presence of bacteria in our model 
in vitro system, the results presented herein mark a significant development in our 
ongoing efforts to create photoresponsive antibiotics, as we were able, for the first 
time, to control the activity (eight-fold difference) of an antibacterial agent with 
light beyond the 650 nm mark, which constitutes the lower margin of therapeutic 
window,45,46 bringing us an important step closer to future in vivo control of 
photoswitchable antibiotics. 

5.3 Conclusions 
We successfully developed photoresponsive, antibacterial diaminopyrimidines 
bearing azobenzene photoswitches, whose activity can be controlled by light of 
various wavelengths. Identification of a UV light-responsive core structure with 
suitable antibacterial properties and subsequent, targeted modification of the 
photoswitch moiety lead us to structures whose activity could be increased upon 
irradiation with green and red light. Remarkably, for the first time, these compounds 
allowed for the full in situ photocontrol of antibacterial activity with green and violet 
light, making it possible to trigger both the “activation” as well as “deactivation” of 
the antibacterial agent in the presence of bacteria. Most significantly, 
diaminopyrimidine 13 revealed an at least eight-fold difference in activity before and 
after irradiation with red light (previous efforts in our group show that much lower 
differences are already sufficient for spatiotemporal patterning of bacteria).33,34 More 
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importantly, apart from showcasing the effective “activation” of a biological agent 
otherwise inactive within the investigated concentration range, we were able to do 
so while also shifting the wavelength of activation from the UV range towards red 
light in the  therapeutic window. 

5.4 Experimental Section 

5.4.1 General Remarks 
For general remarks, see chapter 3. 

5.4.2 Synthesis 

 
(E)-5-(3,5-dimethoxy-4-((4-((4-
methoxyphenyl)diazenyl)benzyl)oxy)benzyl)pyrimidine-2,4-diamine (2i) 

Following a modified procedure previously reported for the preparation of a 
different product,67 KOt-Bu (44.6 mg, 0.398 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was added to a solution of 
4-((2,4-diaminopyrimidin-5-yl)methyl)-2,6-dimethoxyphenol (100 mg, 0.362 mmol, 
1 eq.) in 4 mL dry DMSO under nitrogen atmosphere and the resulting mixture 
stirred for 30 min at room temperature. Subsequently, (E)-1-(4-(bromomethyl) 
phenyl)-2-(4-methoxy-phenyl)-diazene (121 mg, 0.398 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was added to 
the reaction, and stirring at room temperature was continued for 4 h. The reaction 
mixture was then partitioned between water and EtOAc, the separated aqueous layer 
was extracted with EtOAc (3 × 20 mL), and the combined organic layers were 
washed with brine, dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated under reduced pressure. 
Purification by flash chromatography (DCM/MeOH 98:2 → 95:5) gave 
diaminopyrimidine 2i as an orange solid (66.6 mg, 0.133 mmol, 37%). 

Melting point: 209 – 211 °C. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.90 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 2H), 7.84 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 
7.64 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.53 (s, 1H), 7.14 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H), 6.59 (s, 2H), 6.15 (bs, 2H), 
5.75 (bs, 2H), 4.94 (s, 2H), 3.87 (s, 3H), 3.75 (s, 6H), 3.55 (s, 2H). 
 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 162.2, 162.0, 162.0, 155.2, 152.8, 151.4, 146.2, 140.9, 
136.1, 134.5, 128.6, 124.5, 122.0, 114.6, 105.8, 105.8, 73.5, 55.9, 55.6, 33.0. 

 HRMS (ESI): m/z 501.2242 [501.2245 calcd. for C27H29N6O4+ (M+H+)]. 
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(E)-1-(2,6-difluoro-4-methylphenyl)-2-(2,6-difluorophenyl)diazene (7) 

Following our previously reported procedure in a slightly modified way,75 3,5-
difluorotoluene (512 mg, 4.00 mmol, 1 eq.) dissolved in 8 mL dry THF at -78 °C was 
slowly treated with a solution of n-BuLi (1.6 m in hexane, 2.5 mL, 4.00 mmol, 1 eq.), 
after which stirring was continued at -78 °C for 1 h. Solid 2,6-
difluorobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate. (5, 912 mg, 4.00 mmol, 1 eq.) was then 
at once added to the reaction mixture, which was subsequently allowed to warm to 
room temperature over 1.5 h. The reaction was quenched with saturated aqueous 
NaHCO3 solution, extracted with EtOAc (3 × 20 mL), and the combined organic 
layers were washed with brine, dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated under reduced 
pressure. After purification by flash chromatography (P/EtOAc 100:0 →  99:1 →  
98:2), azobenzene 7 was obtained as a dark-red crystalline solid (766 mg, 2.86 mmol, 
72%) consisting mainly of the cis isomer, which was used in the next step without 
thermal adaptation. 

Melting point: 85 – 87 °C.  
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.65 – 7.54 (m, 1H), 7.35 (t, J = 9.6 Hz, 2H), 7.22 (d, 
J = 11.6 Hz, 2H), 2.41 (s, 3H).  

13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 159.0 (dd, J = 7.7, 4.7 Hz), 156.4 (dd, J = 6.8, 4.6 
Hz), 148.38 (t, J = 10.6 Hz), 135.8 (t, J = 10.6 Hz), 133.9 (t, J = 10.3 Hz), 131.5 (t, J = 9.7 
Hz), 116.7 (dd, J = 20.0, 3.2 Hz), 116.3 (dd, J = 20.6, 2.9 Hz), 24.3.  
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -122.0 (d, J = 10.8 Hz), -122.3 (dd, J = 10.0, 6.1 Hz).  

HRMS (ESI): m/z 269.0701 [269.0696 calcd. for C13H9F4N2+ (M+H+)]. 

  

(E)-1-(2,6-dichloro-4-methylphenyl)-2-(2,6-dichlorophenyl)diazene (8) 

In a procedure analogous to the preparation of 7, reaction of 3,5-dichlorotoluene 
(593 mg, 3.68 mmol, 1 eq.) with n-BuLi and 2,6-dichlorobenzenediazonium 
tetrafluoroborate75 (6, 961 mg, 3.68 mmol, 1 eq.) gave azobenzene 8 as a dark-red 
crystalline solid (916 mg, 2.74 mmol, 75%) consisting mainly of the cis isomer, which 
was used in the next step without thermal adaptation. 

Melting point: 121 – 124 °C. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.69 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.55 (s, 2H), 7.50 (t, J = 8.1 
Hz, 1H), 2.39 (s, 3H).  
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13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 146.8, 143.9, 142.4, 130.9, 130.3, 129.8, 126.2, 125.8, 
20.2.  

HRMS (ESI): m/z 334.9490 [334.9485 calcd. for C13H9Cl4N2+ (M+H+)]. 

 
(E)-5-(4-((4-((2,6-difluorophenyl)diazenyl)-3,5-difluorobenzyl)oxy)-3,5-
dimethoxybenzyl)pyrimidine-2,4-diamine (12) 

Azobenzene 7 (268 mg, 1.00 mmol, 1 eq.), N-bromosuccinimide (178 mg, 1.00 mmol, 
1 eq.) and AIBN (33.0 mg, 0.200 mmol, 20 mol%) were dissolved in 10 mL carbon 
tetrachloride under nitrogen atmosphere. The resulting mixture was heated to 85 °C 
with stirring for 60 h. After cooling to room temperature, the solvent was then 
removed under reduced pressure and the product purified by flash chromatography 
(P/EtOAc 98:2 →  96:4) to yield bromide 9 as a dark red solid (166 mg, 0.478 mmol, 
48%). KOt-Bu (49.3 mg, 0.440 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was added to a solution of phenol 11 
(111 mg, 0.400 mmol, 1 eq.) in 1.3 mL dry DMSO under nitrogen atmosphere and the 
resulting mixture was stirred for 30 min at room temperature. Subsequently bromide 
9 (153 mg, 0.440 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was added to the reaction, and stirring at room 
temperature was continued for 4 h. The reaction mixture was then partitioned 
between water and EtOAc, the separated aqueous layer was extracted with EtOAc (3 
× 30 mL), and the combined organic layers were washed with brine, dried over 
Na2SO4 and concentrated under reduced pressure. After purification by flash 
chromatography (DCM/MeOH 98:2 →  95:5), diaminopyrimidine 12 was obtained as 
a red-orange crystalline solid (207 mg, 0.382 mmol, 95%). 

Melting point: 183 – 185 °C.  
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.63 (tt, J = 8.4, 6.1 Hz, 1H), 7.53 (s, 1H), 7.46 (d, J = 
10.9 Hz, 2H), 7.37 (t, J = 9.3 Hz, 2H), 6.61 (s, 2H), 6.12 (bs, 2H), 5.71 (bs, 2H), 4.99 (s, 
2H), 3.76 (s, 6H), 3.55 (s, 2H).  
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 162.2, 162.1, 155.9 (dd, J = 10.8, 4.3 Hz), 155.5, 153.3 
(dd, J = 11.2, 4.4 Hz), 152.5, 145.1 (t, J = 9.9 Hz), 136.5, 134.3, 133.1 (t, J = 10.8 Hz), 130.7 
(t, J = 10.0 Hz), 129.5 (t, J = 10.1 Hz), 113.2 (dd, J = 20.1, 3.4 Hz), 111.3 (dd, J = 21.1, 3.2 
Hz), 105.7, 105.7, 72.5, 55.9, 33.0.  
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -121.4 (d, J = 10.8 Hz), -122.0 (dd, J = 10.0, 6.1 Hz).  

HRMS (ESI): m/z 543.1762 [543.1762 calcd. for C26H23F4N6O3+ (M+H+)]. 
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(E)-5-(4-((3,5-dichloro-4-((2,6-dichlorophenyl)diazenyl)benzyl)oxy)-3,5-
dimethoxybenzyl)pyrimidine-2,4-diamine (13) 

In a two-step procedure analogous to the preparation of 12, reacting azobenzene 8 
(305 mg, 0.913 mmol, 1 eq.) with N-bromosuccinimide (162 mg, 0.913 mmol, 1 eq.) 
and AIBN (16.0 mg, 45.7 μmol, 10 mol%) at 85 °C for 22 h first gave bromide 10 as a 
dark red solid (198 mg, 0.480 mmol, 53%). Bromide 10 (182 mg, 0.440 mmol, 1.1 eq.) 
was subsequently reacted with phenol 11 (111 mg, 0.400 mmol, 1 eq.) and KOt-Bu, 
after which purification by flash chromatography (DCM/MeOH 98:2 →  95:5) gave 
diaminopyrimidine 13 as an reddish brown solid (159 mg, 0.261 mmol, 65%). 

Melting point: 215–217 °C.  
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.80 (s, 2H), 7.72 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.56 – 7.49 
(m, 2H), 6.61 (s, 2H), 6.13 (bs, 2H), 5.72 (bs, 2H), 4.99 (s, 2H), 3.76 (s, 6H), 3.54 (s, 
2H).  
13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 162.2, 162.2, 155.7, 152.5, 146.6, 145.3, 142.4, 136.5, 
134.2, 131.2, 129.9, 128.4, 126.0, 125.9, 105.7, 105.7, 72.2, 55.9, 33.0.  

HRMS (ESI): m/z 609.0552 [609.0551 calcd. for C26H23Cl4N6O3+ (M+H+)]. 

5.4.3 Chemical actinometry and quantum yield determination 
An aqueous 0.05 M H2SO4 solution containing 6 mM, 12 mM and 150 mM 
K3[Fe(C2O4)3]  (2 or 3 mL, 1 cm quartz cuvette), respectively for 365, 400 and 527 nm, 
was irradiated at 20 °C for a  given period of time in the dark with the respective 
wavelength.  A volume of 20, 10, 20 L was taken respectively for 365, 400 and 527 
nm and diluted to 2.0 mL with an aqueous 0.5 M H2SO4 solution containing 
phenanthroline (1 g/L) and NaOAc (122.5 g/L). The absorption at λ = 517 nm was 
measured and compared to an identically prepared non-irradiated sample. The 
concentration of [Fe(phenanthroline)3]2+ complex was calculated using its molar 
absorptivity (Ɛ = 11100 m–1 cm–1). This concentration corresponded to the 
concentration of Fe2+ ions that had formed upon irradiation divided by 100, 200, 100 
respectively for 365, 400 and 527 nm. For 527 nm the probabililty factor at λ 
= 527 nm was taken into account77 and the theoretical concentration of Fe2+ formed 
upon irradiation at all given time-points was calculated (probability factor = 1-10-

Abs(527nm)). The Fe2+ ion concentration was plotted versus time and the following 
slope, obtained by linear fitting to the equation y = ax + b using Origin software 
(Figure 7-9), equals the rate of formation for the given wavelengths at standardized 
conditions. These rates can be converted in light doses by taking into account the 
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quantum yield and area of irradiation which is 2, 3 and 3 cm2 respectively for 365, 
400 and 530 nm. Subsequently, the energy per moles of photons at a given 
wavelength (Emole of photons= NA x h x ν = NA x h x c / λ) is taken to convert this into J s-1 
cm-2.  

 
Figure 7. Concentration of Fe2+ ions measured after five different irradiation times 
(10, 20, 30, 40, 50 s) with 400 nm light. The slope of the plot corresponds to the rate of 
Fe2+ ion formation: 2.40 × 10-4 M s-1 ± 1.08 × 10–5 M s-1 = 7.20 x 10-7 mole s-1 ± 3.24 x 10-8 
mole s-1. Following ɸ(ferrioxalate at 400 nm) = 1.14 and the area of irradiation = 3 cm2 and 
E(mole of photons at 400 nm) = 2.99 x 105 this gives the light dose at 400 nm of 6.29 x 10-3 J s-1 cm-2. 

 

 
Figure 8. Concentration of Fe2+ ions measured after six different irradiation times (10, 
30, 40, 50, 60, 70 s) with 365 nm light. The slope of the plot corresponds to the rate of 
Fe2+ ion formation: 7.22 × 10-5 M s-1 ± 3.08 × 10–6 M s-1 = 1.44 x 10-7 mole s-1 ± 6.16 x 10-9 mole 
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s-1. Following ɸ(ferrioxalate at 365 nm)= 1.21 and the area of irradiation = 2 cm2 and E(mole 

of photons at 365 nm) = 3.28 x 105 this gives the light dose at 365 nm of 1.95 x 10-3 J s-1 cm-2. 

 
Figure 9. Concentration of Fe2+ ions measured after seven different irradiation times 
(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 90 s) with 527 nm light. The slope of the plot corresponds to the 
rate of Fe2+ ion formation: 3.52 × 10-4 M s-1 ± 1.00 × 10–5 M s-1 = 1.05 x 10-6 mole s-1 ± 3 x 10-8 
mole s-1. Following ɸ(ferrioxalate at 527 nm)= 0.53 and the area of irradiation = 3 cm2 and 
E(mole of photons at 527 nm) = 2.27 x 105 this gives the light dose at 527 nm of 1.49 x 10-1 J s-1 cm-2. 

A solution of (trans)-2i was irradiated with the Thorlab model F365F1 high-power 
LED under identical standardized conditions as with the actinometry at 
concentrations high enough to absorb all incident light (absorbance at 365 ≥ 2). The 
absorbance decrease at λ = 385 nm was monitored over time by UV-Vis 
spectroscopy. The molar absorptivities at λ = 365 nm [(trans)-2i, Ɛtrans  = 18111 m–1 cm–

1; for (cis)-2i, Ɛcis  = 1282 m–1 cm–1] were used to calculate the concentration increase of 
(cis)-2i according to Δc = Δabs/(Ɛrans + Ɛcis). The initial concentration increase was 
plotted versus time (Figure 10) and the slope, the rate of formation of cis isomer over 
time, was obtained by linear fitting to the equation y = ax + b using Origin software. 
The photochemical quantum yield for 2i (Ɛ trans-cis) was calculated by comparison of 
the rate of formation of (cis)-2i with the rate of Fe2+ ion formation at identical 
conditions upon 365 nm irradiation from potassium ferrioxalate using the known 
quantum yield for the ferrioxalate at the given wavelength (ɸ = 1.21).78,79 Calculation 
of the quantum yield for the reverse reaction at 365 nm can be performed following 
Ɛ cis-trans = Ɛ trans-cis * Ɛtrans*[2itrans]/( Ɛcis*[2icis]) where the concentrations of 2i are taken 
at given PSS (1:99, trans:cis). 
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Figure 10. Plot of the concentration of (cis)-2i as a function of time during λmax = 365 
nm irradiation of a solution of (trans)-2i in DMSO (c = 1.33 × 10–4 m, 1 cm quartz cuvette) 
obtained by monitoring the absorption decrease at λ = 385 nm. The slope of the plot 
corresponds to the trans-cis isomerisation rate: 1.07 × 10–5 M s-1 ± 4.31 × 10–7 M s-1 = 3.21 x 
10-8 mole s-1 ± 1.29 x 10-9 mole s-1. Correlation of this rate to the rate of ferrioxalate 
consumption at these standardized conditions with 365 nm and the ferrioxalate quantum 
yield at the given wavelength gives a quantum yield of 18% for trans-cis isomerization 
and logically a quantum yield of 2.5% for cis-trans isomerization. 
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Chapter 6 
Easily Accessible, Highly Potent, 
Photocontrolled Modulators of 
Bacterial Communication 
External control of bacterial communication – quorum sensing – allows for the 
regulation of a multitude of biological processes. In this chapter, we describe the 
development of new synthetic methodology, as well as the characterization, 
photoisomerization and biological evaluation of a privileged series of novel 
photoswitchable quorum sensing agonists and antagonists. The presented method 
allows for the rapid and convenient synthesis of previously unknown photoswitchable 
agonists with up to 70% quorum sensing induction and inhibitors reaching up to 40% 
inhibition, which significantly extends the level of photocontrol over bacterial 
communication achieved before. Remarkably, for the lead photoswitchable agonist a 
>700 times difference in activity was observed between the irradiated and non-
irradiated form, showing unprecedented levels of control in photopharmacology. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Bacterial communication plays a vital role in the regulation of symbiotic processes 
and pathogenesis of infections.1–5 The communication between bacteria is mainly 
based on quorum sensing (QS); a process in which bacteria produce and excrete QS 
autoinducers that are responsible for upregulation of gene expression to control 
cellular organization, virulence and biofilm formation, amongst others.3,5 External 
control over the activity of QS autoinducers would allow to up- or downregulate 
gene expression in bacteria, enabling remote regulation of for example biofilm 
formation, which is becoming a major threat in the treatment of bacterial infections, 
with serious implications in surgery.6–9 Moreover, complementary to the field of 
optogenetics, genetic engineering combined with the external control of QS 
induction potentially allows to regulate a plethora of functions by controlling the 
activity of the QS operon with light.10,11 

Light has proven to be an excellent stimulus for the remote control of biological 
systems.12,13 In this context, the emerging field of photopharmacology aims at the 
design and synthesis of bioactive molecules, whose activity can be altered with 
light.14–17 Photopharmacology relies on molecular photoswitches to control the 
structure of bioactive molecules in space and time. Incorporation of photoswitches 
into the pharmacophore renders the product reversibly photoresponsive. Applying 
the photopharmacological approach, a variety of biological targets and tools have 
been controlled ranging from ion channels,18,19 glutamate receptors,20,21 GPCRs,22 to 
antibiotics,23–25 and anti-tumor drugs.26–28 In the context of quorum sensing, earlier 
work by our group focused on the design of photoswitchable QS autoinducers which 
lead to the photocontrol of QS-related gene expression and pyocyanin production.29 
This proof of concept, together with an abundance of synthetic QS ligands 
developed,30–32 has paved the way for the further advancement toward more 
potent/selective autoinducers which can be controlled with light.  

Two of the major native autoinducer motifs in P. aeruginosa, N-3-(oxododecanoyl)-
L-homoserine lactone (OdDHL) and N-3-(oxododecanoyl)-L-homoserine 
lactone (BHL), are depicted in Figure 1.33 These autoinducers both consist of a 
homoserine lactone ‘head-group’ and a hydrophobic alkyl chain. Interestingly, large 
differences in activity have been observed upon minor alterations of the structure, 
and the specificity of autoinduction is highly dependent on the bacterial strain, 
allowing for selective addressing of virulent strains over the beneficial ones.8,30 For 
example, in P. aeruginosa, the 3-oxo motif seems to be inherent to the ability to 
induce quorum sensing, while the BHL also shows agonistic properties albeit less 
pronounced. 
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Easily Accessible, Highly Potent, Photocontrolled Modulators of Bacterial Communication 

 
Figure 1. Concept of photocontrolled modulators of bacterial communication, 
starting from native QS autoinducers towards a photoswitchable agonist and antagonist 
toolbox. 

6.2 Results and Discussion 
Successful photomodulation of highly potent quorum sensing autoinducers requires 
the synthetic access to 3-oxo homoserine lactones. However, the photoswitchable 
derivatives of 3-oxo-homoserine lactone cannot be made via conventional synthetic 
methodology. While the original synthesis of the native 3-oxo derivative is 
performed using a low-yielding derivatization of Meldrum’s acid that poses problems 
with both stability (decarboxylation) and purification when non-alkyl substrates are 
used,34,35 efforts by the Blackwell group led to the development of an elegant, 
microwave-assisted synthetic sequence.36 However, simple dianion formation, and 
nucleophilic substitution, in our hands, did not give satisfying results either; 
especially the reported protection/deprotection strategy proved troublesome with 
our azobenzene-based substrates, while we anticipated that elevated temperatures 
with microwave irradiation potentially poses problems with the photoswitch 
scaffold. In developing a new, efficient synthetic pathway towards aryl-substituted 3-
oxo-homoserine lactones, we were inspired by earlier reports from the groups of 
Buchwald on the cross coupling of esters/ketones to aryl chlorides37 and Skrydstrup 
on carbonylative vinylogous couplings with dioxinone,38 which provided evidence 
that a novel, unprecedented cross coupling reaction between chlorobenzene and 
dioxinone could potentially allow the facile synthesis of a protected 3-oxo precursor. 
Our initial investigations focused on the development and optimization of such a 
cross coupling reaction to synthesize aryl- -keto-amides.  

A model reaction of chlorobenzene (1 eq) and dioxinone (1.1 eq) with catalytic 
tBuXPhos-Pd-G1 and 3 eq LiHMDS in toluene under ambient conditions for 30 min 
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yielded the desired coupling product 1 in remarkably high yield without the need for 
laborious purification (Figure 2c). To our delight, the reaction of p-
chloroazobenzene (1 eq) with dioxinone (1 eq) under similar conditions also 
proceeded with >95% isolated yield after 30 min reaction time, without the need for 
chromatographic purification. Next, the synthesized intermediate was reacted with 
homoserine lactone in the presence of base at elevated temperatures (110 °C) to yield 
the desired photoswitchable 3-oxo-homoserine lactone AHL1. Full conversion was 
obtained after 3 h with only minor impurities, as observed from 1H-NMR 
spectroscopy. Purification by flash chromatography yielded the pure product in 
satisfying yield. The versatility of this two-step method to prepare highly valuable 
aryl-3-oxo homoserine lactones was further demonstrated by the straightforward 
synthesis of a library of 16 photoresponsive effectors of bacterial communication 
(Figure 2d). A diverse set of both azobenzenes and different anilines or aminolactone 
could be used in a versatile two-step synthetic sequence from commercial available 
starting materials without the need for specific reaction optimization.  

The library described here employs the azobenzene motif, an exceptional, versatile 
class of photoswitches with distinct photochemical properties.39,40 The structure of 
azobenzene can be photochemically modulated between the thermally stable trans-
isomer and the cis-isomer. The unstable cis-isomer converts thermally back to the 
trans-isomer over time or upon irradiation with another wavelength of light. 
Utilization of azobenzene derivatives, in a biological context, necessitates 
photochemical properties like high photostationary states, appropriate thermal half-
lives and fatigue resistance, i.e. the ability to photoswitch for repetitive cycles 
without degradation. Photochemical and thermal isomerization studies were 
performed for all AHLs (see Figure 3 and Experimental section), exhibiting efficient 
photostationary states (>95% trans before irradiation, between 84% and 97% cis 
under irradiation, see Experimental section for details). Moreover, no significant 
fatigue was observed for any of the AHLs after five cycles of irradiation and half-lives 
for the cis-isomer showed to be between 28–100 min, which is within the suitable 
time range for the biological experiments performed (vide infra).  
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Figure 2. Synthetic methodology developed for the preparation of - and -carbonyl 
compounds. a,b) Previous work, reported cross couplings by Skrydstrup38 and 
Buchwald.37 c) This work; novel methodology for the synthesis of aryl- -ketoamides. d) 
Synthesized library of potential agonists and antagonists. A diverse set of para-
substituted AHLs has been prepared to investigate the structure-activity relationship. 
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Figure 3. Photochemical evaluation of AHL5. a) Molecular structure of AHL5. b) 
Photostationary state and trans-cis ratio after thermal adaption of AHL5: thermally 
adapted (black) and 365nm irradiated (blue). c) UV-vis spectra showing the 
photoswitching of AHL5 with an isosbestic point at 385 nm. d) Fatigue determination of 
AHL5 with no significant fatigue observed after 5 rounds of irradiation. e) Kinetic 
evaluation of the half-life of AHL5 at 30 °C. (All measurements are performed in DMSO 
at a concentration of 20 M (or DMSO-d6 at 2 mM for b)). 

Subsequent biological evaluation focused on the Las network of P. aeruginosa, which 
can be quantified by the induction of LasQS as measured by a functional readout of 
bioluminescence in a QS reporter strain (E.coli JM109 pSB1075).37 In this strain, the 
AHLs potentially bind to the transcriptional activator LasR to form a stable dimer, 
which can bind to the responsive promoter region of the LasQS system proceeding 
the luxCDABE-lasR promoter fusion reporter genes, resulting in enhanced 
bioluminescence. Initial studies focused on the potential quorum sensing inhibiting 
properties utilizing a competition experiment, in which the induction of the native 
OdDHL was inhibited with the different AHLs from the herein reported library (see 
Figure 6).41,42 Compounds (AHL13-15) showed satisfactory inhibitory activity, as 
expected from earlier structure-activity-relationship (SAR) studies.43,44 Also, AHL1 
showed good inhibitory activity against OdDHL with a minor difference in activity 
between the irradiated and non-irradiated samples. Inspired by these results, we 
synthesized and tested AHL16, which unfortunately exhibited similar inhibition with 
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a minor difference in activity. Notably, the 1-oxo-azo, reported before by our group,29 
proved to be the most potent photoswitchable inhibitor in our library with 57% 
inhibition of QS activity.  

Next we tested the agonizing properties of the synthesized AHLs. Remarkably, only 
limited enhancement of the activity was observed for the 3-oxo AHL1, when 
compared to the previously reported 1-oxo-azo derivative,29 whereas from previous 
structure activity relationship (SAR) studies8,30 a considerable enhancement was 
expected. However, substitution of the azobenzene core had a major effect on the 
agonistic properties of the resulting photoswitchable AHLs. At the thermally stable 
states, both p-propyl and p-fluoro AHLs (AHL4 and 9) proved to be the main 
agonists of quorum sensing in this library with 15-18% induction (as compared to the 
native AHL, OdDHL, Figure 1). However, irradiation (λ = 365 nm for 5 min) of the 
AHLs and subsequent evaluation as quorum sensing agonists revealed a dramatic 
increase in activity for AHLs 3-7 and AHL10, whereas the activity of AHL9 showed a 
notable decrease (see Figure 4). Especially AHL4 and AHL5 stood out in this respect, 
with 71% and 46% QS induction, respectively. The activity of irradiated AHL4 is 
closely comparable to the best known synthetic autoinducers reported so far.8,31  
From the small library reported herein, it can be concluded that the alkyl substituent 
at the para-position is crucial to enhance activity upon photoisomerization. As 
shown in Figure 4 (AHL1-7), elongation of the hydrophobic tail initially increases the 
activity reaching a maximum at the C3 tail while further elongation up to a C6 
substituent leads to loss of activity. 

Moreover, the selectivity of the cis-isomer (over the trans-isomer) also significantly 
changes with the substitution pattern. A profound 12-times difference in activity at a 
single concentration (5 M) between the irradiated and non-irradiated form has 
been observed for AHL5. Subsequent investigation to the dose response of both the 
irradiated and non-irradiated AHL5 (see Figure 5a) revealed a stunning >700-times 
difference in activity between the irradiated (cis, EC50 = 0.57 M) and non-irradiated 
(trans, no activity up to 400 M, see Experimental section for details) forms. This 
difference in activity represents an unprecedented selectivity in photopharmacology, 
hitherto observed only for irreversible activation of photocaged systems,45 and 
additionally illustrates the sensitivity of the LasQS system. Remarkably, the 
irradiated form shows a threshold at which activation reaches maximum. After 
100 M, the activity significantly decreases without interfering with bacterial growth 
(see Experimental section for growth curves). All the tested compounds showed no 
antibacterial activity, i.e. the AHLs did not alter the growth of the reporter strain at 
relevant concentrations (see Experimental section for growth curves), proving that 
the drop of the QS signal is not caused by compound toxicity and/or cell death. 
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Figure 4. Biological evaluation of photocontrolled quorum sensing autoinducers. All 
compounds are evaluated at 5 M with E. coli JM109 psB107542 as the reporter strain after 
65 min of incubation. Native autoinducer OdDHL is used as positive control. 
Measurements are all mean of triplicates with standard deviation. AHLs are used in their 
thermally adapted form (red, trans isomer) or pre-irradiated (blue, mainly cis isomer) for 
5 min with 365 nm light. 

 
Figure 5. Dose-response profile and fatigue resistance of AHL5. a) Relative 
luminescence obtained at different concentrations of AHL5. A dramatic difference in 
agonizing activity is observed between irradiated and non-irradiated samples. b) 
Repetitive switching cycles without observable fatigue. λ1: 365nm for 5 min, λ2: white 
light for 1 min, 5 M in LB with <1% DMSO. 

To emphasize the reversibility of the induction attained with photoswitchable AHL5, 
and exclude the possibility that the difference in potency between the two forms of 
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AHL5 stems from photodegradation to a more potent compound, we sequentially 
activated and deactivated this compound with different wavelengths of light. As can 
be observed from Figure 5b, at least two cycles of activation-deactivation with 365 
nm and WL are feasible without the observation of significant fatigue or 
degradation.  

6.3 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have developed synthetic methodology to gain access to a library 
of photoswitchable 3-oxo derived QS agonists and antagonists via a novel Pd-
catalyzed cross coupling reaction. Up to 71% QS induction was obtained, whereas 
the best synthesized inhibitor showed almost 40% OdDHL inhibition. Moreover, our 
lead compound, AHL5, showed privileged properties for further development in 
photopharmacology, due to an unprecedented difference in activity between the 
inactive (non-irradiated) and activated (irradiated) state. For the first time, utilizing 
reversible photoswitching, a more than 700-times difference in activity between the 
irradiated and non-irradiated forms has been achieved, allowing a complete on-off 
regulation of potency. Furthermore, the reversibility of photoswitchable AHL5 has 
been attained without the observation of significant fatigue. Future studies in our 
laboratory will focus on the application of these AHLs to manipulate biofilm 
formation and toxin production in P. aeruginosa. The excellent on-off switching 
ability paves the way for future application of these novel photoswitchable QS 
agonists and distinct AHLs from the here reported series are highly promising as 
next-generation light-controlled research tools.   

6.4 Experimental Section 

6.4.1 General Remarks 
For general remarks, see chapter 3. 

6.4.2 Bacterial strains and growth conditions 
E. coli JM109 containing the plasmid pSB1075 was grown in Luria Bertani (LB) broth, 
supplemented with 100 g/ml ampicillin at 30 °C. 

6.4.3 Bioluminescence assay 
Overnight cultures (30 °C) of E. coli JM109 pSB1075 were diluted to OD= 0.02 in LB. 
Two dilution series of 100 L LB with AHLs at the given concentration (final DMSO 
<1%) were prepared in a 96 wells plate. Half of the 96 well plate (white) was covered 
with an aluminum sticker to prevent light exposure. Subsequently, the plate was 
irradiated with  = 365 nm for 5 min, after which 100 L of the overnight cultures 
were added. To measure multiple rounds of switching between cis- and trans-
isomers, plate was sequentially photo-irradiated at =365 nm for 5 min using a 
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Spectroline ENB-280C/FE UV lamp, followed by white light for 1 min using a Philips 
Plusline ES Small 160W 3100lm halogen lamp. This sequence was repeated twice. 
After every irradiation immediately, cell suspension was added to the designated 
wells and this part of the plate was covered with aluminum sticker to prevent light 
exposure. 

After addition of both cell suspension and LB containing AHLs, the plates were 
incubated for 2-3 h at 30 °C in a white microtiter plate and the luminescence was 
measured every 5 min using a plate reader (Synergy H1, BioTek). The maximum 
luminescence, occurring after approximately 1 h, was used to compare the AHL 
caused induction of las activity. All measurements are at least triplicates providing 
mean values with standard deviation. 

Inhibition was measured by a competition assay utilizing native QS autoinducer 
OdDHL (Sigma-Aldrich). OdDHL was dissolved at EC50 concentration (0.6 nM) in 
LB medium. This medium was used as a stock to prepare all samples. Subsequently, 
a dilution series of the different AHLs were dissolved at 80 M concentration (<1% 
DMSO) in the stock LB. The series of AHLs was plated twice within the same plate 
and half of the plate was covered. Next, E.coli JM109 psB1075 was diluted to an OD = 
0.02 in stock LB (with OdDHL). The uncovered part of the plate was irradiated with 
365 nm for 5 min and subsequently the cover was removed and 100 mL cell 
suspension was added. Relative activity compared to a DMSO control was measured 
by bioluminescence output (Synergy H1, BioTek) and the relative inhibition was 
plotted (DMSO = 0% inhibition). All measurements are triplicates giving mean 
values with standard deviation. 

6.4.4 Inhibition assay and growth curves 
Growth curves at relevant concentrations were measured for all AHLs with and 
without irradiation for at least 10h. Assay conditions as described above were 
reproduced in a clear 96 wells plate to determine OD600 in a plate reader (Synergy 
H1, Biotek) at 30 °C. All measurements are triplicates. If required background 
correction was applied using OD600 (t=0) = 0. 
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Figure 6. Inhibition of QS by photoswitchable AHLs (40 M). QS measured by the 
bioluminescence output from E. coli JM109 pSB1075 reporter strain. Measurements are all 
mean values of triplicates with standard deviation. Zero-activity is induced by addition of 
0.6 nM OdDHL (± EC50) and relative decrease of activity is plotted as relative inhibition.  

 

 
Figure 7. Growth curves for the E. coli reporter strain with the synthesized agonists (5 

M). Both the irradiated (a) and non-irradiated (b) forms were tested. 
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Figure 8. Growth curves for the E. coli reporter strain with the synthesized 
antagonists (40 M). Both the irradiated (a) and non-irradiated (b) forms were tested. 

 

 
Figure 9. Growth curves for the E. coli reporter strain with AHL5 at increasing 
concentrations. Both the irradiated (a) and non-irradiated (b) form were tested showing 
no significant difference in growth. 

6.4.5 Synthesis 

 
1-chloro-4-nitrosobenzene (3) 

A mixture of 4-chloroaniline (3.00 g, 23.6 mmol), Oxone (14.4 g, 46.9 mmol), DCM 
(45 mL) and water (150 mL) was stirred at RT for 20 min until TLC indicated full 
conversion. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was extracted with DCM (3 x 50 mL), 
washed with aq. HCl (1M) solution (1 x 50 mL), sat. aq. NaHCO3 (1 x 50 mL), brine (2 
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x 50 mL), dried with MgSO4 and evaporated in vacuo. Flash chromatography 
(pentane) yielded the product as a yellow powder. 

Crude yield: 34% (1.11 g), yellow powder 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.97 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.82 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H). 

Mills reaction 

 
Compound 3 (1.40 mmol) and selected anilines (1.50 mmol) were dissolved in AcOH 
(7 mL) and DCM (7 mL) and stirred for 16 h at RT. Next, the mixture was poured into 
water (20 mL) and extracted with DCM (2 x 30 mL). The combined organic layers 
were washed with 1M aq. HCl (1 x 30 mL), sat. aq. NaHCO3 (2 x 30 mL) and brine (30 
mL) respectively, dried with MgSO4 and evaporated in vacuo yielding the pure 
product (<5% p-chloro-nitrobenzene) after recrystallization from MeOH. 

 
(E)-1-(4-butylphenyl)-2-(4-chlorophenyl)diazene (9) 

Yield: 60% (230 mg), orange crystals 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.84 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H), 7.48 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.32 
(d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 2.69 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 1.70 – 1.60 (m, 2H), 1.45 – 1.33 (m, 2H), 0.95 
(t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 

Pd-catalyzed cross coupling 

 
A dry Schlenk was equipped with stirring bar and septum and tBuXPhos Pd G1 
(0.0043 mmol)was added under N2-atmosphere at 0°C. Subsequently, p-chloro-
azobenzene derivative (4-15) (0.43 mmol), 2,2,6-trimethyl-4H-1,3-dioxin-4-one (0.43 
mmol) and LiHMDS (1M) in toluene (1.2 mmol) were added and the reaction mixture 
was stirred for 30 min at 0 °C. Next, the mixture was quenched with sat. aq. NH4Cl (5 
mL), extracted with EtOAc (3 x 20 mL), washed with brine (3 x 20 mL), dried with 
MgSO4 and the volatiles were evaporated under reduced pressure resulting in the 
crude product.  
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(E)-6-(4-((4-butylphenyl)diazenyl)benzyl)-2,2-dimethyl-4H-1,3-dioxin-4-one (20) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.90 – 7.81 (m, 4H), 7.34 (dd, J = 13.2, 8.1 Hz, 4H), 5.28 
(s, 1H), 3.58 (s, 2H), 2.69 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 1.66 (dd, J = 14.0, 6.0 Hz, 2H), 1.62 (s, 6H), 
1.39 (dd, J = 14.1, 7.1 Hz, 2H), 0.94 (dd, J = 9.9, 4.5 Hz, 3H). 

AHL formation 

 
A mixture of crude (16-27) (0.43 mmol), (S)-(-)-α-Amino-γ-butyro lactone 
hydrobromide or aniline (0.43 mmol) and DIPEA (0.43 mmol) in DMF (1.2 mL) was 
stirred in a high pressure tube under N2-atmosphere at 110 °C for 3 h. Subsequently, 
the mixture was dissolved in EtOAc (40 mL), extracted with brine (5 x 40 mL), dried 
(MgSO4) and evaporated in vacuo. The crude product was purified by flash column 
chromatography (DCM: MeOH, 98:2) and subsequent precipitation in Et2O yielded 
the pure photoswitchable AHLs.  

 
(E)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-yl)-4-(4-(phenyldiazenyl)phenyl)butanamide 
(AHL1) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 52% (82 mg), yellow crystals 

Melting point: 139-144°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.89 – 7.81 (m, 4H), 7.60 – 
7.54 (m, J = 8.0 Hz, 3H), 7.38 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 4.65 – 4.52 (m, 1H), 4.39 – 4.29 (m, J 
= 14.3, 7.2 Hz, 1H), 4.26 – 4.14 (m, 1H), 4.00 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.44 – 2.35 (m, 1H), 
2.21 – 2.09 (m, J = 21.4, 10.8 Hz, 1H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.1, 175.5, 166.6, 152.4, 151.2, 138.7, 131.9, 131.4, 
129.9, 122.9,  122.9, 65.8, 50.5, 48.8, 48.6, 28.7. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C20H19N3O4: 388.1268; Found: 388.1276 
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(R,E)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-yl)-4-(4-(p-tolyldiazenyl)phenyl)butanamide 
(AHL2) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 37% (61 mg), orange crystals 

Melting point: 185-187°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.64 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.84 – 7.75 (m, 4H), 7.38 
(t, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 4.66 – 4.50 (m, 1H), 4.35 (t, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 4.20 (dd, J = 16.1, 9.5 
Hz, 1H), 3.99 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.46 – 2.42 (m, 1H), 2.39 (s, 3H), 2.22 – 2.08 (m, 
1H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.2, 185.5, 166.6, 151.2, 150.5, 142.1, 138.3, 131.3, 
130.4, 123.0, 122.8, 65.8, 50.5, 48.8, 48.6, 28.7, 21.5. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C21H21N3O4: 402.1424; Found: 402.1432 

 
(R,E)-4-(4-((4-ethylphenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-
yl)butanamide (AHL3) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 38% (116 mg) 

Melting point: 165-168 °C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.81 (dd, J = 8.4, 3.5 Hz, 
4H), 7.39 (dd, J = 16.6, 8.2 Hz, 4H), 4.62 – 4.54 (m, 1H), 4.40 – 4.32 (m, 1H), 4.21 
(dddd, J = 9.7, 8.8, 6.4, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 3.99 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.69 (q, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 
2.46 – 2.39 (m, 1H), 2.22 – 2.11 (m, 1H), 1.21 (td, J = 7.6, 0.9 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.1, 175.5, 166.6, 151.2, 150.7, 148.2, 138.3, 131.3, 
129.2, 123.1, 122.7, 65.8, 50.4, 48.8, 48.6, 28.6, 28.5, 15.7. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): calculated for C22H23N3O4: 393.17613; Found: 393.17453 

 
(R,E)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-yl)-4-(4-((4-propylphenyl)-diazenyl)-
phenyl)butanamide (AHL4) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 33% (55 mg) 

Melting point: 150-154 °C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.85 – 7.76 (m, 4H), 7.50 – 
7.31 (m, 4H), 4.65 – 4.54 (m, 1H), 4.35 (td, J = 7.9, 7.1, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 4.23 – 4.17 (m, 1H), 
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3.99 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.63 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.45 – 2.37 (m, 1H), 2.26 – 2.08 (m, 
1H), 1.62 (q, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 0.90 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.1, 175.5, 166.6, 151.2, 150.7, 146.6, 138.3, 131.3, 
129.8, 122.9, 122.78, 65.8, 50.4, 48.6, 37.4, 28.6, 24.3, 14.1. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): calculated for C23H25N3O4: 407.19178; Found: 407.19008 

 
(R,E)-4-(4-((4-butylphenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-
yl)butanamide (AHL5) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 19% (34 mg), yellow crystals 

Melting point: 158-162°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.81 (dd, J = 13.5, 6.6 Hz, 
4H), 7.42 – 7.32 (m, 4H), 4.66 – 4.52 (m, J = 17.5, 9.4 Hz, 1H), 4.35 (t, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H), 
4.20 (dd, J = 16.1, 9.4 Hz, 1H), 3.99 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.66 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.44 – 
2.36 (m, 1H), 2.24 – 2.04 (m, 1H), 1.64 – 1.52 (m, 2H), 1.38 – 1.25 (m, 2H), 0.89 (t, J = 7.3 
Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.2, 175.5, 166.6, 151.2, 150.7, 146.9, 138.3, 131.3, 
129.7, 123.0, 122.8, 65.8, 50.5, 48.8, 48.6, 35.1, 33.3, 28.7, 22.2, 14.2. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C24H27N3O4: 444.1894; Found: 444.1901 

 
(R,E)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-yl)-4-(4-((4-pentylphenyl)-diazenyl)-
phenyl)-butanamide (AHL6) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 57% (119 mg) 

Melting point: 156-159 °C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.80 (dd, J = 8.4, 6.5 Hz, 
4H), 7.38 (dd, J = 8.5, 7.0 Hz, 4H), 4.58 (ddd, J = 11.0, 9.1, 7.8 Hz, 1H), 4.35 (td, J = 8.8, 
1.8 Hz, 1H), 4.21 (ddd, J = 10.6, 8.8, 6.4 Hz, 1H), 3.99 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.64 (t, J = 
7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.44 – 2.39 (m, 1H), 2.16 (dtd, J = 12.1, 10.7, 8.9 Hz, 2H), 1.65 – 1.54 (m, 
2H), 1.29 (tdd, J = 6.9, 4.0, 2.2 Hz, 4H), 0.85 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.1, 175.5, 166.6, 151.2, 150.6, 146.9, 138.3, 131.3, 
129.7, 123.0, 122.7, 65.8, 50.4, 48.8, 48.6, 35.4, 31.3, 30.8, 28.6, 22.3, 14.3. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): calculated for C25H29N3O4: 436.22308; Found: 436.22126 
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(R,E)-4-(4-((4-hexylphenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-yl)-
butanamide (AHL7) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 42% (81 mg), yellow crystals 

Melting point: 156-164°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.64 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.80 (dd, J = 7.7, 6.0 Hz, 
4H), 7.38 (dd, 4H), 4.67 – 4.51 (m, J = 17.4, 8.6 Hz, 1H), 4.39 – 4.28 (m, 1H), 4.25 – 4.14 
(m, 1H), 3.98 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.65 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.44 – 2.36 (m, J = 15.4, 5.1 
Hz, 1H), 2.23 – 2.08 (m, 1H), 1.66 – 1.52 (m, J = 14.1, 6.8 Hz, 2H), 1.36 – 1.19 (m, J = 24.0 
Hz, 6H), 0.84 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.2, 175.5, 166.6, 151.2, 150.7, 146.9, 138.3, 131.3, 
129.7, 123.0, 122.8, 65.8, 50.5, 48.8, 48.6, 35.4, 31.5, 31.1, 28.7, 28.7, 22.5, 14.4. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C26H31N3O4: 472.2207; Found: 472.2214 

 
(R,E)-4-(4-((4-(tert-butyl)phenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-
3-yl)butanamide (AHL8) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 21% (38 mg), orange crystals 

Melting point: 76-78°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.81 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 4H), 
7.60 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 7.37 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 4.63 – 4.53 (m, J = 17.3, 8.7 Hz, 1H), 
4.38 – 4.30 (m, 1H), 4.25 – 4.16 (m, 1H), 3.99 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.44 – 2.37 (m, 1H), 
2.20 – 2.09 (m, J = 21.1, 10.7 Hz, 1H), 1.32 (s, 9H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.2, 175.5, 166.6, 154.9, 151.2, 150.4, 138.4, 131.3, 
126.7, 122.8, 122.8, 65.8, 50.5, 48.8, 48.6, 35.2, 31.4, 28.7. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C24H27N3O4: 444.1894; Found: 444.1899 

 
(R,E)-4-(4-((4-fluorophenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-
yl)butanamide (AHL9) 
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Yield (over 2 steps): 26% (42 mg), orange/yellow crystals 

Melting point: 158-162°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.95 (dd, J = 7.9, 5.5 Hz, 
2H), 7.83 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.45 – 7.33 (m, 4H), 4.57 (dd, J = 18.4, 9.1 Hz, 1H), 4.39 – 
4.29 (m, 1H), 4.20 (dd, J = 15.9, 9.5 Hz, 1H), 3.99 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.45 – 2.36 (m, J 
= 8.6 Hz, 1H), 2.22 – 2.07 (m, J = 21.8, 10.9 Hz, 1H). 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -109.25(m) 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.1, 175.5, 166.6, 151.0, 149.1, 138.7, 131.4, 125.2, 
122.9, 117.0, 116.8, 65.8, 50.5, 48.8, 48.6, 28.7. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C20H18FN3O4: 406.1174; Found: 406.1179 

 
(R,E)-4-(4-((4-methoxyphenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-
yl)butanamide (AHL10) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 17% (28 mg), yellow crystals 

Melting point: 163-168°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.64 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.87 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 
7.78 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.35 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.12 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 4.64 – 4.52 (m, 
1H), 4.35 (t, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 4.25 – 4.16 (m, 1H), 3.97 (s, 2H), 3.85 (s, 3H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 
2.45 – 2.36 (m, J = 15.5, 5.3 Hz, 1H), 2.22 – 2.08 (m, J = 21.8, 10.8 Hz, 1H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 220.2, 175.5, 166.6, 162.4, 151.3, 146.6, 137.8, 131.3, 
125.0, 122.6, 115.1, 65.8, 56.1, 50.4, 48.8, 48.6, 28.7. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C21H21N3O5: 418.1373; Found: 418.1382 

 
(R,E)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-yl)-4-(4-(m-tolyldiazenyl)-phenyl)-
butanamide(AHL11) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 37% (60 mg), orange/yellow crystals 

Melting point: 132-137°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.87 – 7.80 (m, 2H), 7.68 
(d, J = 6.3 Hz, 2H), 7.46 (t, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.42 – 7.33 (m, J = 8.1 Hz, 3H), 4.65 – 4.53 
(m, J = 17.2, 7.6 Hz, 1H), 4.39 – 4.30 (m, J = 14.6, 7.4 Hz, 1H), 4.25 – 4.15 (m, 1H), 3.99 
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(s, 2H), 3.49 (s, 2H), 2.47 – 2.45 (m, 1H), 2.41 (s, 3H), 2.22 – 2.09 (m, J = 21.5, 10.8 Hz, 
1H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.2, 175.5, 166.6, 152.5, 151.2, 139.4, 138.6, 132.5, 
131.4, 129.7, 122.9, 122.8, 120.6, 65.8, 50.5, 48.8, 48.6, 28.7, 21.3. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C21H21N3O4: 402.1424; Found: 402.1433 

 
(R,E)-3-oxo-N-(2-oxotetrahydrofuran-3-yl)-4-(4-(o-tolyldiazenyl)-phenyl)-
butanamide (AHL12) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 29% (48 mg), orange/red crystals 

Melting point: 107-111°C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.65 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.83 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 
7.54 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 7.42 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 2H), 7.37 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 7.33 – 7.27 (m, 
1H), 4.64 – 4.53 (m, J = 19.0, 8.4 Hz, 1H), 4.38 – 4.31 (m, J = 8.9, 7.7 Hz, 1H), 4.24 – 4.17 
(m, 1H), 3.99 (s, 2H), 3.48 (s, 2H), 2.65 (s, 3H), 2.44 – 2.37 (m, 1H), 2.21 – 2.09 (m, 1H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.2, 175.5, 166.6, 151.6, 150.4, 138.4, 138.0, 131.9, 
131.8, 131.3, 127.1, 123.0, 115.5, 65.8, 50.5, 48.8, 48.6, 28.7, 17.5. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+Na]+): calculated for C21H21N3O4: 402.1424; Found: 402.1435 

 
(E)-3-oxo-N-phenyl-4-(4-((4-propylphenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)butanamide (AHL13) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 63% (138 mg) 

Melting point: 117-121 °C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.88 (dd, J = 8.7, 1.7 Hz, 2H), 7.81 (dd, J = 8.4, 1.7 
Hz, 2H), 7.64 (dd, J = 8.7, 1.7 Hz, 2H), 7.41 (dd, J = 8.4, 1.7 Hz, 2H), 5.74 (s, 1H), 2.64 
(t, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 1.63 (q, J = 8.5, 8.0 Hz, 2H), 0.90 (t, J = 8.1 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.5, 165.3, 151.2, 150.7, 146.6, 139.3, 138.3, 131.3, 
129.8, 129.2, 123.9, 122.9, 122.8, 119.5, 51.7, 49.1, 37.4, 24.3, 14.0. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): calculated for C25H25N3O2: 400.20195; Found: 400.20045 
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(E)-4-(4-((4-butylphenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)-3-oxo-N-phenylbutanamide (AHL14) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 49% (84 mg) 

Melting point: 149-151 °C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 10.09 (s, 1H), 7.86 – 7.76 (m, 4H), 7.56 (dd, J = 8.6, 
1.2 Hz, 2H), 7.40 (dd, J = 8.5, 1.8 Hz, 4H), 7.29 (dd, J = 8.6, 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.04 (t, J = 7.4 
Hz, 1H), 4.03 (s, 2H), 3.66 (s, 2H), 2.66 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 1.63 – 1.53 (m, 2H), 1.32 (h, J 
= 7.4 Hz, 2H), 0.90 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.5, 165.3, 151.2, 150.6, 146.8, 139.3, 138.3, 131.3, 
129.7, 129.2, 123.9, 123.0, 122.8, 119.5, 51.78, 49.1, 35.1, 33.3, 22.2, 14.2. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): calculated for C26H27N3O2: 414.21760; Found: 414.21618  

 
(E)-4-(4-((4-butylphenyl)diazenyl)phenyl)-N-(3-methoxyphenyl)-3-oxobutanamide 
(AHL15) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 25% (48 mg) 

Melting point: 114-117 °C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 10.07 (s, 1H), 7.83 – 7.78 (m, 4H), 7.42 – 7.38 (m, 
4H), 7.25 (t, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H), 7.19 (t, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.11 – 7.06 (m, 1H), 6.63 (ddd, J = 
8.2, 2.6, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 4.03 (s, 2H), 3.71 (s, 3H), 3.65 (s, 2H), 2.66 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 1.65 
– 1.53 (m, 2H), 1.32 (h, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 0.90 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.4, 165.3, 159.9, 151.2, 150.6, 146.8, 140.4, 138.2, 
131.3, 130.0, 129.7, 123.0, 122.8, 111.8, 109.3, 105.3, 55.4, 51.8, 49.1, 35.1, 33.3, 22.2, 14.2. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): calculated for C27H29N3O3: 444.22817; Found: 444.22655 

 
(E)-3-oxo-N-phenyl-4-(4-(phenyldiazenyl)phenyl)butanamide (AHL16) 

Yield (over 2 steps): 35% (78 mg) 

Melting point: 126-128 °C 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 10.09 (s, 1H), 7.89 – 7.83 (m, 4H), 7.59 – 7.54 (m, 
4H), 7.42 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.29 (dd, J = 8.5, 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.07 – 7.02 (m, 1H), 4.04 (s, 
2H), 3.67 (s, 2H). 
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13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 202.5, 165.3, 152.4, 151.2, 139.3, 138.6, 131.8, 131.4, 
129.9, 129.2, 123.9, 123.1, 122.9, 119.5, 51.8, 49.1. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): calculated for C22H19N3O2: 358.15500; Found: 358.15385 

6.4.6 Photochemical characterization 
Table 1.  Trans:cis ratios of the photoswitchable AHLs in DMSO-d6, as determined by 
1H-NMR before and after irradiation with 365 nm (1h), at a concentration of 2 mM. 

Compound Non-irradiated (trans:cis) PSS 365 nm (trans:cis) 

AHL1 >95:5 11:89 

AHL2 >95:5 9:91 

AHL3 >95:5 8:92 

AHL4 >95:5 6:94 

AHL5 >95:5 13:87 

AHL6 >95:5 7:93 

AHL7 >95:5 10:90 

AHL8 >95:5 5:95 

AHL9 >95:5 15:85 

AHL10 >95:5 16:84 

AHL11 >95:5 16:84 

AHL12 >95:5 10:90 

AHL13 >95:5 3:97 

AHL14 >95:5 7:93 

AHL15 >95:5 8:92 

AHL16 >95:5 11:89 
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Chapter 7 
Wavelength-Selective Cleavage of 
Photoprotecting Groups: Strategies 
and Applications 
Photocleavable protecting groups (PPGs) are extensively used in chemical and 
biological sciences. In their application, advantage is taken of using light as an 
external, non-invasive stimulus, which can be delivered with very high spatiotemporal 
precision. More recently, orthogonally addressing multiple PPGs, in a single system 
and with different wavelengths of light, has been explored. This approach allows one to 
independently control multiple functionalities in an external, non-invasive fashion. In 
this chapter, we discuss the design principles for dynamic systems involving 
wavelength-selective deprotection, focusing on the choice and optimization of PPGs, 
synthetic methods for their introduction and strategies for combining multiple PPGs 
into one system. Finally, we provide the reader with an instructive overview on how the 
wavelength-selective cleavage of photoprotecting groups can be applied in materials 
science, organic synthesis and biological systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter was published as: Wavelength-Selective Cleavage of 
Photoprotecting Groups: Strategies and Applications in Dynamic Systems. M. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Many important chemical and biological systems consist of complex and highly 
dynamic networks of concurrent molecular processes. A major scientific challenge is 
to regulate such systems by controlling multiple processes simultaneously, as this 
will provide important tools for studying fundamental chemical and biological 
problems. To realize this, it is essential to apply external control elements that can 
be addressed without perturbing the system.1–3 One appealing option, that has been 
explored excessively in recent years, is to use light as an external trigger and take 
advantage of its extraordinary properties: it can be delivered with high 
spatiotemporal precision, is non-invasive, does not leave sample contamination and 
its qualitative and quantitative properties can be precisely controlled.2 

Two molecular approaches have been extensively investigated for controlling 
chemical and biological processes with light.2,3 The first method relies on applying 
molecular photoswitches that can be reversibly isomerized between two or more 
states upon light irradiation. This isomerization results in an alteration in molecular 
properties, which in certain cases will be translated into a change in the chemical or 
biological effect.2,4 However, these structural changes are often insufficient to exert a 
significant effect on the studied system. In such a situation the second approach, 
being the use of photocleavable-protecting groups (PPGs), is often a superior 
choice.3,5  

The possibility to cage a functional group in a molecule with a PPG and liberate this 
functionality with the exceptional properties offered by light has caused PPGs to find 
a multitude of applications in organic synthesis,6 material science 7 and biology.8 
Especially, the introduction of PPGs that can be uncaged with longer wavelengths of 
light made it possible to externally control biological processes with non-toxic and 
deep-tissue-penetrating visible light.8 In order to regulate concurrent processes with 
light, it is crucial to be able to address these processes separately in an orthogonal 
and non-interfering fashion (Figure 1). This can be achieved by employing two or 
more PPGs with a difference in spectral properties like absorption maximum (λmax), 
molar absorptivity (ε) and quantum yield ( ). The option to fine-tune the 
wavelength of deprotection offers great prospect to achieve high selectivity in 
controlling biomolecular processes.9 

The idea of orthogonal deprotection has first been described in 2000 by Bochet and 
coworkers, where they explored the uncaging of two carboxylic acids that were 
protected with two different PPGs.10 Since this seminal work, many systems have 
been described that are using wavelength-selective cleavage of PPGs to externally 
control multiple processes in parallel, applying light.11–15 The terms ‘orthogonality’ 
and ‘wavelength selectivity’ are often used interchangeably in the literature to 
describe a situation where one PPG can be cleaved with certain selectivity over a 
second PPG, whereas orthogonality is defined as “a set of completely independent 
classes of protecting groups […] in such a system, each class of protecting groups can 
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be removed in any order and in the presence of all other classes”16 and as this has not 
been reported so far in the case of PPGs, we choose to only use the term ‘wavelength 
selectivity’. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of orthogonal uncaging of two functionalities. 
Exposure to λA will selectively liberate functionality A, while irradiation with λB will 
selectively uncage functionality B. Irradiation with λA and λB will liberate both 
functionality A and B. 

In this chapter, we will focus on the considerations for the development of 
wavelength-selective systems with multiple functional levels and we will provide 
guidelines for designing such systems. In the last part of this chapter, illustrative 
examples from recent literature will be introduced to present the broad scope of 
complex systems that can be studied and controlled using wavelength-selectively 
caged compounds. These examples show that wavelength-selective control over 
multiple concurrent processes can be a powerful tool in a variety of applications and 
it demonstrates the exciting prospects for the future. 

7.2 Photo-cleavable Protecting Groups 
The first reports of photocleavable protecting groups already date from the late 
1960s with seminal publications from both the Schofield and Woodward groups.17,18 
Nowadays, a plethora of photo-cleavable protecting groups is available.3,5 However, 
it is not trivial that all these protecting groups can be used for wavelength-selective 
deprotection. Therefore, in this section an overview of the most widely used 
photocleavable groups applicable for wavelength-selective deprotection will be 
given. Moreover, the focus will be on different ways to optimize photocleavable 
groups in such a way that they are suitable for wavelength-selective cleavage. This 
will mainly be done by an elaborate overview of substituent effects on the different 
classes of protecting groups (see Figures 2, 3 and 5 for; o-nitrobenzyl, coumarin and 
other derivatives). 
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For the application in wavelength-selective cleavage multiple requirements can be 
identified (vide infra, see section 7.3). A distinct and narrow absorption maximum is 
one of the requirements, besides high quantum yield and suppressed 
intra/intermolecular energy transfer, which are crucial to make protecting groups 
applicable in wavelength-selective cleavage. If this requirement is attained, 
protecting groups from different classes can be combined. As shown in Figure 5 (vide 
infra), in this way a large difference between absorption maxima can be obtained. 
With this in hand, combinations of protecting groups can be chosen for the design 
of systems with multiple functional levels.7,12,19 Furthermore, even between two 
derivatives from the same class (see Figure 2), a small change in substituent or 
substitution pattern can lead to a large shift in λmax. Therefore, strong substituent 
effects, shifting the absorption maxima away from each other, might allow the use of 
multiple protecting groups in one system. 

One of the most extensively studied classes of photocleavable protecting groups are 
the ortho-nitrobenzyl derivatives.5,20 Their relatively simple and divers structures 
which are readily available, and convenient attachment to the target molecules 
possessing various functionalities renders them highly useful for biological, as well as 
material, applications (vide infra, see section 7.5 ). As depicted in Figure 2, a wide 
variety of derivatives has been used for the application in wavelength-selective 
deprotection. 

Substituent effects are not only of crucial importance for the absorption spectrum of 
the chromophore, but are also prominent for the stability of the C-R bond (where R 
is the caged group).  By only making minor changes in the substitution pattern of 
structural derivatives of the ortho-nitrobenzyl protecting group it is possible to 
create PPGs that can be photocleaved with different wavelengths of light (λdeprotect: 
345-420 nm).6,7,12–14,19,21–26 The most useful way to obtain a bathochromic (red) shift of 
the absorption band is the addition of an electron-withdrawing group (EWG) at the 
para-position. Additionally, substituting the ortho-nitrobenzyl core with a 
moderately electron-donating group (EDG) (-OR) in the meta-position permits 
cleavage with longer wavelength of light.12–14,23,25 A significant hypsochromic shift, 
can be obtained by changing the α-substituent with respect to the R-group.21,23,25 
Furthermore, extending the linker between the chromophore and the cleavable C-R 
bond gives similar results.12,22  
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Figure 2. Ortho-nitrobenzyl derivatives used in wavelength-selective systems showing 
the diversity in protecting groups from one class available for these applications. 

Besides ortho-nitrobenzyl derivatives, another widely applied class of photocleavable 
protecting groups comprise coumarin derivatives with general structures as depicted 
in Figure 3. Similarly to ortho-nitrobenzyl groups, coumarin protection offers certain 
advantages, including the easy synthesis and high biocompatibility.5 Moreover, a 
range of coumarin derivatives are available for an extensive variety of deprotection 
wavelengths (see Figure 3).7,9,15,19,25,27–31 Again, it can be noted that very small 
structural changes lead to large changes in deprotection wavelength (λdeprotect: 312-
505 nm). As depicted in Figure 3, electron-donating substituents in conjugation with 
the carbonyl or thio-carbonyl group, especially at the 7-position (see 10 for 
numbering), cause a bathochromic shift in absorption. Changing from the most 
widely used 7-diethylaminocoumarin towards a slightly less electron-donating 7-
di(carboxy-methyl)amino group22 led to a hypsochromic shift whereas altering it 
towards a 7-alkoxycoumarin31 leads to an even larger shift in absorption. Not only is 
the maximum absorption band of great importance but in order to achieve high 
selectivity, also a small full width at half maximum (FWHM) is essential. From a 
recent report by Ellis-Davies and coworkers9, as described below, it became apparent 
that the substituent at the 3-position is of crucial importance to obtain a well-
defined absorption band at the λmax without any ‘shoulder’ formation at lower 
wavelengths.  
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Figure 3. Coumarin derivatives showing substituent effects on the absorption 
maximum. 

This seminal publication from the Ellis-Davies group9 clearly illustrated the process 
of designing PPGs for the use in wavelength-selective uncaging. Starting with 
diethylaminocoumarin 10, a systematic survey was performed, to develop a novel 
protecting group whose absorption maximum was red-shifted. An electron 
withdrawing nitro-group was added at the 3-position of the diethylaminocoumarin 
(18), which led to a large (>80 nm) bathochromic shift in the absorption maximum.9  
However, subsequent addition of a methyl substituent at the 4-position (16), which 
is desirable as a handle for the attachment to target molecules, shifted the 
absorption maximum back towards a lower wavelength (Figure 4). 

This perturbation of the optimal features was attributed to a steric clash between the 
nitro and methyl groups, causing a twist in the overall coumarin molecule. To avoid 
steric clash, the authors decided to replace the nitro group for a ‘smaller’ cyano 
group (17),9 which did not change the absorption maximum but lead to lowering of 
the absorption at the 300-350 nm range. To obtain a chromophore which could be 
used as a caging group, a glutamate derivative 15, with a cyanophenyl instead of a 
cyano group at the 3-position, was synthesized. From this observation, it can be 
concluded that the substituents at the 3-position of the amino-coumarin should 
preferably be small but electron-withdrawing to decrease absorption in the 300-350 
nm range. The low absorbance in this region is desirable because, as evident from 
Figures 2, 3 and 5, a variety of protecting groups showing photocleavage around 300-
350 nm is available. 
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Figure 4. Towards the design of an optimized high-wavelength cleavable protecting 
group.9 a) UV-vis spectra of the various coumarin derivatives obtained by systematic 
modification of a diethylaminocoumarin towards a glutamate-coumarin derivative. b) 
The specific absorption spectra for CDNI (19)-GABA, the original DEAC Pi (20) and the 
optimized DEAC450 (14) cAMP. Adapted with permission from Ref. 9. Copyright © 2013, 
American Chemical Society. 

For example, combining the proposed DEAC450 protecting group 14 with an ortho-
nitrobenzyl derivative (λmax = 320 nm) as depicted in Figure 2, might lead to an 
orthogonal pair of protecting groups with high tolerance towards different 
functionalities. Finally, an amino-coumarin 14 (Figure 2) with a glutamate moiety at 
the 3-position, to enhance both the electronic properties and solubility, and a 
phosphate moiety at the 4-position, to couple to cAMP, was synthesized. A 
comparison between DEAC450 cAMP 14 (Figure 2) and CDNI-protected GABA 19 
(Figure 4) showed UV-vis spectra (see Figure 4), which persuaded a near-optimal 
difference in absorption maxima and minima, allowing bidirectional modulation of 
neuronal firing rates in rat brain slices.9  
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Another elegant approach towards optimized coumarin protecting groups was 
reported in 2013 by Jullien, validating a novel thiocoumarin derivative for 
deprotection with blue-light.15 Replacement of only the carbonyl group with a 
thiocarbonyl group in the original diethylaminocoumarin (see Figure 3; 10-11) led to 
a significant red-shift in absorption. This bathochromic shift can be explained by the 
decrease in electronegativity, caused by the exchange of oxygen for sulfur, with 
concurrent increase of polarizability. Next to the ortho-nitrobenzyl and coumarin 
derivatives a multitude of different protecting groups are available for the use in 
wavelength-selective systems. As depicted in Figure 5, the groups used for 
wavelength selective cleavage range from simple carbonyl protecting salicylalcohols 
to inorganic ruthenium complexes.6,9,14,19,24,26,29,30,32–34 

 
Figure 5. Representation of the different protecting groups with an absorption 
maximum between 220 and 450 nm.  

Another example of the early work on substituent effects of PPGs, was reported by 
Wang et al. in 201133 where the structure of well-known salicyl alcohol protecting 
groups was modified (Figure 6). Salicyl alcohols are widely applied for the protection 
of carbonyl groups. In this study the possibility to both change the α-substituent and 
expand the aromatic chromophore were investigated. Expansion of the aromatic 
chromophore from a benzylic to a naphthalene backbone led to a bathochromic 
(red) shift, however, no acceleration of photocleavage at higher wavelengths was 
observed. This immediately rises another important issue when designing photo-
cleavable groups, that is to always combine absorption spectra with data on 
quantum yields and/or absorptivities. Illustrative in this regard is also a study 
towards optimized α-substituents.33 Starting from acetal 33, which showed an 
absorption maximum around 297 nm, characteristic for the 5-methoxysalicyl 
chromophore, multiple novel acetals with higher wavelength absorption bands were 
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designed. For example, an acetal 24 with two 3-(dimethylamino)phenyl α-groups was 
presented that showed a red-shifted absorption around 309 nm in the UV-vis 
spectrum. The obtained absorption at higher wavelengths is desirable because, as 
stated before, by using combinations of red-shifted PPGs with PPGs which absorb in 
the 200-300 nm range, orthogonal systems can be designed. However, a 
disadvantage of the compounds in this study is the remaining absorption peak at 260 
nm which still limits the application for wavelength-selective cleavage.  

 
Figure 6. Design of a wavelength-selective system by Wang et al., using salicyl alcohol 
derivatives altered by substituent effects.  The different substituted salicyl-alcohol 
derivatives can be photocleaved at 320 nm, 280 nm, and 220 nm, respectively, allowing 
sequential deprotection of three different aldehydes. Adapted with permission from Ref. 
33. Copyright © 2011, American Chemical Society 

As mentioned before, not only the maximum absorption is of importance but also 
the efficiency of photocleavage is of great value in the design of novel PPGs. This was 
again nicely illustrated by showing that even though the absorption maxima of the 
different acetals (22, 24, and 26) were overlapping, still a difference in rate of 
cleavage could be observed because the α-substituents notably facilitated the 
benzylic C-O bond breakage. Using this method a wavelength selective system with 
a combination of the discussed photocleavable salicyl derivatives (22, 26, 24; Figure 
6) was used to subsequently uncage carbonyl functionalities at 320, 280 and 220 nm, 
respectively (Figure 6). 

However, a drawback of the work presented in this publication and multiple other 
reports is the need for a fixed sequence of deprotection (vide infra, see section 7.3 
and 7.5). Moreover, the use of salicyl derivatives limits the applicability to 
protection/deprotection of carbonyl compounds. 

The systematic surveys,9,15,33 reported so far,  showed that, by changing the 
substitution patterns, large shifts in absorption maxima and large changes in rate of 
photocleavage of different PPGs can be attained which allow the application of the 
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resulting groups for wavelength-selective uncaging. Moreover, it has been shown 
that a multitude of protecting groups, e.g. ortho-nitrobenzyl, coumarin and other 
derivatives, are available which might nicely syndicate in combinations suitable for 
wavelength-selective deprotection. This also exemplifies the high potential of future 
wavelength-selective systems to mimic complex systems in both biological as well as 
material sciences. 

7.3 Design of Orthogonal Systems with Multiple Functional 
Levels 

In the design of wavelength-selective uncaging systems, advantage may be taken of 
the difference in either of a number of properties between the components of the 
system. For instance, the first order reaction rate constant (k) of the PPG 
deprotection in compound (i), under the irradiation with light of a given 
wavelength, is directly correlated to the molar extinction coefficient at a that 
wavelength ( ) and the quantum yield of the process ( ) (formula 1).35  

Formula 1:  

So far most of the systems described in the literature rely on exploiting the 
difference in absorbance ( ) at a given wavelength, which is usually much more 
pronounced than the difference in quantum yield ( )26,28  

In the ideal case, the two photocaged compounds (A and B, Figure 7a) have UV-vis 
spectra that do not overlap, i.e. for each of them it is possible to choose a wavelength 
of irradiation at which the extinction coefficient of the other one is near zero. In 
such a case, perfect orthogonality could be reached, meaning that each of the 
compounds could be uncaged in the presence of the other (Figure 7b and 7c). Such 
situations are, however, extremely rare. A representative photo-orthogonal system 
was reported by Scott et al.36 for photoinitiation and photoinhibition of 
polymerization in lithography, however, in this case, no use of PPGs has been made. 

It is common that, the spectra of different protecting groups partially overlap, as 
presented in Figure 7d. This mainly stems from the fact that most of the compounds, 
caged with visible light-sensitive protecting groups also show substantial absorbance 
in the UV-region. Therefore, photodeprotection of the UV-sensitive protecting 
groups will also cause partial deprotection of the other, visible light-sensitive, 
protecting group. In most cases, it is then possible to uncage them selectively only in 
a given sequence (Figure 7f), i.e. starting by irradiation at a longer wavelength ( B, 
Figure 7d), where compound A does not absorb (  A ~ 0) and subsequently, when B 
is fully uncaged, following by irradiation with shorter wavelength ( A) to uncage A. 
This application has been presented for several pairs of PPGs.19,22,25,27,37  

While the spectral overlap does not allow full, sequence-independent orthogonality 
(Figure 7e), it is still possible to exploit the difference in kinetics of uncaging that 
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may prove large enough for the intended purpose, especially since full uncaging is 
not always needed.7,28,38 The use of different wavelengths to select an optimal 
wavelength that would provide the most favorable ratio of uncaging has been 
reported as a way to improve the system, since the irradiation at the max does not 
necessarily lead to optimal selectivity.12,19,28 In a seminal paper, del Campo, Bochet 
and co-workers investigated the limits of the functional levels that may be reached 
using wavelength-selective uncaging of PPGs immobilized on a quartz surface.12 By 
carefully choosing the wavelength of irradiation, they were able to define sets of 
PPGs (up to four in one set) that can be addressed selectively in one system, using 
sequential uncaging. Furthermore, they defined several pairs of PPGs that can be 
uncaged in a near-orthogonal fashion.  

Much effort has been devoted to developing PPGs that would allow for fully 
orthogonal (not sequential) uncaging (vide supra, see section 7.2), with important 
contributions from the groups of Ellis-Davies,9,39 Jullien,15 Bochet40 and Hagen25. The 
success of these projects underlines the potential of the approach based on 
exploiting the difference in absorption properties of PPGs at a given wavelength ( , 
Formula 1) for the wavelength-selective activation. Main scientific targets in this 
context are the development of PPGs with a narrow wavelength range for 
deprotection and minor absorption outside of this range. Another important issue is 
to avoid the possibility of energy transfer between the PPGs. Furthermore, the 
quantum yield is of great importance: long irradiation times with UV or high-
intensity light is undesirable, because it limits the applicability for bio- and material 
sciences. Therefore, it has to be kept in mind that the light intensity has to be 
compatible with the targeted system, because high intensity light might also cleave 
other chemical bonds (photodegradation) or influence biological functioning. 
Moreover, to allow for the use in bio-systems, photocleavable groups should be 
chemically stable and preferentially soluble in aqueous media, with the uncaging 
products showing negligible toxicity. 
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Figure 7. Strategies used in designing wavelength-selective uncaging systems, 
composed of two photocaged compounds A and B (  = molar extinction coefficient,  = 
quantum yield). a) Ideal situation, where the spectra of A and B do not overlap, which 
enables orthogonal deprotection irrespective of the sequence of wavelengths used (b, c). 
d) In a more realistic situation, the spectra of A and B overlap and selective deprotection 
is only possible when a correct sequence is used (f), i.e. first irradiation with light of 
longer wavelength, followed by light of shorter wavelength. In the reverse case, only 
partial selectivity can be achieved (e). g) With strong spectral overlap, high selectivity in 
sequential deprotection is still possible if the components of the system differ strongly in 
the quantum yield , as presented recently by Heckel et al.41) When compounds A* and 
B* (products of the uncaging of A and B, with starting concentrations of A0 and B0, 
respectively) are used for orthogonally controlling a system with a non-linear dose-
response curve, even imperfectly selective uncaging can be translated to a fully 
orthogonal effect (see text for more details). 

The development of new PPGs has been taken further with the use of two-photon 
uncaging groups 13 and 14 (Figure 3) by Ellis-Davies and co-workers.29,30,34 Despite 
requiring stronger light sources, the two-photon process allows for both deep-
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penetration and extremely high spatial resolution in biological tissues.11 In the PPG 
context, mainly nitroindolinyl and nitrobenzyl groups have been used for two-
photon uncaging, with wavelengths of light between 710 and 740 nm. Combination 
of these PPGs with 13 (uncaged at 830 nm)30 or 14 (uncaged at 900 nm)34 allows for 
increased selectivity. 

So far, much less attention has been paid to using the differences in quantum yield 
( , Formula 1) for the design of photo-orthogonal systems. In principle, if sufficiently 
large differences in  could be obtained, then even strong overlap of spectra would 
not prevent highly selective sequential uncaging (Figure 7f). Recently, the group of 
Heckel has presented a study on a mixture of four photo-protected nucleotides).41 
Two PPGs were used, connected to nucleic bases either by an oxygen or nitrogen 
atom. The nature of such a connection was shown to have a strong influence on the 
quantum yield of deprotection. This enabled to selectively uncage compound D with 
light of a longer wavelength (Figure 7g), in the presence of compound A-C, taking 
advantage of both the difference in extinction coefficients (D vs. A&C) and quantum 
yields (D vs. B). Afterwards, compound B could be uncaged through longer 
irradiation at the same wavelength. Subsequently, the difference in quantum yields 
was again used to selective uncage A in the presence of C. As a result, four levels of 
uncaging were obtained using only two PPGs and two wavelengths of light, which 
highlights the potential of exploiting differences in both quantum yields and 
absorption bands. Finally, the orthogonally photoprotected compounds are often 
employed to evoke, upon uncaging, downstream effects in the studied system. In 
many biological applications, dose-response curves have a non-linear character 
(Figure 7h, middle panel). This non-linearity can serve as an advantage in the design 
of the system, since imperfect selectivity in deprotection can still be translated to 
perfect orthogonality, if the starting concentrations are chosen properly, as 
exemplified by our recent work on the use of two photoprotected antibiotics for 
wavelength-dependent bacterial selection.31 If one considers a mixture of two 
bacterial strains (1 and 2, Figure 7h) and two photocaged antibiotics (A and B, Figure 
7h) which are chosen in such a way that antibiotic A* (product of uncaging of A) 
shows strong bactericidal activity on 1, and antibiotic B* (product of uncaging of B) 
shows weaker bactericidal activity on 2 (with no cross-activities), it is possible to 
completely control which bacterial strain will be killed and which will grow. This can 
be achieved by using different starting concentrations (A0  B0): A0 for 
photoprotected antibiotic A (UV-cleavable, Figure 7d) and B0 for photoprotected 
antibiotic B (UV-vis cleavable, Figure 7d). Irradiation with visible light (Figure 7h, 
lower panel) will result in much faster uncaging of B and, when the concentration of 
B* is reached that is sufficient to kill all bacteria 2 (Figure 7h, lower panel, dashed 
line), only very little A* will be present, insufficient to evoke a significant biological 
effect. Light of shorter wavelength results in much less difference in the kinetics of 
uncaging between A and B (Figure 7h, upper panel). However, due to very strong 
activity of A* on 1, only very short irradiation is needed (Figure 7h, upper panel, 
dashed line), which is insufficient to uncage enough B* to kill bacteria 2. Therefore, 
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weak selectivity in uncaging (Figure 7d) can be translated to completely orthogonal 
biological effects irrespective of the irradiation sequence. 

In summary, there are several strategies that can be used for installing orthogonality 
into chromatically-selective uncaging systems. Of great value are studies on the 
development of new PPGs,9,15,25,39,40 especially coupled with two-photon uncaging 
methods.29,30,34 With the recent report from the group of Heckel,41 it can be expected 
that more advantage will be taken not only from separating the absorption bands of 
PPGs, but also by employing the differences in quantum yields of deprotection. 
Finally, one always has to consider the final application. For example, the highly 
dynamic nature of biological systems and the non-linearity of biological response 
curves allows for the use of “non-perfect” systems to perform very well. Furthermore, 
different time-scales in deprotection might be beneficial for specific applications in 
biological systems, where the timing of trigger-events is crucial. 
Applying the basic principles of wavelength-selective deprotection to more 
complicated and dynamic systems (as for example in biology) offers great potential. 
However it also comes along with additional system-specific constraints that have to 
be taken into consideration. Such constraints are highly specific for the studied 
system. Nevertheless, general considerations can be summarized as follows:  

1) The light-exposure must be adjusted so that it does not show any effect, either 
negative (toxic/damaging) or positive, e.g. on biological samples; 

2) The released part of the uncaging group must not show toxicity, e.g. to biological 
samples (e.g. when highly reactive aldehydes are generated). 

3) The solubility of the caged and uncaged bioactive molecule can differ 
remarkably.  

4) The kinetics and behavior of the light-driven uncaging process is highly solvent 
(buffer) dependent.  

7.4 Synthetic Considerations 
The synthetic procedures towards most of the well-established PPG precursors have 
been reviewed elsewhere.5 The synthesis of the precursors for the recently-
introduced PPGs that are most frequently used in multi-PPG, wavelength-selective 
release systems, has been recently published for the following protecting groups: 
149,29,34, 2114,24, 107,9,19,27,28, 1115,  1325,31, 125 and 9.25 The general strategies for the 
introduction of PPGs onto most important reactive groups (alcohols, thiols, amines, 
carboxylic acids and phosphates) are summarized in Figure 8.  

Most frequently, PPGs possess a nucleophilic group, which is most often a hydroxyl, 
although in some cases a secondary amine (indolinyl-based PPGs 19, 30) is present. 
These functionalities are used for the photoprotection of target molecules (Figure 8), 
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in general by conversion to a leaving group (via introduction of a halide or 
pseudohalide) to activate them for a reaction with a nucleophile.9,25 

Protection of alcohols and thiols (Figure 8a) is usually achieved using a carbonate12 
or ether25 linker. Amines can be protected by forming a carbamate linker with the 
PPG, introduced through the reaction of the PPG-hydroxyl group with an isocyanate 
7,12 or by converting the PPG-hydroxyl into an activated carbonate/carbamate and 
reaction with the target amine 7,10,15 (Figure 8b). Alternatively, the indolinyl-based 
PPGs were transformed into chloroformamides and reacted with target amines to 
form photocleavable ureas 12,22 (Figure 8b). 

Carboxylic acids can be protected with PPGs as photocleavable esters or amides 
(Figure 8c). The traditional ester formation methods are used, including Fisher 
esterification,6 the reaction of PPG-hydroxyl groups with acyl 
chlorides/anhydrides24,40 and the use of various coupling reagents to activate the 
carboxylic group for reaction with the PPG.12,29,30,34,40 Also reactions of halide-bearing 
PPGs with carboxylic acids were used.12 An alternative modular approach uses 
aldehyde-bearing PPGs, that react with acids and isocyanides in Passerini reactions, 
allowing for one-step introduction of a chosen photocleavable moiety and a tag, such 
as a photosensitizer.37 Photocleavable amides were formed from indolinyl-based 
PPGs and acids using coupling reagents.30 

Photoprotection of phosphates has been achieved by transforming the PPG-hydroxyl 
group into a leaving group.9 Also, the construction of the photocleavable phosphate 
ester can be done in two steps, by first forming the N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidite 
and subsequent reaction with the chosen alcohol.27 
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Figure 8. General strategies used for the introduction of PPGs onto reactive groups of 
a) thiols and alcohols, b) amines, c) carboxylic acids and d) phosphates. 

7.5 Illustrative Examples and Applications 
The following section aims at illustrating important findings and advances of this 
emerging field with specific applications. Furthermore, the concept of wavelength-
selective uncaging will be presented in a broader context. The potential of selectively 
addressing multiple levels in one system is show-cased here with examples from a 
diverse set of disciplines ranging from organic synthesis and material sciences to 
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molecular biology and neurophysiology. To complement the design guidelines (vide 
supra, see section 3), instructive examples are highlighted that provide further 
insights on application-specific constraints that have to be taken into consideration 
for designing new systems. In seminal studies, showing the proof of concept, by 
Bochet and coworkers,10,24 efforts had been directed towards the development of 
simple wavelength-selective PPG pairs, which were applied in both an inter- and 
intramolecular fashion. In both cases, a crucial and limiting factor for the 
development of such pairs was the loss of selectivity due to inter/intra-molecular 
energy transfer. Initial work focused on the use of 3,5-dimethoxybenzyl alcohol 
derivatives, that are cleavable with light of short wavelengths of  < 350 nm and 2-
nitroveratryl derivatives (see Figure 2) that are cleaved with longer wavelengths of  
≥ 350 nm). However, in this case, intermolecular energy transfer interfered with 
wavelength-selective cleavage. By using rational design, the lifetime of the excited 
state of the dimethoxybenzyl alcohol derivative was adjusted and the intermolecular 
energy transfer could be reduced, leading to high selectivities. 

Notably, when applied to an intramolecular system, similar high selectivity could be 
achieved with the same PPG pair. Interestingly, effects of energy transfer would be 
expected to be most pronounced in an intramolecular setting. Furthermore, 
intramolecular energy transfer does directly depend on the distance between the 
potential donor and acceptor. However, very low energy transfer, and no significant 
distance dependence was observed, highlighting that adjusting the lifetime of the 
excited state of the dimethoxybenzyl alcohol derivative was crucial for the success of 
this experiment. In 2003, the concept of wavelength-selective PPGs was applied to 
organic synthesis, more specifically for solid-phase peptide synthesis (Figure 9).6 The 
sequential chemical synthesis of biopolymers, like nucleic acids and 
peptides/proteins, requires the use of a multitude of orthogonal protecting groups. 
Cleavage of each protecting group needs to occur under mild conditions that do not 
interfere with other functionalities/protecting groups. Herein, light-control offers 
great advantage (vide supra, see section 7.1) due to its mildness and orthogonality to 
most other reaction conditions.  

The Bochet group reported the synthesis of a pentapeptide (Leu-Enkephalin; H-Tyr-
Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OH) in 55% overall yield via solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) 
with PPGs and a photolabile linker. For the synthesis to be successful, a photolabile 
tert-butyl ketone linker 23 (Figure 5; cleavable at 335 nm) on a TentaGel-resin was 
used. Amino acids were N-protected with a 6-nitroveratryloxycarbonyl 7 (Figure 9) 
temporal protecting group (cleavable at 360 nm). Interestingly, the presence of the 
resin did not interfere with the photolytic process. Initial problems with ortho-
nitrobenzyl-deprotection were encountered, but circumvented by using a scavenger 
(0.5% semicarbazide hydrochloride) to tap the aldehyde generated in-situ upon 
uncaging. In summary, the combination of wavelength-selective cleavage of the 
linker and a temporal protecting group allowed for very mild reaction conditions.  
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In a more recent report of a solution-phase peptide synthesis (see Figure 9b), this 
concept was taken a step further.42 By performing both the coupling and the 
deprotection step photochemically, it was possible to synthesize a pentameric part of 
the osteogenic growth peptide (OGP(10-14), Ddz-Tyr(OtBu)-Gly-Phe-Gly-Gly-OtBu) 
without the need for additional reagents for coupling and deprotection. In order to 
succeed, these iterative steps needed to be addressed in a wavelength-selective 
fashion. N-acylated 5,7-dinitroindoline 33 (Figure 9) was chosen as a light-triggered 
activator group for the C-terminus of amino acids. This group renders the carboxy 
group inert towards nucleophilic attack, but allows for photoactivation of the amino 
acid towards acylation upon irradiation at 375 to 385 nm. Ddz 32 (Figure 9) was used 
for protection of the amino group. This particular protecting group 32 could be 
deprotected with a significant lower wavelength of irradiation (300 nm). Overall, this 
approach works relatively well with yields of 81-92% in the peptide couplings, using 
exclusively light for deprotection. However, this method is still hampered by long 
reaction times, the need for purification of intermediates and the laborious 
syntheses of building blocks. 

Early research has mainly focused on the wavelength-selective cleavage of a pair of 
PPGs. Obviously, the use of wavelength-selective uncaging is not limited to simple 
pairs of PPGs. The number of functional levels that can be selectively addressed, 
which is defined by the number of distinct wavelength-selective deprotections 
possible for a given system, poses a limiting factor for the complexity of a possible 
application. Thus more recent efforts have been directed towards selectively 
addressing >2 functionalities in one system.12,19,41 

Notably, the groups of Bochet and del Campo12 showed that in 2011 up to four 
independent functional levels on a single surface could be selectively addressed with 
wavelengths ranging from 255 to 435 nm (Figure 10). Photoactivatable surfaces were 
generated, using seven different types of photoprotected surface-attached silanes 
(Figure 10a). The different PPGs were attached to amine-, thiol- or carboxylic acid-
groups. The PPGs belonged to five different classes (Figure 10b): p-hydroxyphenacyl 
27, 7-nitroindoline 15, (coumarin-4-yl) methyl 10, benzoin 21 and o-nitrobenzyl 3, 7. 
In solution, the coupling of the different PPGs to silanes did not substantially change 
the shape of the UV-absorption spectra and λmax of the photocleavable groups 
(Figure 10c). Subsequently, a photoresponsive surface was obtained by reaction of 
the caged silanes with a silica surface. Interestingly, this did not alter the profile of 
the UV spectra, which suggests that no surface-induced variations of the 
photochemical properties were manifest. This was explained by the lack of 
interaction of the chromophores with the surface or between themselves. 
Importantly, by carefully screening different wavelengths, various functional levels 
could be addressed. It is important to note, however, that the reported selective 
combinations are in general not orthogonal and thus depend on the sequence of 
irradiation. Interestingly, in one particular case, when 10 and 21 were used, intensity-
selectivity could be obtained by adjusting the energy dose of irradiation, while 
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keeping the wavelength constant, by taking advantage of a favorable combination of 
kinetics, extinction coefficients and quantum yield (vide supra, see section 7.3). 

 
 

Figure 9. Highlighted examples of photocontrol in peptide synthesis by Bochet and 
co-workers.6,42 a) Solid-Phase-Peptide Synthesis example and b) solution-phase example. 
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Adapted with permission from Refs. 6,42. Copyright © 2003, American Chemical Society 
(Ref. 6). Copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry (Ref. 42). 

7.6 Multiple Functional Levels 

 
Figure 10. Addressing multiple independent functional levels. a) PPG caged silanes on 
a surface can be selectively cleaved using light. b) The seven different PPGs used for this 
study.12 c) UV-vis absorption spectra of the protected silanes in solution. Adapted with 
permission from Ref. 12. Copyright © 2011, American Chemical Society. 

Based on a simple analysis of the overlap of absorption spectra (Figure 10c), one 
would expect only limited selectivity. Especially the individual absorption maxima 
(λmax) can be quite close to each other. However, when choosing wavelengths further 
away from the absorption maximum, better separation of the distinct wavelengths 
for deprotection was obtained, allowing for selective deprotection. The wavelength 
screening approach described in this report impressively lead to multiple levels of 
selective uncaging. The question arises if this way of designing multiple levels of 
functionality is the most desirable from a rational design point-of-view. By 
development and optimization of novel or improved protecting groups (vide supra, 
see section 7.2), higher selectivities with comparable deprotection-efficiencies might 
be obtained. Still, this work illustrated that not only the design and combinations of 
protecting groups is of importance but also that promising results can be obtained 
by carefully screening wavelengths of irradiation in order to obtain high selectivity.  
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Figure 11. Wavelength-selective release of neurotransmitters for the study of 
integration of excitatory and inhibitory signals. a) Underlying principle for the 
experimental design. Irradiation with light (λ1) leads to selective uncaging of the 
excitatory neurotransmitter Glu. Uncaged Glu then activates ligand-gated cation 
channels thus leading to an influx of e.g. Na+, resulting in an excitatory stimulus. 
Similarly, irradiation with light (λ2) leads to selective uncaging of the inhibitory 
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neurotransmitter GABA. Uncaged GABA then activates ligand-gated chloride channels 
that lead to an influx of Cl-, resulting in an inhibitory stimulus.13,44 

The previous example raises an important concern: the number of selectively 
addressable functional levels for wavelength-selective uncaging is inherently 
dependent on spectral properties, especially on the FWHM/line-width of the 
absorption bands (vide supra, see section 7.2 and 7.3). Therefore, only a limited set of 
functional levels is experimentally feasible. The kinetics of photodeprotection of a 
given PPG are however, not solely dependent on the spectral properties and can be 
chemically fine-tuned by the choice of appropriate substitutions/modifications of 
the PPG-core.40 Importantly, the nature of the connecting atom can also have a very 
strong impact on the reactivity of the PPG.43 It may thus be possible to address 
certain functional levels solely by making intelligent use of deprotection kinetics. 

More than a decade after the first report of wavelength-selective deprotections, only 
a few examples of more than two functional levels have been reported, which 
exemplifies the difficulty to achieve suitable applications in such complex responsive 
systems. Biological systems show an astonishing level of complexity mainly caused 
by the dynamic interplay of single components and networks in combination with 
highly non-linear response curves for internal and external stimuli. Meaning it is not 
only important where and when something is activated/deactivated, but also how 
much something is activated/deactivated. In a biological setting, many existing 
methods to control or probe functions and effects are either too invasive or the level 
of temporal or spatial control is not sufficient. The use of light can provide a solution 
in certain cases.3 From a design strategic point of view, using the concept of 
wavelength-selective control over function in challenging systems brings additional 
system-specific constraints. Without limiting the applicability of the desired system, 
they have to be taken into consideration for successful application (vide supra, see 
section 7.3). A prominent example for the successful application of wavelength-
selective uncaging is found in neuroscience, specifically the study of integration and 
logical gate systems for single synapses and neurons with excitatory and inhibitory 
neurotransmitters. This field of research has recently been summarized in an 
excellent review.44 (S)-glutamic acid (Glu, excitatory) and γ-amino butyric acid 
(GABA, inhibitory) is a commonly used pair to study neuronal integration 
mechanisms (Figure 11). Traditional approaches have made use of the presynaptic 
release of neurotransmitters to study this process.11 The use of wavelength-selective 
PPGs offers highly spatio-temporal control of release of neurotransmitters for single 
synapses and parts of neurons, allowing for studying neurotransmitter distributions 
and integration of excitatory and inhibitory signals.  

Importantly, in the quest to influence and control the complexity of biological 
systems one should not rely on single approaches and concepts, but should be open 
to combine different strategies. A remarkable report from Jullien and co-workers15 
from 2013 highlights this aspect: The development of a 7-diethylamino-4-
thiocoumarinylmethyl based photolabile protecting group specifically tailored for 
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the wavelength region of 470-490 nm was combined with a visible light photoswitch 
to affect developmental processes in living zebrafish embryos. Using this PPG to 
cage a cyclofen-OH analogue, activation of a transcription factor (λ = 488 nm) was 
obtained, which lead to size reduction or loss of eye development. However, 
isomerization of 13-cis-retinoic acid into all-trans-retinoic acid (λ = 355 nm) led to 
the rescue of hindbrain formation, which was achieved by interference of all-trans-
retinoic acid with a diethylaminobenzaldehyde inhibitor. This, when performed in 
zebrafish embryos, illustrated the possibility to combine activation upon cis-trans 
isomerization with activation upon photolysis, using a dissimilar wavelength, for the 
control of different biologically-active substrates in vivo.  

7.7 Conclusions and Outlook 
In this chapter, we have discussed the principles behind designing complex systems 
in which multiple functional levels can be independently addressed with light, using 
wavelength-selective removal of photocleavable protecting groups. Our aim was to 
provide the reader with guidelines on designing and choosing protecting groups, 
combining them towards maximum selectivity and incorporating them into target 
molecules. These considerations were then illustrated by selected examples in which 
the multiple possible applications for wavelength-selective uncaging in biology, 
synthetic chemistry and surface science are show-cased. 

The way in which the multi-level systems are designed has been greatly influenced 
by the recent expansion of the PPG toolbox, and the increasing understanding of the 
influence of the PPGs molecular structure on their photochemical properties. The 
new developments in PPG chemistry were highlighted in this chapter. Furthermore, 
also other concepts were presented that can be used as design principles: the use of 
two-photon absorption processes30 and the advantages that can be taken from the 
differences in PPG uncaging quantum yields.41In general, the design of the system in 
which multiple functions are to be addressed in a selective fashion depends on the 
number of functional levels needed. Of crucial importance is also if these levels can 
be addressed in a given sequence or if a complete, sequence-independent selectivity 
is required. If sequential deprotection is sufficient, sets of protecting groups have 
been proposed that allow for up to four different functions to be separately 
addressed,12 providing that the deprotection is carried out starting from the longest 
wavelength and proceeding to irradiation with light of increasing energy. The 
complete, sequence-independent selectivity was shown so far for the uncaging of 
only two compounds in a mixture.12 

In order to provide a useful tool for complex, dynamic systems, wavelength-selective 
uncaging not only needs to show high selectivity for several functional levels, but 
should also exhibit high flexibility in wavelength range. In general, the systematic 
understanding and development of a widely applicable and freely combinable set of 
wavelength-selective PPG libraries that can be easily adapted to the needs of 
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different applications cannot be overemphasized. Fortunately, impressive advances 
by several groups have already been made and continue to transform the field. In 
recent years, a growing number of reports highlight the great potential of 
wavelength-selective uncaging in more complicated and dynamic applications, 
ranging from chemical biology to responsive materials. The level of control, and 
especially its highly non-invasive application, offer great promise and give a 
hindsight of future possible developments, a journey that has just begun.  
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Photo-activation of MDM2-inhibitors: 
Controlling Protein-Protein 
Interaction with Light 

Selectivity remains a major challenge in anti-cancer therapy. Local activation of a 
cytotoxic drug could potentially solve this issue, by limiting systemic adverse effects. 
Such triggered activation can be obtained through modification of a drug with a 
photoprotecting group (PPG), and subsequent irradiation in the chosen place and 
time. In this chapter, the design, synthesis and biological evaluation is described of a 
photo-activatable MDM2 inhibitor, PPG-idasanutlin, which exerts no functional effect 
on cellular outgrowth, but allows for the selective, non-invasive activation of anti-
tumor properties upon irradiation with visible light. Furthermore, we demonstrate the 
high spatiotemporal resolution with micrometer precision obtained with this approach 
via activation of single cells with microsecond laser pulse irradiation. The generality of 
this method has been demonstrated by growth inhibition of multiple cancer cell lines 
showing p53 stabilization and subsequent growth inhibition effects upon irradiation. 
Light activation to regulate protein-protein interactions between MDM2 and p53 offers 
exciting opportunities to control a multitude of biological processes and has the 
potential to circumvent common selectivity issues in anti-tumor drug development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter was published as: Photo-activation of MDM2-inhibitors: 
Controlling Protein-Protein Interaction with Light. M. J. Hansen,* F. M. 
Feringa,* P. Kobauri, W. Szymanski, R. H. Medema, B. L. Feringa, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
2018, 140, 13136–13141 (* equal contribution). 
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8.1 Introduction 
Cancer is one of the major causes of death in the developed world. Long-standing 
drawbacks of cancer chemo-therapy are its inherent toxicity and associated adverse 
effects. In recent years, significant effort has been made to develop anti-cancer drugs 
targeting novel signalling pathways.1 However, also for novel, highly potent anti-
cancer drugs, selectivity issues remain, as many targeted pathways also play a crucial 
role in cell survival of non-cancerous tissue.2 To fight these selectivity issues, 
targeting pathways that are exclusively needed for cancer cell survival have been 
explored.3,4 One way of controlling these cellular pathways is by interfering with 
cancer cell-specific protein-protein interactions (PPIs). PPIs play a major role in 
biology to regulate complex networks like cell metabolism, signal transduction and 
membrane transport. Interestingly, by controlling PPIs, remote control of a specific 
protein can be achieved, which opens up new targeting strategies in anti-cancer 
treatment (see Figure 1). 

The best known tumor suppressor protein, p53, is heavily involved in PPIs and plays 
an important role in cell-cycle control, apoptosis, DNA repair and cellular stress 
responses.5,6 Activation of p53 by various types of stresses can drive cellular 
senescence, which is an irreversible cell-cycle arrest, to prevent potential 
transformation of the damaged cell. Unsurprisingly, p53 function is lost in the 
majority of human tumors either by mutation or inactivation of the p53 signaling 
pathway. Utilizing its role in apoptosis and senescence, reactivation of the p53 
signaling pathway remains a preeminent target for cancer treatment.7,8 A major 
concern in p53 reactivating therapies is its effect on normal cells, since upregulation 
of p53 protein expression by itself is sufficient to induce senescence or apoptosis in 
all cycling cells.9,10 Therefore, the selective activation of the p53 pathway in 
cancerous tissue is a key challenge, as it would greatly increase the potential success 
for therapeutical application. 

One of the main repressors of p53 activity is the MDM2-protein. Through an 
autoregulatory PPI feedback loop, p53 and MDM2 control each other and their 
relative functions. MDM2 can interact with p53 to promote its ubiquitylation, 
making it a target for degradation by the proteasome (Figure 1).11–13 The regulatory 
PPI between p53 and MDM2 makes the latter an interesting target in anti-cancer 
drug development. Recently, a class of MDM2 inhibitors (nutlins) have been 
developed allowing the selective activation of the tumor suppressing p53 pathway 
(Figure 1; structure of idasanutlin shown).14–16 Nutlins bind to the p53-binding site of 
MDM2, inhibiting proteolytic breakdown of p53, resulting in the stabilization of p53 
which arrests rapid cell division and can induce senescence.9 
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Photo-activation of MDM2-inhibitors: Controlling Protein-Protein Interaction with Light 

 
Figure 1. A schematic representation of the principles behind phototriggered p53 
stabilization. Caged inhibitor (PPG-idasanutlin) is not able to inhibit the MDM2-p53 
protein-protein interaction, which results in p53 ubiquitylation and degradation. 
Irradiation with 400 nm light releases the active inhibitor idasanutlin that prevents 
MDM2-p53 binding and as a consequence increases the p53 level, leading to senescence 
or cell death. 

8.2 Results and Discussion 
To ultimately increase the selectivity of such MDM2 inhibitors and to utilize them as 
a research tool to investigate MDM2-p53 interactions, photopharmacological 
strategies17,18 can be applied in which a drug is modified with a photoswitch,17,18 or 
photoprotecting group.19–21 Masking of a functional group in a pharmacophore with a 
photoprotecting group allows its selective deprotection with high precision using 
light as an external trigger. Ideally, the photo-protected drug is inactive, while after 
photo-deprotection the active drug is liberated without the release of any toxic side 
products, taking advantage of the non-invasive nature of light.22,23 A 
photoactivatable drug can potentially be used in selective therapy and as a research 
tool to elucidate the functioning of different biological networks, allowing the use of 
light as the distinct turn-on signal.  
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Herein, we describe the design, synthesis and biological evaluation of a 
photoactivatable MDM2 inhibitor PPG-idasanutlin. The principle of phototriggered 
p53 stabilization is shown in Figure 1. The caged inhibitor (PPG-idasanutlin) is not 
capable of blocking the MDM2-p53 protein-protein interaction, resulting in p53 
degradation. Photochemical release of idasanutlin prevents MDM2-p53 binding 
triggering senescence or cell death. The system described herein allows, for the first 
time, the selective light-activation of tumor-arresting p53 in living cells. 

Our molecular design was based on a recently developed MDM2 inhibitor, 
idasanutlin (see Figure 2a), which showed high potency, moderate selectivity and 
good bioavailability.7,14,16 From limited SAR studies,30 it can be concluded that the m-
methoxybenzoic acid group plays a potential role in binding affinity, cellular 
potency/stability and pharmacokinetic properties (see Figure 2a, marked red). 
Synthetic modification of the m-methoxybenzoic acid potentially renders the nutlin 
derivative inactive. The possibility to alter the activity of idasanutlin by masking of 
this functional group was further established by docking studies suggesting that a 
potential interaction with Lys90 is prevented in the protected compound (Figure 
2b).  

Encouraged by these preliminary docking studies, we designed a photoactivatable 
idasanutlin which would potentially show a difference in activity between the 
protected and photo-deprotected forms. We selected the coumarin scaffold as the 
PPG of choice, which is known to allow for a clean and fast deprotection with 
biocompatible visible light (λ > 400 nm) without the generation of toxic side 
products. To further enhance these characteristics, the hydroxymethylcoumarin was 
preferred over the normal hydroxycoumarin because of its improved hydrolytic 
stability and increased rate of photocleavage.21,24,25 

Following the synthesis of the desired PPG-idasanutlin (see Experimental section for 
details),21,26–28 we investigated its photochemical behavior under physiological 
conditions. From UV-vis spectroscopy and UPLC-MS measurements in aqueous 
buffer at pH = 7.0, photodeprotection with λ = 400 nm light was observed, showing 
solely the formation of idasanutlin and hydroxycoumarin. The rate of photocleavage 
proved to be high, allowing the major photorelease of idasanutlin within 5 min of 
irradiation, with a 0.1 % quantum yield, which is within the expected range for most 
photoprotected acids.22 Moreover, no significant spontaneous hydrolysis of PPG-
idasanutlin for > 24 h in buffer at room temperature was observed. This allows the 
application of PPG-idasanutlin under physiological assay conditions using short 
irradiation times with biocompatible visible (>400 nm) light. 
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Photo-activation of MDM2-inhibitors: Controlling Protein-Protein Interaction with Light 

 
Figure 2. Strategy towards photocleavable nutlin derivatives. a) idasanutlin, a potent 
MDM2 inhibitor allowing the stabilization of p53 levels in tumor cells. b) Molecular 
docking showcases the possible interaction with Lys90 as a potential site to alter the 
activity (PDB: 4JRG).30 c) Irradiation of PPG-idasanutlin led to the formation of 
idasanutlin and PPG(6) as the sole products. d) Absorption spectra of PPG-idasanutlin, 
idasanutlin and PPG (6) in buffer (Mixed buffer, 25 mM each, pH = 7.0) at 20 M 
concentration. e) UV-vis spectra of PPG-idasanutlin upon exposure to 400 nm light at 
different time intervals showing a clean photochemical conversion (isosbestic point at 
350 nm) to the desired products, see Experimental section for detailed UPLC-MS studies. 
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Next, the biological activity of PPG-idasanutlin was investigated. Initial studies 
aimed at confirming a difference in p53 activation upon  = 400 nm light exposure 
after addition of the protected idasanutlin derivative (PPG-idasanutlin). Non-
transformed, p53-proficient retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE-1) were treated with 
DMSO (control), nutlin-3, idasanutlin or PPG-idasanutlin followed by -/+ irradiation 
with 400 nm light (Figure 3). Immunofluorescent staining revealed a significant 
increase in nuclear p53 protein levels in cells 4 h after addition of nutlin-3 or 
idasanutlin, regardless of the irradiation with 400 nm light. Importantly, cells 
treated with PPG-idasanutlin without 400 nm irradiation did not induce p53 protein 
expression, as identified by the absence of nuclear p53 staining (Figure 3a,b). 
Treatment with PPG-idasanutlin only resulted in a significant increase in p53 protein 
level when these cells were irradiated with 400 nm light (photorelease of idasanutlin, 
see Figure 3a,b). This increase is not a result of a stress response potentially activated 
by irradiation of the cells with 400 nm light, since DMSO control treated cells did 
not show any increase in p53 expression following irradiation (Figure 3b). To 
examine the level of control over the dose-response of idasanutlin employing the 
photoprotected derivative (PPG-idasanutlin), p53 protein levels in RPE-1 cells were 
determined by immunostaining after increasing duration of 400 nm light irradiation 
(Figure 3.c) or varying doses of PPG-idasanutlin followed by irradiation. The clear 
dose-response dependent accumulation of p53 protein shows the highly effective 
light controllable dose responsiveness of the biological effect using PPG-idasanutlin 
(Figure 3c).  

Subsequently, the functional ability to photocontrol growth of rapidly dividing cells 
was investigated. Colony outgrowth of RPE-1 cells revealed a major difference 
between the irradiated and non-irradiated colonies after treatment with PPG-
idasanutlin. Only irradiation with 400 nm resulted in removal of the PPG and as a 
consequence release of idasanutlin leading to growth inhibition (Figure 3d). 
Moreover, cellular outgrowth was not inhibited upon irradiation at 400 nm without 
pre-treatment with PPG-idasanutlin, proving that the activity was solely due to the 
photocleavage of PPG-idasanutlin and not due to light toxicity. Complementary, 
PPG (6), the photoproduct after photodeprotection, was also tested and proved to be 
biologically inactive (see Figure 6 for details). This showcases the use of 400 nm light 
in living systems as a valid approach to photocontrol biological function. It should 
be emphasized that in the outgrowth experiment seen in Figure 3d, treatment of 
cells with PPG-idasanutlin without 400 nm irradiation did not show any growth 
inhibition, confirming the lack of inherent activity of the protected idasanutlin. In 
other words PPG-idasanutlin has no functional effect on p53 stabilization nor 
compromises cellular outgrowth.29  
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Photo-activation of MDM2-inhibitors: Controlling Protein-Protein Interaction with Light 

 
Figure 3. Functional p53 induction upon λ = 400 nm irradiation in PPG-idasanutlin 
treated cells. a) RPE-1 cells were treated with indicated compounds (all 10μM final) and 
fixed 4 h after 5 min (-/+ 400 nm) irradiation. Anti-p53 staining indicates p53 protein 
expression in the nucleus. DNA stained by DAPI and actin staining shows the 
cytoskeleton of the cell. b) Quantification of the mean p53 intensity per nucleus in cells 
treated as in (a). Error bars represent mean +sd. ****P<0.0001 (unpaired t-test). Dots 
represent individual cells, n>125 cells per condition combined from 2 independent 
experiments. c) Representative western blot showing p53 protein levels in cells 4 h after 
addition of DMSO or PPG-idasanutlin and irradiation for indicated time periods. Hsp90 
is used as a loading control. d) Selective outgrowth disadvantage in RPE-1 cells 6 days 
after PPG-idasanutlin treatment + 400 nm irradiation for 5 min. e) Representative 
western blot showing p53 protein levels in three cell lines (U2OS, RKO, BJhTert) 4 h after 
indicated treatments. f) Selective outgrowth inhibition in indicated cell lines 6 days after 
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PPG-idasanutlin treatment + 400 nm irradiation for 5 min. In all the experiments <1% 
DMSO was used. 

As described above, proper regulation of the p53 pathway is often perturbed in 
tumors to allow for uncontrolled cell growth. To verify whether (re-)activation of p53 
by our light controllable PPG-idasanutlin is more generally applicable and not 
dependent on the non-transformed RPE-1 cells used in these experiments, additional 
non-transformed (BJ-hTert) and tumor (RKO (colon carcinoma), U2OS 
(osteosarcoma)) cell lines were included for follow-up analysis. Selective 
stabilization of p53, after treatment with PPG-idasanutlin and light irradiation, was 
observed in all cell lines tested (Figure 3e). The light-controlled p53 activation 
invariably led to a dramatic reduction in cellular outgrowth (Figure 3f) proving the 
possibility to control tumor cellular growth with distinct cell lines using PPG-
idasanutlin and light. 

To demonstrate the spatiotemporal control of the designed system we sought to 
investigate the selective enhancement of p53 levels in individual RPE-1 cells within a 
cell population using light irradiation.31 Using RPE-1 cells that stabily expressed a 
venus-tagged version of p53 (p53-venus), p53 protein accumulation could be tracked 
(using single cell p53-venus fluorescence, see Experimental section for details) with 
high time-resolution in individual cells. RPE p53-venus cells were grown in 620 m 
wide microwells and a 405 nm laser was used to irradiate individual cells in the 
colony with a single 0.1 second pulse at 5 m inter spaced positions to acquire 
micrometer precision (Figure 4a). To determine the functionality of the high 
spatiotemporal control obtained in this set-up, cell cycle progression was monitored 
in single cells following laser activation of PPG-idasanutlin (photorelease of 
idasanutlin). Functional p53 activation will halt cell division, causing fewer cells to 
pass through mitosis.9 Indeed, the percentage of cells that divide within 8 h after the 
indicated treatment strongly drops in cells that were irradiated specifically after 
treatment with PPG-idasanutlin (Figure 4b). This shows that a specific cellular fate 
can be induced at single-cell resolution by laser irradiation as presented in the 
scheme in Figure 4a. To monitor p53 protein stabilization in single cells, nuclear p53-
venus levels were measured every 15 min for 3 h after laser pulse irradiation of the 
individual cells.  
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Photo-activation of MDM2-inhibitors: Controlling Protein-Protein Interaction with Light 

 
Figure 4. Spatiotemporal control of PPG-idasanutlin. a) Schematic representation of 
microwell set-up for laser irradiation of individual RPE-1 cells to activate PPG-
idasanutlin. Laser target area (represented by red circle) for single pulse (0.1 sec 
irradiation at 5 um interspaced position) indicated with scale. Individual irradiated cells 
followed by measuring nuclear p53-venus levels (fluorescence) every 15 min for 3 h after 
laser irradiation. Approximately 200 cells in each microwell. b) Percentage of cells that 
divide within 8 h after indicated treatments. Mean + sem of three independent 
experiments. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. c,d) p53-venus fluorescent 
signal in individual RPE-1 cells tracked over time after indicated treatments as 
represented in (a). Line-graphs represent mean of individual cells. n>42 cells per 
condition pooled from three independent experiments. *** p<0.005, **** p<0.0001 
significance in 2-way anova interaction score. 

Quantification of the p53-venus signal revealed the selective stabilization of p53 
protein in single cells following irradiation with the 405 nm laser (Figure 4c). A 
significantly lesser extent of p53 stabilization was detectable in neighbouring cells 
that were not irradiated by the 405 laser (Figure 4c). The limited stabilization of the 
non-irradiated neighbouring cells is most likely explained by diffusion of activated 
PPG-idasanutlin within the excess of liquid cell culture medium in this 2D cell 
culture set-up during the time course of the experiment (>3 h). In contrast, p53 
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stabilization was completely absent in non-irradiated cells from adjacent wells at 
micrometer distance, where diffusion could not take place. In addition, p53 levels 
did not increase due to laser-induced damage to the cells, since p53 levels were 
unaltered in cells following an identical irradiation protocol in absence of PPG-
idasanutlin (Figure 4d). Together these results show the selective activation of PPG-
idasanutlin resulting in the release of idasanutlin, using an extremely short (0.1 s) 
pulse of 405 nm laser irradiation at micrometer, single-cell, resolution which offers 
promising opportunities for future studies using PPG-idasanutlin in 3D settings like 
(tumor) tissue. 

8.3 Conclusions 
In summary, the PPG-idasanutlin reported in this chapter allows the photocontrol of 
protein-protein interactions and their functional outcome. Stabilization of p53 and 
consequent cell growth arrest could be obtained by MDM2 inhibition upon 
photoactivation with biocompatible 400 nm light. Excitingly, spatiotemporal control 
was achieved with microsecond irradiation at micrometer, single-cell resolution. 
This constitutes, to the best of our knowledge, the first system which externally and 
indirectly controls p53 levels with light. Next to a promising concept towards 
selective anti-cancer therapy, the designed system can also function as a molecular 
tool to investigate MDM2-p53 interactions as well as selectively interfere with the 
numerous cellular processes regulated by p53. 

8.4 Experimental Section 

8.4.1 General Remarks 
For general remarks, see chapter 3. 
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Photo-activation of MDM2-inhibitors: Controlling Protein-Protein Interaction with Light 

8.4.2 General synthetic scheme 

 

 

8.4.3 Synthesis 

 
methyl 4-(2-bromoacetamido)-3-methoxybenzoate (1) 

To a solution of methyl 4-amino-3-methoxybenzoate (500 mg, 2.76 mmol) in DCM 
(18 mL) at 0 °C was added Et3N (768 L, 5.52 mmol) under N2 atmosphere. 
Subsequently, 2-bromoacetyl-bromide (610 mg, 263 L, 3.03 mmol) was slowly added 
and the reaction mixture was stirred for 45 min at 0 °C. Subsequently, 1M aq. HCl (10 
mL) was added and the solution was extracted with DCM (2 x 20 mL). The organic 
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layers were washed with sat. aq. NaHCO3 (20 mL) and brine (20 mL) and dried 
(MgSO4). Evaporation of the volatiles in vacuo and recrystallization from EtOH and 
MeCN yielded the pure product (654 mg, 78%). 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.95 (s, 1H), 8.41 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.70 (dd, J = 8.5, 
1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.57 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H), 4.04 (s, 2H), 3.98 (s, 3H), 3.91 (s, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 166.6, 163.5, 147.7, 131.0, 125.9, 123.2, 118.4, 110.8, 56.1, 
52.1, 29.5. 

 
methyl 4-(2-aminoacetamido)-3-methoxybenzoate (2) 

To an aqueous solution of NH3 (20 mL) was slowly (dropwise) added 1 (1.40 g, 4.63 
mmol) in EtOH (45 mL) in 30 min. Subsequently, the reaction was stirred for 5 h at 
RT and extracted with DCM (3 x 50 mL). The organic layers were washed with brine 
(3 x 50 mL) and dried (MgSO4). Evaporation of the volatiles in vacuo yielded the pure 
product (945 mg, 86%). 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 10.00 (s, 1H), 8.52 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.69 (dd, J = 8.4, 
1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.56 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H), 3.96 (s, 3H), 3.90 (s, 3H), 3.52 (s, 2H). Data in 
accordance with literature.1 
13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 171.2, 166.7, 147.7, 131.6, 124.9, 123.3, 118.3, 110.7, 55.9, 
52.0, 45.6. 

 
methyl (E)-4-(2-((3,3-dimethylbutylidene)amino)acetamido)-3-methoxybenzoate (3) 

To a solution 2 (300 mg, 1.26 mmol) in dry DCM (10 mL) under N2 atmosphere was 
added 3,3-dimethylbutanal (174 mL, 1.38 mmol) and MgSO4 (227 mg, 1.89 mmol) and 
the resulting suspension was stirred for 16 h at RT. Subsequently, the suspension was 
filtered and the residue washed with DCM (10 mL). Evaporation of the filtrate 
yielded the crude product (302 mg, 67%) as a yellow oil which was used in the next 
step without further purification. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.45 (s, 1H), 8.52 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.84 (tt, J = 5.6, 1.5 
Hz, 1H), 7.69 (dd, J = 8.4, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.55 (s, 1H), 4.21 (s, 2H), 3.93 (s, 3H), 3.90 (s, 
3H), 2.27 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 2H), 1.03 (s, 9H). Data in accordance with literature.1 
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Photo-activation of MDM2-inhibitors: Controlling Protein-Protein Interaction with Light 

 
(Z)-3-(3-chloro-2-fluorophenyl)-2-(4-chloro-2-fluorophenyl)acrylonitrile (4) 

To a solution of 3-chloro-2-fluorobenzaldehyde (468 mg, 2.95 mmol) and 2-(4-
chloro-2-fluorophenyl)acetonitrile (500 mg, 2.95 mmol) in EtOH (10 mL) and H2O 
(40 L) was added NaOEt (10.0 mg, 0.15 mmol) and subsequently the reaction 
mixture was stirred for 3 h at RT. The resulting suspension was filtered and the 
precipitate was washed with EtOH. Evaporation in vacuo yielded the crude product 
which was dissolved in DCM (10 mL) and washed with brine (3 x 20 mL) and dried 
(MgSO4). Evaporation of the volatiles yielded the pure product (650 mg, 71%) as a 
white solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.97 (td, J = 6.8, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.88 (s, 1H), 7.77 (ddd, 
J = 8.6, 7.4, 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.72 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.66 (dd, J = 11.0, 2.1 Hz, 1H), 7.47 (ddd, 
J = 8.4, 2.1, 0.8 Hz, 1H), 7.42 (td, J = 8.0, 1.1 Hz, 1H). In accordance with literature.2 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -111.41 (dd, J = 11.1, 8.6 Hz), -115.42 (t, J = 7.0 Hz). 

 
7-(diethylamino)-2-oxo-2H-chromene-4-carbaldehyde (5) 

A solution of 7-(diethylamino)-4-methyl-coumarin (500 mg, 2.16 mmol) and SeO2 
(480 mg, 4.32 mmol) in p-xylene (20 mL) was heated to 150 °C for 16 h under N2 
atmosphere in the dark. Subsequently, the solution was filtered while hot and 
concentrated in vacuo. Purification by column chromatography (DCM) yielded the 
pure product (223 mg, 42%) as an orange viscous oil.  
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 10.03 (s, 1H), 8.31 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 1H), 6.63 (dd, J = 9.2, 
2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.53 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.45 (s, 1H), 3.43 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 4H), 1.22 (t, J = 7.1 
Hz, 6H). Data in accordance with literature.3 

 
7-(diethylamino)-4-(1-hydroxyethyl)-2H-chromen-2-one (6) 

To a solution of 5 (220 mg, 0.89 mmol) in dry THF (8 mL) under N2 atmosphere at -
78 °C was slowly added MeMgBr in THF (3M, 534 L, 1.60 mmol) and the reaction 
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mixture was stirred for 2.5 h at -78 °C in the dark. Subsequently, sat. aq. NH4Cl was 
added (10 mL) and the mixture was allowed to warm to RT. The organic layer was 
separated and the aqueous layer extracted with EtOAc (2 x 10 mL). The combined 
organic layers were washed with brine (20 mL), dried and evaporated in vacuo to 
yield the crude product. Column chromatography (pentane: acetone, 3:1) yielded the 
pure product (125 mg, 54%) as an orange solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.42 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.57 (dd, J = 9.0, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 
6.52 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.27 (d, J = 0.9 Hz, 1H), 5.22 – 5.09 (m, 1H), 3.41 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 
4H), 1.57 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 3H), 1.21 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 6H). Data in accordance with 
literature.4 

 
4-((2R,3S,4R,5S)-3-(3-chloro-2-fluorophenyl)-4-(4-chloro-2-fluorophenyl)-4-cyano-5-
neopentylpyrrolidine-2-carboxamido)-3-methoxybenzoic acid (7) 

A solution of CuOAc (0.56 mg, 4.58 mol) and R-BINAP (3.0 mg, 4.81 mol) in THF 
(5 mL) was slowly added to a suspension of 3 (302 mg, 0.95 mmol) and 4 (279 mg, 
0.90 mmol) in THF (5 ml) under N2 atmosphere at RT. Subsequently, Et3N (123 mL, 
0.88 mmol) was added and the resulting mixture was stirred for 5 h at RT. Next, THF 
(10 mL) was added and the resulting solution was washed twice with aq. NH4OAc (10 
mL, 10% w/w) and brine (10 mL). Subsequently, the organic layers were evaporated 
and the crude product was dissolved in THF (7 mL) and EtOH (3 mL). 2.5M aq. 
NaOH (1 mL) was added and the mixture was stirred for 18h at RT. The solution was 
acidified with AcOH to pH = 6.0 and the volatiles were partially evaporated (2 mL). 
After addition of H2O (10 mL) the precipitate was filtered to give the crude product 
(493 mg, 89%) as an off-white solid. Subsequent enantioenrichment and purification 
was performed by crystallization. The crude product (493 mg) was dissolved in THF 
(6 mL) and heated to 65 °C. Subsequently EtOAc (2 mL) was added and the resulting 
solution was heated for 15 min after which it was cooled to RT and filtered. The 
residue was washed with EtOAc (5 mL) and the filtrate evaporated in vacuo. The 
crude product was dissolved in MeCN (7 mL) and heated to 80 °C after which it was 
slowly cooled to 10 °C. The precipitate was filtered yielding the pure product (118 mg, 
21%) as a white solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 12.85 (s, 1H), 10.45 (s, 1H), 8.35 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 
7.71 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.62 – 7.50 (m, 4H), 7.44 – 7.28 (m, 3H), 4.66 – 4.52 (m, 2H), 
4.37 (s, 1H), 3.91-3.85 (m, 4H), 1.63 (dd, J = 14.2, 9.9 Hz, 1H), 1.25 (d, J = 14.2 Hz, 1H), 
0.96 (s, 9H). Data in accordance with literature.2 
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HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C31H31Cl2F2N3O4: 616.1576; Found: 616.1575 

 
1-(7-(diethylamino)-2-oxo-2H-chromen-4-yl)ethyl-4-((2R,3S,4R,5S)-3-(3-chloro-2-
fluoro-phenyl)-4-(4-chloro-2-fluorophenyl)-4-cyano-5-neopentylpyrrolidine-2-
carboxamido)-3-methoxybenzoate (8) 

To a solution of 7 (100 mg, 0.16 mmol) and 6 (47 mg, 0.18 mmol) in dry DCM (3 mL) 
under N2 atmosphere was added EDC.HCl (37 mg, 0.19 mmol) and DMAP (5 mg, 
0.04 mmol) at 0 °C. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was allowed to warm to RT 
and stirred for 16 h. Subsequently, DCM (10 mL) was added and the resulting 
solution was washed with 0.5M aq. HCl (3 x 10 mL), sat. aq. NaHCO3 (2 x 10 mL) and 
brine (10 mL) and dried (MgSO4). All the volatiles were evaporated to yield the crude 
product (135 mg). Column chromatography (pentane:ethyl acetate, 3:1) yielded the 
pure product (55 mg, 40%) as a bright yellow solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 10.51 (s, 1H), 8.42 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 7.74 – 7.66 
(m, 3H), 7.62 (s, 1H), 7.59 – 7.49 (m, 2H), 7.42 – 7.31 (m, 3H), 6.72 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 1H), 
6.54 (s, 1H), 6.24 (q, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 6.02 (s, 1H), 4.64 – 4.55 (m, 2H), 4.44 – 4.36 (m, 
1H), 3.99 – 3.90 (m, 4H), 3.42 (q, J = 6.7 Hz, 4H), 1.65 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H), 1.63 – 1.60 
(m, 1H), 1.25 (d, J = 14.3 Hz, 1H), 1.11 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H), 0.96 (s, 9H). 
13C NMR (150 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 171.8, 164.7, 161.3, 160.8, 159.1, 156.8, 156.7, 156.6, 
155.2, 150.9, 148.1, 135.2, 132.1, 131.4, 130.5, 129.1, 126.3, 126.1, 125.7, 124.5, 123.5, 120.0, 
119.6, 118.1, 117.7, 111.5, 109.4, 105.3, 103.8, 97.5, 68.8, 65.1, 63.7, 56.3, 50.6, 44.4, 44.3, 
30.5, 29.9, 21.2, 12.7. 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -108.31 (dd, J = 12.2, 8.8 Hz), -120.95. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C46H47Cl2F2N4O6: 859.2835; Found: 859.28 
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8.4.4 Quantum yield determination 

 
Figure 5. Photocleavage quantum yield of PPG-idasanutlin (8) in DMSO. Seven 
independent data point are taken from which a linear fit was obtained giving the slope 
and standard error. From this the quantum yield has been determined to be 0.11% (Std E: 
0.0047%). 

8.4.5 Control experiments cellular outgrowth (PPG) 

 

Figure 6. Cell outgrowth experiments showing that PPG 6 (the photoproduct after 
photocleavage) does not perturb cellular outgrowth. 
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Chapter 9 
A Photocleavable Trojan Horse 
Strategy; Fighting Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa with Light 
In this chapter, the synthesis and exploratory biological evaluation of a photocleavable 
Trojan horse strategy to potentially fight bacterial infections is described. To this end, 
a light-activatable siderophore-antibiotic conjugate was synthesized in a 22-step total 
synthesis. Photochemical experiments have proven the feasibility to apply the 
described concept under physiological conditions applying biocompatible visible light. 
Interestingly, initial biological experiments showed a difference in antibacterial 
activity between the masked and photodeprotected conjugate. However, poor solubility 
and potential aggregation interfered with further biological evaluation. 
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9.1 Introduction 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a Gram-negative pathogen which is wide-spread across 
humanity and known for its severe nosocomial infections.1,2 In the past decades, P. 
aeruginosa has become a growing life-threat for patients that are 
immunocompromised, patients with cystic fibrosis and fire victims with severe burn 
wounds.3,4 Especially cases of antibacterial resistance are more prevalent, in which 
overexpression of efflux pumps in P. aeruginosa decrease the effective concentration 
of the administered antibacterial agent. Such resistance mechanisms allow the 
buildup of resistance against a wide variety of antibiotics, becoming a significant 
threat to patients in current and future healthcare.5–7 Moreover, penetration of the 
cell wall is particularly troublesome in Gram-negative bacteria like P. aeruginosa, 
limiting, to a large extent, the utilization of frequently used ‘last resort’ antibacterial 
agents.8 Altogether, the increasing risk of infections with multi-drug resistant 
bacteria urges the development of novel antibacterial agents or conjugates which 
exhibit profitable characteristics. Optimization of antibiotics to specific bacteria is 
an up-and-coming strategy, in which, for example, low potency antibiotics for Gram-
positive bacteria can be modified to potently act on Gram-negative bacteria. This 
opens up a plethora of chemical space to explore and optimize known antibiotics 
towards more potent, specific antibacterial therapy. 

Often, drugs show limited passage through the cell membrane because of their 
hydrophobicity, unnatural structure and especially with Gram-negative bacteria the 
barrier imposed by the outer membrane.9 These problems potentially can be 
overcome by derivatization of a target drug with a natively recognized structural 
motif, as the Trojan horse, allowing active uptake into the periplasm or cytoplasm. 
Significant work has been done to overcome problems with antibiotic efficacy and 
potency in Gram-negative bacteria by applying a Trojan horse strategy.10,11 This 
strategy employs native nutrient uptake systems to allow the active uptake of non-
native antibiotic-conjugates.  

One of the most promising Trojan horse strategies for the use in antibacterial 
therapy is exploiting iron uptake systems.12  Because of its importance as a co-factor 
in many biological processes, iron is essential for the growth and survival of bacteria. 
However, low solubility at physiological conditions limits the uptake of sufficient 
levels of iron into the cytoplasm. Especially the rapidly growing colonies encounter 
these problems because of the inherent scarcity of iron in their direct environment. 
Bacteria are capable of applying low-molecular weight chelators -siderophores- 
which solubilize and bind iron and are recognized by specific outer and inner 
membrane transporters allowing the effective uptake.  
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A Photocleavable Trojan Horse Strategy; Fighting Pseudomonas aeruginosa with Light 

 

Figure 1. The concept of a photocleavable Trojan horse strategy to fight bacterial 
infections. The siderophore-linker-antibiotic conjugate is recognized by native receptors, 
allowing active transport through the outer and inner membrane. Subsequent irradiation 
with 400 nm light releases the antibacterial agent (quinolone) inhibiting DNA gyrase and 
thereby reducing bacterial growth. 

In P. aeruginosa, two TonB-dependent siderophore-based uptake mechanisms are 
exploited, granting the active transport of iron into the cytoplasm.13 One of the two 
siderophores, pyoverdine, relies on the TonB-dependent FpvB and FpvA channels to 
pass the outer membrane, which is followed by enzymatically-induced iron release 
into the periplasm. Subsequently, the metallic iron is transported into the cytoplasm 
via the FpvF and FpvC binding proteins that donate the iron to the FpvD/FpvE ABC 
transporter. The other siderophore, pyochelin (PCH), relies on a similar TonB-
dependent outer membrane uptake channel (FptA), but the ferrisiderophore is 
directly transported through the inner membrane via an inner membrane 
transporter (FptX) before the release of iron into the cytoplasm.10 Combination of 
such a siderophore as the Trojan horse in conjugation with existing antibiotics 
potentially allows the improved uptake of the antibiotic of choice, either into the 
periplasm (pyoverdine) or the cytoplasm (PCH).14–16 Interestingly, P. aeruginosa 
initially employs the low affinity siderophore PCH, and only under severe iron 
limitation the pyoverdine-based uptake mechanism is exploited.13  

Multiple reports have proven that the natural P. aeruginosa siderophore, PCH, is a 
viable candidate to validate the Trojan horse strategy.17–20 Covalent attachment of the 
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antibiotic at optimized positions of the core PCH structure permits efficient 
bacterial uptake into the cytoplasm and good efficacy. However, an often-reported 
drawback is the necessity for enzymatically hydrolysable linkers between the 
siderophore and the antibiotic to selectively release the antibacterial agent after 
uptake. The hydrolysable linkers reported so far are either too stable, allowing no 
release of antibiotic after uptake, or hydrolytically unstable, leading to the release of 
the antibiotic in the cellular environment before uptake.10,21 Moreover, only limited 
control in time can be achieved, because the enzymatic processes dictate when the 
antibiotic is released. This poor spatial and temporal control over the release of the 
antibacterial agent, so far, generally limits the application of this concept as a 
therapeutically viable approach.  

Light offers extraordinary precision and non-invasiveness to externally control 
biological processes.22,23 The photopharmacological approach relies on the 
attachment or incorporation of molecular photoswitches, whereas the field of 
photoactivation employs photocages to mask crucial functional groups,24–27  allowing 
the irreversible photodeprotection, and thus activation, of the molecule of choice. A 
myriad of PPGs have been developed in the last decades, allowing precise matching 
of the desired properties to the controllable system. The use under biologically 
relevant, preferably physiological, conditions necessitates photocleavage with non-
toxic visible light, hydrolytic stability during the experiments performed and the lack 
of toxic photoproducts released after deprotection. The extensively studied 
coumarin scaffold has proven to exhibit ideal properties for application in photo-
activated therapy, i.e. efficient photocleavage with >400 nm visible light and 
hydrolytic stability under physiological conditions without the release of toxic side 
products.  

9.2 Results and Discussion 
We set out to combine a pyochelin-based Trojan horse strategy and photo-activated 
therapy,28 to potentially allow the development of a light-controlled, efficient and 
potent treatment of opportunistic P. aeruginosa infections. Towards this end, an 
antibiotic conjugate was designed in which the pyochelin siderophore, and 
quinolone antibiotic were connected via a photocleavable linker, allowing the active 
transport into the bacterium and selective antibiotic release upon irradiation with 
light. The chosen quinolone derivative shows low potency against P. aeruginosa  
which is attributed to its low membrane permeability.29 
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Figure 2. Retrosynthetic strategy towards the synthesis of a photocleavable 
siderophore-antibiotic conjugate 22. The conjugate can be synthesized from three 
distinct building blocks, i.e. 9, 13 and 18, which can be obtained in 4-8 steps from 
commercially available starting materials. 

The target structure is depicted in Figure 2, which also shows three distinct synthetic 
building blocks allowing a convergent synthetic strategy. Initial investigations 
focused on the synthesis of the propyl-amino-derived pyochelin derivative 9. Using a 
modified literature procedure,17,30,31 the propyl-amino-pyochelin derivative 9 was 
synthesized in 8 steps in 2% overall yield (see Experimental section, Figure 4). Next, 
the model-quinolone29,32 13 was synthesized in a four step synthetic sequence (see 
Figure 5) giving the product in 36% yield. Synthesis of the photocleavable coumarin 
linker 18 proved challenging due to the desired orthogonal reactivity of the two 
functional groups (halide and acid functionalities) utilized to attach the antibiotic 
and pyochelin-derivative. The finally designed synthetic sequence yielded compound 
18 in 23% overall yield from methylaminocoumarin after 6 steps. Final combination 
of these three building blocks yielded the desired photocleavable pyochelin-
quinolone derivative 22 after 4 steps in 16% yield. In summary, the photocleavable 
siderophore-antibiotic conjugate 22 was synthesized in a 22-step total synthesis 
yielding 34 mg of the pure product. 
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Subsequent photochemical characterization showcased, both from UV-vis 
spectroscopy (see Figure 3) and UPLC-MS measurements under different conditions 
(see Experimental Section), effective photodeprotection in aqueous buffer solution 
with 400 nm light. Moreover, photodeprotection could also be attained by 
irradiation with white light, albeit with prolonged irradiation times ( > 1 h). Finally, 
the hydrolytic stability in buffer with 1 eq iron was assessed, showing no hydrolysis 
after 16 h at room temperature allowing the application of the synthesized 
photocleavable-siderophore-antibiotic conjugate under physiological conditions 
with biocompatible wavelengths of light.  

 
Figure 3. Photocleavage of the antibiotic-siderophore conjugate upon irradiation with 
400 nm light, releasing the model quinolone. a) Schematic representation of the concept. 
b) UV-vis spectroscopy in buffer revealed near-full photocleavage within 10 min of 400 
nm light irradiation. c) UPLC-MS studies confirmed the consumption of compound 22 
and release of the desired quinolone antibiotic upon light exposure. 

Initial microbiological studies aimed at the light-controlled inhibition of bacterial 
growth. For this purpose, a wild-type P. aeruginosa (PA01), a P. aeruginosa  without 
siderophore biosynthesis (PAS283) and E. coli with increased antibiotic susceptibility 
(CS1562) were chosen. To induce the siderophore-based iron uptake system, bacteria 
were grown in an iron-deficient succinate medium for 24 h before conducting the 
experiments.18,33 After incubation with the siderophore-antibiotic conjugate for 2 h, 
irradiation with 400 nm light for 5 min potentially released the antibiotic and 
subsequent incubation for 3 h in liquid culture, followed by 16 h on agar allows to 
quantify colony forming units (CFUs). Preliminary experiments showed a difference 
in activity between the irradiated and non-irradiated samples which did not stem 
from light toxicity (no difference in activity upon irradiation with light without 
compound 22). Unfortunately, poor solubility and aggregation of the synthesized 
conjugate in LB and succinate medium at concentrations relevant for 
microbiological testing interfered with further investigation of the biological activity. 
In the future, efforts will focus on the reduction of the effective conjugate 
concentration, potential solubilization by salt formation and the use of more potent 
antibacterial agent conjugated to the siderophore. 
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9.3 Conclusions 
In conclusion we have synthesized and characterized the first photocleavable 
antibiotic-siderophore conjugate, with the potential to be applied in a 
photocleavable Trojan horse strategy, in a 22 steps total synthesis. Photochemical 
evaluation showed that photocleavage is effective with visible light (λ = 400 nm) 
under physiological conditions. Using UPLC-MS measurements, hydrolytic stability 
under assay conditions was confirmed. These preliminary results confirm that the 
photocleavable pyochelin-quinolone combination is a viable strategy to control and 
potentially improve antibacterial activity with light. Unfortunately, poor solubility 
and aggregation of the conjugate excluded further biological evaluation. However, 
we are convinced that a photocleavable Trojan horse strategy holds great promise for 
the derivatization and specific optimization of antibacterial agents to fight the 
upcoming resistance against bacterial infections. Future work in our laboratories will 
focus on the development of generic Trojan horse motifs combined with different 
PPGs conjugated to biologically active molecules. In this endeavor, we seek for 
simple iron chelators which do not compromise solubility and can be selectively 
utilized across bacteria species. 
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9.4 Experimental Section 

9.4.1 General Remarks 
For general remarks, see chapter 3. 

9.4.2 Synthetic schemes 

 
Figure 4. Synthesis of pyochelin derived propylamino-siderophore in a modified 
literature procedure yielding building block 9.17,30,31 
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Figure 5. Synthesis of the quinolone antibiotic 13. 29,32,34 

 

 
Figure 6. Synthesis of the photocleavable coumarin linker building block 18. 
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Figure 7. Combination of the three building blocks to synthesize the photocleavable 
siderophore-antibiotic conjugate 22.30 

9.4.3 Synthesis 

 
(4R)-3-(3-aminopropyl)-2-(2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-4,5-dihydrothiazol-4-
yl)thiazolidine-4-carboxylic acid (9)17,30,31 

To a solution of protected pyochelin 8 (583 mg, 1.25 mmol) in dry DCM ( 15 mL) 
under N2 atmosphere was added TIPS (1 mL) and 2M HCl in Et2O (8 mL). The 
reaction mixture was stirred at RT for 16 h and subsequently the volatiles were 
evaporated. The pure product (220 mg, 48%)  was obtained as a yellow solid after 
purification with RP-FC.  

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C16H22N3O3S2: 368.10971; Found: 368.10978 
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tert-butyl (4-methyl-2-oxo-2H-chromen-7-yl)glycinate (14) 

To a solution of 4-methyl-7-aminocoumarin (3.00 g, 17.1 mmol) in MeCN (30 mL) 
was added DIPEA (4.45 mL, 25.5 mmol), NaI (25.6 mg, 0.17 mmol) and tert-butyl-
bromoacetate (2.53 mL, 17.1 mmol). The reaction mixture was heated at 85 °C for 5 d, 
after which the solvent was evaporated. The obtained mixture was dissolved in 
EtOAc (50 mL), washed with brine (3 x 50 mL), dried (MgSO4) and the solvent 
evaporated in vacuo to yield the crude product. Flash chromatography (toluene: 
ethyl acetate 3:1) yielded the pure product (2.22 g, 45%)  as an off-white solid.  
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.44 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H), 6.88 (t, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H), 
6.62 (dd, J = 8.7, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 6.37 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 5.93 (s, 1H), 3.89 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 
2H), 2.30 (s, 3H), 1.41 (s, 9H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 170.1, 161.0, 155.8, 154.1, 152.4, 126.3, 110.7, 109.8, 
108.4, 97.3, 81.3, 45.3, 28.1, 18.4. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C16H19NO4: 290.13868; Found: 290.13902 

 

tert-butyl N-methyl-N-(4-methyl-2-oxo-2H-chromen-7-yl)glycinate (15) 

To a solution of 14 (2.22 g, 8.08 mmol) in DMF (50 mL) was added K2CO3 (2.23 g, 16.2 
mmol) followed by MeI (5.00 mL, 11.4 g, 81.0 mmol) and the reaction mixture was 
stirred at 60 °C for 24 h. Subsequently, EtOAc (100 mL) was added and the resulting 
solution was washed with brine (2 x 50 mL), 1M aq. HCl (50 mL), brine (50 mL) and 
dried (MgSO4). Evaporation of the volatiles in vacuo yielded the pure product (2.15 g,  
88%) as a yellow solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.50 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 6.66 (dd, J = 8.9, 2.5 Hz, 
1H), 6.51 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 5.98 (s, 1H), 4.19 (s, 2H), 3.03 (s, 3H), 2.32 (s, 3H), 1.37 (s, 
9H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 169.5, 161.0, 155.5, 153.9, 152.6, 126.4, 109.8, 109.4, 
109.1, 98.3, 81.4, 54.3, 39.6, 28.2, 18.4. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C17H21NO4: 304.15433; Found: 304.15457 
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tert-butyl N-(4-formyl-2-oxo-2H-chromen-7-yl)-N-methylglycinate (16) 

To a solution of 15 (2.05 g, 6.76 mmol) in p-xylene (80 mL) was added SeO2 (1.50 g, 
13.5 mmol) and the resulting mixture was stirred under N2 atmosphere at 135 °C for 
16 h. Subsequently, the mixture was filtered hot and the solvent was evaporated in 
vacuo. Column chromatography (DCM: MeOH 99:1 to 95:5) yielded the pure product 
(1.88 g, 88%) as a red solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 10.07 (s, 1H), 8.21 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 1H), 6.75 (dd, J = 
9.1, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.71 (s, 1H), 6.62 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 4.23 (s, 2H), 3.04 (s, 3H), 1.38 (s, 
9H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 194.5, 169.3, 161.4, 156.7, 152.8, 144.2, 126.7, 117.8, 
110.3, 104.8, 98.6, 81.6, 54.2, 39.6, 28.2. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C17H19NO5: 318.13360; Found: 318.13349 

 
tert-butyl N-(4-(hydroxymethyl)-2-oxo-2H-chromen-7-yl)-N-methylglycinate (17) 

To an ice-cooled solution of 16 (1.80 g, 5.67 mmol) in MeOH (110 mL) was added 
NaBH4 (324 mg, 8.51 mmol) in small portions over 15 min. After addition the reaction 
mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred for 3 h. Subsequently, 
1M aq. HCl (150 mL) was added and the mixture was extracted with EtOAc (3 x 100 
mL). The combined organic layers were washed with brine (200 mL), dried (MgSO4) 
and the volatiles were evaporated. Purification by column chromatography (DCM: 
MeOH 95: 5) yielded the pure product (1.35 g, 75%) as an orange solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.45 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 6.64 (dd, J = 8.9, 2.5 Hz, 
1H), 6.54 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 6.11 (s, 1H), 5.50 (t, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H), 4.67 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 
2H), 4.19 (s, 2H), 3.02 (s, 3H), 1.37 (s, 9H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 169.4, 161.4, 157.3, 155.5, 152.4, 125.3, 109.4, 107.3, 
105.3, 98.3, 81.5, 59.5, 54.2, 39.6, 28.1. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C17H21NO5: 320.14925; Found: 320.14947 

 

tert-butyl N-(4-(bromomethyl)-2-oxo-2H-chromen-7-yl)-N-methylglycinate (18) 

To a solution of 17 (200 mg, 0.62 mmol) in DCM (10 mL) at 0 °C was slowly added 
triethylamine (173 L, 1.25 mmol) and mesyl chloride (106 mg, 0.93 mmol). The 
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reaction mixture was stirred for 30 min, after which it was washed with sat. aq. 
NaHCO3 solution (10 mL) and brine (10 mL) and dried (MgSO4). After concentration 
in vacuo the resulting solid was dissolved in THF (10 mL) and LiBr (216 mg, 2.48 
mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was stirred for 16 h at room temperature 
after which it was concentrated and dissolved in DCM (20 mL). The solution was 
washed with H2O (2 x 20 mL) and brine (20 mL) and dried (MgSO4). Evaporation of 
the volatiles yielded the pure product  (209 mg, 89%) as a bright orange solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 7.63 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.73 (dd, J = 9.0, 2.6 Hz, 
1H), 6.56 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.30 (s, 1H), 4.77 (s, 2H), 4.22 (s, 2H), 3.04 (s, 3H), 1.38 (s, 
9H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 169.3, 160.9, 156.1, 152.8, 152.0, 126.4, 109.9, 109.6, 
107.1, 98.5, 81.5, 54.2, 39.6, 28.6, 28.2. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C17H20BrNO4: 382.06485; Found: 382.06517 

 
(7-((2-(tert-butoxy)-2-oxoethyl)(methyl)amino)-2-oxo-2H-chromen-4-yl)methyl 1-
ethyl-6-fluoro-4-oxo-1,4-dihydroquinoline-3-carboxylate (19) 

To a solution of 17 (200 mg, 0.52 mmol) and 13 (160 mg, 0.62 mmol) in DMF under 
N2 atmosphere was added K2CO3 (171 mg, 1.24 mmol) and the resulting mixture was 
heated to 65 °C under N2 atmosphere for 16 h. Subsequently, the reaction mixture 
was poured on ice-cooled water (20 mL) and the resulting precipitate was filtered 
off, dissolved in DCM (80 mL), washed with brine (100 mL) and dried (MgSO4) to 
yield the pure product (201 mg, 72%) as an orange solid. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.83 (s, 1H), 8.00 – 7.91 (m, 2H), 7.76 – 7.66 (m, 
1H), 7.56 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.69 (dd, J = 9.0, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 6.58 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 6.50 
(s, 1H), 5.52 – 5.49 (m, 2H), 4.46 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 4.22 (s, 2H), 3.04 (s, 3H), 1.61 – 1.12 
(m, 12H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 172.4 (d, J = 2.3 Hz), 169.4, 164.9, 161.1, 161.0, 158.6, 
155.6, 152.7, 151.4, 150.2, 135.7, 130.7 (d, J = 6.6 Hz), 125.6, 121.6 (d, J = 25.6 Hz), 120.9 (d, 
J = 8.0 Hz), 111.7 (d, J = 22.8 Hz), 109.6, 108.8, 106.8, 106.5, 98.4, 81.5, 61.7, 54.3, 48.9, 
28.2, 14.8. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C29H29FN2O7: 537.20316; Found: 537.20243 
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N-(4-(((1-ethyl-6-fluoro-4-oxo-1,4-dihydroquinoline-3-carbonyl)oxy)methyl)-2-oxo-
2H-chromen-7-yl)-N-methylglycine (20) 

To a solution of 19 (140 mg, 0.26 mmol) and TIPS (64 L, 0.31 mmol) in dry DCM (4 
mL) under N2 atmosphere was added 2M HCl in Et2O (4 mL). The reaction mixture 
was stirred overnight and subsequently all the volatiles were evaporated in vacuo. 
The resulting precipitate was washed with Et2O and pentane to yield the pure 
product (110 mg, 88%) as an orange solid.  
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.84 (s, 1H), 7.96 (dt, J = 9.3, 3.8 Hz, 2H), 7.72 (td, 
J = 8.6, 3.2 Hz, 1H), 7.55 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.71 (dd, J = 9.0, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.59 (d, J = 
2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.49 (s, 1H), 5.51 (s, 2H), 4.47 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 4.24 (s, 2H), 3.05 (s, 3H), 
1.37 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 172.4 164.9, 161.1, 161.0, 158.5, 155.6, 152.9, 151.4, 
150.1, 135.7, 130.6, 125.3, 121.6, 121.4, 120.8, 111.6, 111.4, 109.5, 108.7, 106.3, 106.0, 98.1, 61.7, 
48.9, 14.8. 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -115.95. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C25H21FN2O7: 481.14056; Found: 481.14003 

 
(7-(methyl(2-oxo-2-(perfluorophenoxy)ethyl)amino)-2-oxo-2H-chromen-4-yl)methyl 
1-ethyl-6-fluoro-4-oxo-1,4-dihydroquinoline-3-carboxylate (21) 

To a solution of 20 (105 mg, 0.22 mmol) in DCM (5 mL) under a  N2 atmosphere was 
added EDC·HCl (50.0 mg, 0.26 mmol)  and 2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorophenol (45.0 mg, 
0.24 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature in the dark for 16 
h. Subsequently, DCM (20 mL) was added and the resulting solution was washed 
with 0.5M aq. HCl (50 mL), brine (2 x 50 mL), dried (MgSO4) and the volatiles were 
evaporated. Purification by column chromatography (DCM: MeOH 98: 2) yielded 
the pure product (100 mg, 70%) as a red solid. 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.83 (s, 1H), 7.95 (dt, J = 9.4, 3.5 Hz, 2H), 7.70 
(ddd, J = 9.3, 7.9, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 7.62 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 6.83 (dd, J = 9.0, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 
6.75 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 6.55 (s, 1H), 5.52 (s, 2H), 4.95 (s, 2H), 4.46 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 
3.14 (s, 3H), 1.37 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 172.4, 171.6, 167.4, 164.9, 161.1, 160.9, 158.5, 155.5, 
152.7, 152.1, 151.4, 150.2, 135.7, 130.7, 125.8, 121.6, 121.4, 120.9, 111.7, 111.4, 109.7, 108.7, 
107.5, 106.7, 99.0, 61.7, 52.8, 48.8, 14.8. 
19F NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ -115.79 – -116.48 (m), -152.96 (d, J = 19.6 Hz), -
157.68 (t, J = 23.2 Hz), -161.41 – -163.31 (m). 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C31H20F6N2O7: 647.12475; Found: 647.12353 

 
(4R)-3-(3-(2-((4-(((1-ethyl-6-fluoro-4-oxo-1,4-dihydroquinoline-3-
carbonyl)oxy)methyl)-2-oxo-2H-chromen-7-yl)(methyl)amino)acetamido)propyl)-2-
(2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-4,5-dihydrothiazol-4-yl)thiazolidine-4-carboxylic acid (22) 

To a solution of 21 (100 mg, 0.15 mmol) in DMF (3 mL) were successively added 9 
(50.0 mg, 0.14 mmol) and DIPEA (22 L, 0.15 mmol). The reaction mixture was 
stirred under N2 atmosphere in the dark for 16 h. Subsequently, DCM (50 mL) was 
added and the solution was washed with brine (3 x 50 mL) and dried (Na2SO4). 
Purification by column chromatography (DCM: MeOH 99:1 to 98:2 to 95:5 to 9:1) 
yielded the pure product (35 mg, 36% ) as a yellow solid. 

HR-MS (ESI, [M+H]+): Calcd. for C41H40FN5O9S2: 830.23242; Found: 830.23304 
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Figure 8. HR-MS spectrum of compound 22 showing the expected mass without 
significant impurities. 
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A Photocleavable Trojan Horse Strategy; Fighting Pseudomonas aeruginosa with Light 

 
Figure 9. UPLC-MS trace of the final photocleavable siderophore-antibiotic conjugate 
(22) showing a single peak in the chromatogram at 10.88 min with the corresponding 
mass spectrum. 
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9.4.4 Photochemical behavior 

 
Figure 10. Photocleavage of compound 22 in tris buffer. Upon irradiation with visible 
light (>400 nm) for 10 min full photocleavage was accomplished releasing the desired 
antibacterial agent (compound 22 RT = 13.04 is consumed leading to a peak at RT = 10.63 
which corresponds to the m/z of the desired quinolone antibiotic). 
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Summary, Prospect and Conclusion 
In this thesis, the control of biological function with light has been described. To this 
end, both the field of photopharmacology and photoactivated therapy have been 
introduced, reviewed and exploited. Close collaboration between synthetic organic 
chemistry and biology has been essential for the development of these emergent 
research areas. Chapter 2 gave an introduction to photopharmacology, which 
potentially allows for unprecedented spatiotemporal resolution together with the 
possibility to reduce systemic side effects and environmental toxicity. With this 
chapter, a critical overview and classification of pharmacological targets was given 
supported by descriptive examples from recent literature.  

Chapter 3 focused on the development of a straightforward synthetic protocol to 
convert known, clinical drugs into their photoswitchable derivatives by a single 
synthetic step. This modular synthetic approach allows the synthesis of 
photoswitchable ciprofloxacin derivatives utilizing both azobenzene and spiropyran 
as the photoswitchable motif. Interestingly, one of the azobenzene-derived 
antibiotics showed  a 50-fold increase in potency compared to the original 
ciprofloxacin. Moreover, spatiotemporal control of antibacterial activity was 
showcased by bacterial patterning studies. The application of similar systems with 
photoswitches that can be controlled with visible light might offer a simple, future 
way of derivatizing known drugs into clinically relevant photopharmaceuticals. 

To bring the concept of photopharmacology closer to clinical application, 
photoswitches that can be controlled with visible light are essential. Despite the 
design of such derivatives, their synthesis remained challenging. In chapter 4, 
synthetic methodology for the synthesis of tetra-ortho-substituted azobenzenes has 
been described. The developed synthetic method employs an ortho-lithiation of 1,3-
disubstituted aromatic substrates followed by reaction with aryldiazonium salts. The 
products were obtained in good to excellent yields after short reaction time and 
simple purification. Utilizing this method, a diverse set of (unsymmetrically 
substituted) azobenzenes was synthesized, paving the way for the application of red-
shifted azobenzenes in photopharmacology.  

Next we aimed at the application of this method to control antibacterial activity with 
visible light (Chapter 5). First, a UV-light switchable diaminopyrimidine derivative 
with suitable antibacterial properties and satisfying difference in activity between 
the trans and cis isomer has been identified. Subsequent replacement with tetra-
ortho-substituted azobenzenes led to photoswitchable antibiotics that could be 
controlled in both directions with visible (green and red) light. Moreover, the 
bidirectional visible light control was, for the first time, attained in situ in the 
presence of bacteria. Finally, an at least eight-fold difference in antimicrobial activity 
was obtained for the tetra-ortho-chloro derivative which could be activated with 652 
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nm red light within the therapeutic window. The described system holds great 
promise for in vivo application. Future research should focus on a rational structure-
based design, potentially allowing for a significantly larger difference in activity 
between the two photoisomers. 

Chapter 6 described the methodology development, synthesis, characterization and 
biological evaluation of a privileged series of photomodulators of bacterial 
communication (quorum sensing). With the developed synthetic methodology, a 
library of 16 photoswitchable quorum sensing modulators were synthesized via a 
rapid 4-step synthetic sequence. The lead compounds allowed up to 70% quorum 
sensing induction and 59% quorum sensing inhibition. Remarkably, for the lead 
agonist, a >700 times difference in activity between the irradiated and non-irradiated 
forms was obtained showing unparalleled control in photopharmacology. A similar 
approach could be envisioned, especially utilizing the methodology described in 
chapter 4, in which medically relevant quorum sensing inhibitors are designed and 
synthesized. However, to this end, specific future optimization of the in this chapter 
described methodology is crucial allowing its application with tetra-substituted 
azobenzene derivatives. 

Photo-activated therapy, more specific, the wavelength-selective application of 
photo-activated therapy has been described in chapter 7. An introduction and 
overview of photocleavable groups was given, together with illustrative examples of 
the application of multiple photocleavable groups in a single system to control 
diverse functions/properties with different wavelengths of light.  

Chapter 8 showed the application of photo-activated therapy to control protein-
protein interactions (MDM2-p53). The design, synthesis and biological evaluation of 
a photoactivatable MDM2 inhibitor, allowing the selective, non-invasive activation 
of anti-tumor properties with visible light (in collaboration with dr. F.M. Feringa, 
NKI) was described. Western blot analysis revealed a significant difference in p53 
stabilizing activity between the masked and photodeprotected idasanutlin, allowing 
the application of the synthesized derivative in four different cell lines to 
photocontrol cellular growth. Moreover, the spatiotemporal precision of this 
approach was showcased by microsecond laser activation with micrometer 
resolution. Future studies will aim at the evaluation of the pharmacokinetic 
properties of the described system and confirming this proof of concept in vivo. 

Finally, chapter 9 described the design and synthesis of a photocleavable 
siderophore-antibiotic conjugate as a potential Trojan horse strategy. The pyochelin 
siderophore, natively utilized by P. Aeruginosa, for the active uptake of iron, was 
conjugated to a model quinolone antibiotic through a photocleavable linker allowing 
the photocontrolled release of antibiotic with >400 nm visible light. A 22-steps total 
synthesis towards the desired conjugate was achieved. Unfortunately, biological 
activity remains elusive due to insufficient solubility and aggregation of the 
conjugate in assay buffers at relevant concentrations. However, we believe that a 
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Summary, Prospect and Conclusion 

Trojan horse strategy, using photocleavable linkers, still holds great promise for 
fighting resistant bacteria. Towards this end, generic, water-soluble siderophores 
should be combined with a diverse set of potent antibiotics to overcome penetration 
problems of the cell-membrane of especially Gram-negative bacteria. 

In conclusion, this thesis describes synthetic methodologies and their application to 
attain visible light control of biological functions. The reported applications range 
from antibiotic development to anti-tumor drug modification. We believe that the 
application of visible light to control biological processes is essential for the (future) 
development of photopharmacology and photo-activated therapy to reach the 
ultimate goal of clinical application. Especially, the future application and 
development of multiple light activatable moieties within a single biological system 
potentially allows for unparalleled light control of complex biological networks. 
Moreover, rational, structure-based design of photopharmacological systems will be 
a formidable challenge which, if successful, might allow an even faster academic 
expansion of this emergent research field and its clinical applications. To do so, the 
development of light-controllable systems should start in the hospital, searching for 
biomedical targets with the potential to have a large positive impact on patient life 
and healthcare. Towards this end, synthetic simplicity and availability of target 
photoactive compounds is crucial to make these technologies available for the broad 
chemical biology community. Light control of biological function remains a diverse 
and challenging research area with the exciting potential to change future 
healthcare. 
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Samenvatting en Conclusie 
Dit proefschrift beschrijft methodes om biologische activiteit te beïnvloeden door 
gebruik te maken van licht. De twee methodes die worden geïntroduceerd en 
toegepast zijn fotofarmacologie en foto-geactiveerde therapie. Directe samenwerking 
tussen synthetische organische chemie en biologie is cruciaal om efficiënte 
ontwikkeling van deze nieuwe onderzoeksvelden te bewerkstelligen. Hoofdstuk 2 
dient als introductie van fotofarmacologie. Hierin wordt beschreven hoe biologische 
functie met ongekende precisie in plaats en tijd gecontroleerd kan worden door 
gebruik te maken van licht. Het uiteindelijke doel van deze methode is het 
terugdringen van bijwerkingen en het tegengaan van de opbouw van actieve 
medicijnen in het milieu. Dit hoofdstuk geeft een kritisch overzicht van de state-of-
the-art in de fotofarmacologie en introduceert een manier om de verschillende 
medisch relevante targets te classificeren. Deze classificatie is onderbouwd met 
recente voorbeelden uit de literatuur. 

Hoofdstuk 3 focust op de ontwikkeling van een synthetische methode om bestaande 
medicijnen op een eenvoudige manier om te zetten in fotoschakelbare derivaten in 
één synthetische stap en beschrijft de biologische evaluatie van de op die manier 
gesynthetiseerde moleculen. Deze modulaire synthetische aanpak maakt het 
mogelijk om fotoschakelbare antibiotica te maken door de introductie van zowel 
azobenzeen als spiropyran fotoschakelaars. Eén van de gesynthetiseerde 
fotoschakelbare antibiotica (gebaseerd op ciprofloxacine en azobenzeen) blijkt 50 
keer actiever te zijn dan het originele antibioticum. Verder wordt aangetoond dat 
het antibioticum lokaal aangezet kan worden door bacteriën onder invloed van licht 
in een patroon te laten groeien. Een potentieel nadeel van de gebruikte azobenzeen 
en spiropyran fotoschakelaars is de noodzaak om te beschijnen met UV licht, wat 
toxisch is en slecht weefsel binnendringt. 

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een methode beschreven om azobenzeen fotoschakelaars te 
synthetiseren die geschakeld kunnen worden met zichtbaar licht. Deze synthetische 
methode maakt gebruik van een ortho-lithiering gevolgd door een reactie van het 
gelithieerde substraat met aryldiazoniumzouten. Dit maakt het mogelijk tetra-
gesubstitueerde azobenzeen fotoschakelaars te maken in korte tijd, met goede 
opbrengst en zonder uitgebreide zuiveringsprocedures. Door gebruik te maken van 
deze nieuwe methodologie zijn verschillende niet-symmetrische, gesubstitueerde 
azobenzenen gesynthetiseerd wat hopelijk de weg vrij maakt voor de toepassing van 
deze nieuwe soort fotoschakelaars in de fotofarmacologie. 

In hoofstuk 5 wordt een toepassing van de in hoofdstuk 4 beschreven methode 
besproken. Na het ontwikkelen van een UV-licht schakelbare diaminopyridine 
derivaat met goede antibacteriële eigenschappen en een verschil in activiteit tussen 
de twee fotoisomeren is de ‘gewone’ azobenzeen vervangen door een tetra-
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gesubstitueerde derivaat. Dit maakt het mogelijk om het fotoschakelbare 
antibioticum aan en uit te zetten door te beschijnen met verschillende kleuren 
zichtbaar licht. Het gebruik van een dergelijke fotoschakelaar is in dit onderzoek 
voor het eerst in situ aangetoond waarbij aan- en uitgeschakeld kon worden in de 
aanwezigheid van bacteriën. Uiteindelijk is een verschil in activiteit gevonden voor 
de tetra-chloor gesubstitueerde variant waarbij de activatie plaatsvindt doormiddel 
van 652 nm rood licht, wat het in potentie mogelijk maakt om dit fotoschakelbare 
antibioticum therapeutisch toe te passen. 

Hoofdstuk 6 richt zich op een nieuwe methodologie om fotoschakelbare modulators 
van bacteriële communicatie te synthetiseren. Door gebruik te maken van deze 
methodologie zijn er 16 fotoschakelbare modulators gesynthetiseerd. Deze 
moleculen zijn vervolgens getest op hun remmende of activerende werking op 
bacteriële communicatie. De beste activator liet 70% activatie zien terwijl de beste 
remmer voor 59% communicatie stopte. Bijzonder is dat de beste activator meer dan 
700 keer verschil in activiteit laat zien tussen de niet beschenen en beschenen vorm. 
Dit laat een ongeëvenaarde selectiviteit in fotofarmacologie zien met interessante 
mogelijkheden voor de toekomst. 

Foto-geactiveerde therapie, en dan met name golflengte-selectief gebruik hiervan, is 
beschreven in hoofdstuk 7. Dit hoofdstuk geeft een introductie en overzicht van 
fotobeschermgroepen samen met een aantal voorbeelden uit de literatuur. Meerdere 
functies in één systeem kunnen worden gecontroleerd door gebruik te maken van 
verschillende fotobeschermgroepen die ontschermd kunnen worden door middel 
van verschillende kleuren licht. 

Hoofdstuk 8 beschrijft de toepassing van foto-geactiveerde therapie om eiwit-eiwit 
interacties te beïnvloeden (MDM2-p53). Het ontwerp, de synthese en biologische 
evaluatie van een foto-activeerbare MDM2 remmer zijn uitgewerkt. De beschreven 
remmer maakt het mogelijk selectief een antikankermedicijn te activeren met 
zichtbaar licht (samenwerking met dr. Femke M. Feringa, NKI). Western blot 
analyse laat een significant verschil zien in p53 stabilisatie (MDM2-remming) voor 
en na beschijnen van de foto-activeerbare idasanutlin met licht. Dit effect is 
aangetoond in 4 verschillende cellijnen en bevestigd dat het mogelijk is doormiddel 
van lichtactivatie selectief celgroei te remmen. Verder beschrijft dit hoofdstuk de 
precieze activatie van één enkele cel door gebruik te maken van de foto-activeerbare 
idasanutlin in combinatie met een 405 nm laser met micrometer resolutie. 

In hoofdstuk 9 wordt de synthese van een foto-activeerbare siderophore-
antibioticum onderzocht. Dergelijke moleculen kunnen mogelijk als een strategie, 
gelijkend aan het Trojaanse paard, worden gebruikt om de bacteriele opname van 
antibiotica te bevorderen. Een bekende siderophore, gebruikt door Pseudomonas 
Aeruginosa, is geconjugeerd aan een quinoloon antibioticum doormiddel van een 
moleculaire linker die verbroken kan worden met licht. Dit maakt het mogelijk het 
antibioticum af te scheiden onder invloed van zichtbaar licht. Uiteindelijk is het 
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Samenvatting en Conclusie 

ontworpen siderophore-quinoloon derivaat gesynthetiseerd in een 22-staps synthese. 
Oplosbaarheidsproblemen en aggregatie in buffer maken het helaas niet mogelijk 
om de biologisch activiteit op een  betrouwbare manier verder te onderzoeken. 

Concluderend beschrijft dit proefschrift de ontwikkeling van synthetische 
methodologie en het gebruik hiervan om biologische activiteit te controleren 
doormiddel van zichtbaar licht. Dit concept wordt in dit proefschrift toegepast voor 
een breed scala aan biologische functionaliteiten, van antibiotica ontwikkeling tot 
kankermedicijn modificatie. Het gebruik van zichtbaar licht voor de controle van 
biologische processen is essentieel voor de ontwikkeling van fotofarmacologie en 
foto-geactiveerde therapie, met als ultieme doel de toepassing in de kliniek. Om dit 
te bereiken zijn eenvoudige synthetische methodes, die het mogelijk maken om 
fotoschakelbare biologische relevante moleculen te maken, cruciaal. Hiermee komen 
deze moleculen, en als gevolg daarvan, deze technologieën beschikbaar voor de 
brede chemisch-biologische gemeenschap. Het beïnvloeden van biologische functie 
met licht blijft een divers en uitdagend onderzoeksveld met de potentie om de 
toekomstige gezondheidszorg te revolutioneren. 
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